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Herein, we discuss a generalization of the semiclassical
cubic spline known in the literature as the exponential spline.
In actuality, the exponential spline represents a continuum of
interpolants ranging from the cubic spline to the i_near spline.
A particular member of this family is uniquely specified by
the choice of certain "tension" parameters.
We first outline the theoretical underpinnings of the
exponential spline. This development roughly parallels the
existing theory for cubic splines. The primary extension lies
in the ability of the exponential spline to preserve convexity
and monotonicity present in the data.
We next discuss the numerical computation of the exponen-
tial spline. A variety of numerical devices are employed to
produce a stable and robust algorithm. An algorithm for the
selection of tension parameters that will produce a shape
preserving approximant is developed. A sequence of selected
curve-fitting examples are presented which clearly demonstrate
the advantages of exponential splines over cubic splines.
We conclude with a consideration of the broad spectrum
of possible uses of exponential splines in the applications.
Our prima­
 emphasis is on computational fluid dynamics
although thc:,
 imaginative reader will recognize the wider
generality of the techniques developed.
v
Notation
a =xl <... <xN
+1 =b
hi= xi+1	 x i	( i = 1,...,N)
pi=
 tension parameter (i = 1,...,N)
end conditions: T' (a) = f' (a) , T' (b) = f' (b)
f = data
T = exponential spline interpolant
s = cubic spline intecDoiant
(f2 - fl)




= 2 1 ... ,N)i= —
 hi
	 hi-1




ei = Ih S1 l / Pi
di =
	




 = sinh (Pihi)
Ci = cosh(pihi)
(i = 1, .... N)
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Preface
Apreoccupation with problems of interpolation «,.w
approximation may be traced back to the dawn of mathematical
enterprise. The primary .impetus for these investigations
was the desire to determine the motions of the heavenly
bodies. Indeed, the historical record ['Pl] contains many
practical computations performed by the Babylonian scribes.
As an example, one such calculation employs linear interpola-
tion in a table to predict the risings and settings of
Mercury. Furthermore, other orbital calculations made during
this period reveal that higher order polynomial interpolation
was also in use.
An early example of an approximation method that did
not reduce to straightforward interpolation was Archimedes'
estimation of 7 [P2]. His technique utilized the approxima-
tion of a circle by a sequence of inscribed and circumscribed
polygons. Moreover, he provided error bounds for this
procedure, which may very well be a "first" in approximation
theory. In modern parlance, we would dub this approximation
by linear splines (see below).
The piecewise-linear approximation scheme reappeared in
Euler's work [P3] on the numerical solution of ordinary
differential equations (ODE'S). This in turn was a key
ingredient of the Cauchy-Peano existence theorem for ODE's [P4].
vii
The eighteenth century also witnessed the full blossoming
of polynomial interpolation [P5,P6] culminating in the
Newton and Lagrange foams for the interpolating polynomial.
In spite of its theoretical appeal, polynomial
interpolation suffers from several serious drawbacks.
First of all, since polynomials are analytic functions,
pLnZ local modification to the data entails a global effect
on the interpolant. Also, since N+l points requira an Nth
degree polynomial interpolant, very frequently the result
is a curve with undesired undulations. A problem of a much
more serious nature is the Runge phenomenon [P7]. Runge's
example illustrates the disturbing fact that as the mesh
width vanishes, the piAynomial interpolant does not neces-
sarily converge to -the function being approximated.
one solution to these problems is to use a polynomial
of degree m (m small) for the first m+l data points, another
polynomial for the next m+l data points, and so on.
Unfortunately, this procedure, called piecewise-polynomial
interpolation, produces an interpolant that belongs only to
0
[X1'XN+1]'
such was the state of affairs until Schoenberg
introduced polynomial spline functions [P3] in the mid-19401s.
His idea can be condensed as follows. Locally, i.e.
between two consecutive data points, the interpolant is to
be a polynomial of degree n while the global interpolant is
tw`
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only required to belong to Cn-1[X1,XN+1]. This results
in. N(n+l) - (n-1) conditions for the determination of
N(n+l) polynomial coefficients. That is to say, we have
an (n-1)-dimensional space of polynomial spline interpolants
to the data. Extra constraints are typically provided in
terms of end conditions. Note that for n = 1 we obtain the
previously alluded to linear splines.
A popular choice is the case n = 3, i.e. cubic spline
interpolation. The use of such low degree polynomials
reduces the risk of wiggles, while second derivative conti-
nuity is sufficient in many applications. An additional
attraction of the cubic spline is that it possesses a direct
analogue in beam theory. This is the draftsman's spline,
whence comes the name of this mode of approximation.
since their introduction, splines have been studied
intensively. Convergence of interpolatory splines has been
established, as well as convergence of higher derivatives
provided the function beinq approximated is sufficiently
smooth. In general, the rate of convergence depends on
the degree of smoothness of this underlying function.
The practical utility of cubic splines is quite
evident from their widespread use as finite element basis
functions, in collocation approximations to differential
equations, and in geometric and data-fittinq applications.
At first glance it would seem that many issues in practical
ix
I. n
problems of interpolation and approximation have been
resolved by their introduction.
This is true to a limited extent. However, cubic
splines can and do produce spurious oscillations in the
interpolant. In some cases this is merely a nuisance but
in others it can prove to be detrimental. For example,
in combustion calculations it could produce an unrealistic
detonation, or in computational aerodynamics it could
result in the generation of a nonphysical shock wave.
Spath [471 first proposed the exponential spline as
a remedy to these difficulties. We arrive at the exponential
spline by returning to beam theory. We aul a tensile force
which has the effect of pulling the beam taut between the
.^..a^+t+v a. 4.. t+V iii 4.9•
	 Taae LVr7 ui t,.Z lag in a.2rpv s. c'aiav incl udes cxpoia°
entials in place of higher order monomials. Pruess [35,371
has rigorously established that for sufficiently great tensile
forces the exponential spline so produced mimics both
convexity and monotonicity properties present in the data.
The work at hand gathers together the principal existing
results related to exponential s, %Une interpolation and intro-
duces a number of new contributions to the state-of-the-art in
or, and computation of exponential splines. Some
applications are them considered, in particular the
ent of compressible fluid floes, where it is shown
uponential splines permit the simulation of shock waves
egligible overshoots in the computed solution.
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In the development of the theory of exponential splines,
we first detail .f:>he boundary value problem for the spline
under tension [42] followed by its explicit solution in
terms of second derivatives [35]. The translation of this
second derivative formulation into the corresponding first
derivative formulation is then developed. The exponential
spline is then placed within the more general framework of
piecewise L-splines. This leads us to define higher order
tension splines. The possibility of Hermite interpolation
by exponential splines is then considered. Next we derive
certain extremal properties of exponential splines. Conver-
gence properties of exponential splines originally obtained
by Pruess [351	 are established via a modified procedure.
In addition, these results are extended to include third
derivatives. Next, a review of Pruess' [35] results on shape
preservation properties of exponential spline interpolation
is given. The cardinal spline basis on finite knot sets is
introduced, various properties are established by extending
the arguments of Birkhoff and de Boor [7], and further
properties are obtained by a now procedure. Finally, the
B-spline basis is derived together with certain ancillary
considerations.
The consideration of computational matters begins with
the direct solution of the spline equations [2]. Bounds for






For the second derivative formulation this was supplied by
Pruess [35] while for the first derivative formulation this is
new-There follows an analysis of the iterative solution of the
spline equations,ineluding a discussion of the optimum relaxa-
tion factor. Next is a treatment of spline end condi-
tions. Both the techniques used and the results obtained
are unavailable elsewhere. An alternative power series
representation, as suggested by Pruess [35], is derived
for small hyperbolic function arguments. New parameter
selection algorithms are given which produce co-convex
and/or co-monotone interpolants. This complements the
non-constructive existence proofs previously noted. The
periodic exponential spline is then detailed. A variety of
numerical topics i;:; next considered. Finally, we present a
sequence of examples illustrating the inherent superiority
of exponential splines to cubic splines.
The subject of the application of exponential splines
has largely been neglected in the literature [17,39,45].
We commence with a broad spectrum of geometric applications
in computational fluid dynamics. We then take up the approxi-
mate solution of the Laplace, heat, and wave equations using
exponential splines. After this we embark on an investiga-
tion of the possibility of using the properties of expon-
ential splines to inhibit the appearance of wiggles and over-
shoots in the numerical simulation of flows with shock waves,
xii
while retaining a high order of accuracy. We commence with
the numerical solution of a one dimensional model problem
and concludes with the simulation of two dimensional inviscid
fluid flow in a channel. We develop a scheme which uses
exponential splines to approximate spatial derivatives,
while employing a fourth order Runge-Kutta time stepping
procedure. Along the way, we generalize to our scheme a
result of Lax and Wendroff [28] concerning the computation
of weak solutions of nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws.
There follows a discussion of the stability and accuracy
of the proposed scheme and a number of alternative schemes.
Artificial viscosity is included via the coupling of Flux
Vector Splitting [50] with the upwinding of derivatives [24].
We note that our treatment of Flux Vector Splitting contains
a new result concerning the nature of the split Jacobians.
Boundary conditions are enforced in a consistent fashion by
performing a local analysis of the characteristic variables
[19,22]. The significant achievement here is that the
proposed scheme yields a numerical solution that is third
order accurate (fourth order accurate on a uniform mesh)
in smooth regions of the flow, while accurately capturing
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Part I: Theory of Exponential Splines
I.l. Overview
In this first part we discuss exponential splines
from a theoretical viewpoint. Starting from the analogy
of a cubic spline to a beam we add a tension term to the
governing differential equation thus giving rise to the
exponential spline. The solution to this boundary value
problem expresses the exponential spline in terms of its
second derivatives at the knots. This is the form we
prefer since it leads to simpler expressions than a repre-
sentation in terms of the first derivatives. However,
since it will be useful to gas later, we next derive this
other system of equations. The exponential spline is then
inspected in the context of generalized splines. This leads
us to consider higher order tension splines and higher
degree interpolation. Certain extremal properties are
then derived. Convergence of the approximating spline is
next studied through the proximity of the interpolating
cubic and exponential splines with the same end conditioOns.
The :shape preservation capabilities of exponential splines
are then. reviewed. Finally, we add to the number of possible




I.2. Derivation of Exponential Spline Equations in Terms
of Second Derivatives
The cubic spline is well known to have the following
analogue in beam theory [2]. Consider a simply supported
beam with supports { (xi,fi)-Ii=l Then s (x) , the deflection
of the beam, is a solution to
[E • I•D2 Is = M
between successive supports. Here
E = Young's modulus
I = cross sectional moment of inertia
M = bending moment.
Under the assumption of weightlessness, M is a piecewise
linear continuous function with break points at the supports.
Thus, differentiating the above twice we arrive at the two-
point boundary value problem on [xi,xi+1] (i = 1, ... ,N)
[D4] Is = 0 ,	 s (xi ) = f  ,
	
S (x i+l )	f i+l
S R' (Xi ) = 3l C	 SIP (xi+1) = S41
where s and s +1 are chosen to ensure s E C2 [a,b] when
s' (a) and s' (b) are given. Note that [D4 ] Is = 0 on [xi,xi+l] =I- s
is a cubic there.
The cubic spline .so defined has a tendency to exhibit
unwanted undulations. (:or.respondingly, the above analogy
suggests that the application of uniform tension between
2
supports might remedy the problem [42,43]. * The beam
equation on [xi'xi+1] then becomes
[E • I•D 2 - ti I] s = M .
Letting pi = (ti/E•I) leads us to define the
exponential spline [47,48,49] as the solution to the
boundary value problem on [xi,xi+1] (i = 1,...,N):
[ D4 P2 D2 ] T = 0 ,	T(Xi ) = f i 	 T (xi+l) = fi+l
TIf (x
	 T^"	 T" (x ] +1 ) = T I,
with V'. (i = 1,...,N+l) as yet undetermined.
Let us pause to note that
(i)	 pi -> 0 =^- [D4 ]T = 0 , i.e. the cubic spline,




We now solve this boundary value problem (BVP) for
the exponential spline. Let t(x) = T"(x), then t(x) is
a solution to the BVP




* in the following paragraphs and throughout the thesis,
s(x) will represent the cubic spline and T(x) the exponential
spline.
3
t (x) = 1Si rT.' sinh pi (x i+1-x) + Ti+1 sinh pi (x-xi ) }.
1;ience t(x) satisfies the BV'P
T 	 =	 ST.' sinh v (x i+l -x) + T i+1 sinh pi(x-xi)}
T (x: i )	 fi '	 T (X i+1 = fi+1'
Therefore
T (x) = S S T^ sinh pi (xi+l-x) + T .'+1 sinh pi (x-x i ) }
pl 1
_ T i	 x-x	 _ Ti+l x - xi+ (f	 i+,li 2)	 h	 + (f	 1+1
	
 2 )	 h




(= Ai + B i x + Gie	 + Di e	 )
The raglliram- ents of first derivative continuity at
the points of interpolation yield expressions for the
determination of T^'.' (i = 1,...,N+1). Specifically, for
i = 2,...,N we have
T if-T"
T' (xi)





















Hence, Ti (i = 1,...,N+1) are the solution
	 of the tri-
diagonal system
d1Tl + e12 = bl
ei-l T i- 1 + (di-l+di )T i + e i T i+ 1 = bi ' (i=2,...,N),
eN TOON + dN TO'N+l	 bN+l




Sll /Pi	 di - Ipi S	 h i l/pl withii 
Ci
 = cosh (pihi ).	 T is uniquely
(i = 1,...,N+1) are determined.
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I.3. Derivation of Exponential Spline ]Equations in Terms
of First Derivatives.
Recall that on [xi,xi+l] the exponential spline is
the solution to the boundary value problem
(*)	 [D4 -p?D2 ]T(X)  = 0 subject to
T (X 
- f i ' T (xi+1) = f i+l 	 T' (xi) 'r ' T' ( Xi +1) = Ti+1
The general solution of (*)
	 is
( )(x) = K (i) epi (x i+1 x )+ 
K" epi (x-x
' ) + K3 1) x + K4i)T	 1
I T,  
(x) = -p1Ki1 )epi (xi+1-x) + piK (i) epl (x-xi) + K M .
The determination of Ku l) (j = 1,2,3,4) then consists of
substituting into (**) and enforcing the boundary condi-
tions.
However, the solution of the resulting 4 X 4 system of
equations becomes quite tedious thus making an alternative
route desirable. We instead use previously obtained results
to derive the desired tridiagonal system.
Recall that on [xi,xi+1] (i = 1,...,N)
T , (X) = 
P i S1 {-T1 cosh pi (xi+1-x) + Ti+1 cosh pi(x-xi)J
1 `	 Ti+1-Ti
+ hi (f i+1
- f
i ) -	 --?- }.Pi
f i-fi-1
Ti-1 = -	 Ti-1 - ei-1 T + h 1
fi-fi-1T i	 = ei-1Ti-1 + '`^i-1 T i +
	 hi-1
6




T!	 = e T7 + dT .,	 + fi+1-fiii^•1	 3_ i	 i+1	 h.i










_	 di	 f + ei	 ei	 fi+1- fi
^i - e2 _ d2	 11	 di T1+1--T- +1
i	 i
Equating these results yields
2 
ei_
^— T i-1 + 2 
di-2 + 2ai2 T1 + 2
e1 2 Ti+1
di-l-ei- 1	 di-l-ei-1	 di -e.	 di-e.
	





This of course must be modified at the boundaries.
The special case p i = p, hi = h Vi yields
[
e,	 d	 e	 , 	 fi+l-fi-1
-2
 
d+e ] Ti-1 + [d+e ] Ti + C (d+e ] T1+1	 2h
Note that [-2Td+e)] + [ d+e] + [ (d+e)]
Furthermore, if p i = 0 Vi then we have ei = hi/6 and
di = hi/3. Consequently, the above relations reduce to




If we wish to specify T = f 1 (a) and/or TN+1 - f"(b)




2 T 2 -	 d 1e ^I ° f2-fl l - f ^^ (a)dl-e J	 dl-el	 1 1 J	 hl 
.^
eN T+ I d 	 T	 = r 1. f N+1-f NJ + f ^^ (b)d	 N	 Ld2-e2
NI
 N+1	 IdN-eNl L 
hN 1
If we want the weights in front of T i-1 ' T i' Ti+l
to sum to unity we may multiply the i th equation by
(di-l-ei-1)(di -ei)






+	 di_, ( d i-ei)
(di-l+ei-1) [(d i-l
"'e i-1 + (d i -e i  l
di(di-l-ei-1)
+ (di+ei) (di-l-ei-1)+(di-ei) •Ti
di - e 
	 fi-fi
-1 	 di-l-ei-1	 f i+1-f i
di-l-ei-1 )+(di-ei )	 hi-1	 (di-l-ei-1)+(di-ei)	 hi
8
We may now use our relations between {Tk}N+l and {•rk}k+1
s
to establish




_ i + el-d i	hl
sinh pi (x-xi ) - sinh pi(xi+j.-x)	 xi+1-2x+xi
piS i	 pihi




	 sinh pi (x-x i )	 x-xi	 1
e 2 -d22S	 2h	 J}i i	 pi i	 pi i
ei	sinh Pi (xi+1 -x) 	 xi+l-x
+ T i+l ^ 2-d?	 zS 
i	 a
h,
i 1	 p1	 pi 
di	sinh pi (x-x i )	 x-xi
e2-d2	 2S	 2hi i	 pi i	 pi i
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1.4. Generalized Splines
In deriving the equation for the exponential spline
we used the factorization D 4 -piD2
 = (D2 - piI)D2 . The
symmetric factorization D4 -piD2
 = (D2+piD)(D2-piD),
however, permits an interpretation in a generalized
spline context [2,3,4,21,33,34,40,41,51].
In general, let L be a linear differential operator
of order m:,
L = p0 (x) Dm + pl (x) Dm-1 + ... + pm-1(x) D + pm (x)
with Pk(x) E Cm [a,b]; k = 0,1,...,m. Let L* be the
formal adjoint of L:
L* = ( -1)m Dm (p0) + ( _1) m-1 Dm-1(pl) +...- D(pm
-1 ) + pm'
A generalized (interpolatory) spline, s, associated
with L is defined as s E C2m-2 [a,b]; s e C2m(xi'xi+l)
where it satisfies L*Ls = 0, i = 1,...,N; and s(x i ) = fi
i = 1,...,N+1. (Also known as L-splines.)
We note the following special cases:
( i)	 m = 2 ,, L = D2 =^ L* = D2 ; thus L *L = D4 , i.e.
cubic spline interpolation.
(ii) m = 2, L = D2 - pD a L* = D2+pD; thus




aWe may instead insist that s satisfy L!Li s = 0 on
(xi'xi+l) 	 Such splines are called piecewise L-splines
(33). If we let L i = D2 - piD then Li = D 2 + piD
b LLi = D4 - piD 2 , i.e, ex,ponerttial spline interpolation.






(Lif)2 dx is minimized by the
xipiecewise L-spline	 fulfilling the end conditions
( L1T) (k-1) = 0 (k = 1,...,m-l) at x1 and ( LNT) (k-1) = 0
at 
xN+1' In a subsequent section we specialize this






1.5. Higher Order Tension Splines
In this section we generalize the exponential spline.
The starting point for this discussion is the characteri-
zation of the exponential spline as being in the null
space of E = D4 - pD2
 between knots. One possible
extension would be to consider piecewise solutions of
4 + a • PiD3 - PiD2
[D	
I t(x)  = 0
This has the desirable feature of reducing to [D4 It = 0
for pi
 = 0 and [D2 It = 0 for pi
 = -. However this operator
does not permit a factorization as L * L since a ^ 0
implies a differential operator that is not self-adjoint.
As such it does not produce pi ecewi se L -spl ,imam , in fact
the most general fourth order homogeneous differential
operator with real constant coefficients (lead coefficient
= 1) that permits such a decomposition is precisely the
exponential spline operator E.
Hence if we want a generalizatim using constant coeffi-
cients that produce L-splines we must increase the order
of the operator. Thus, consider the sixth order ODE
[ D6 + aD5 + OD  + YD  + 6D2 1 t (x) = 0 .
Let L = D3 + PD  + 71D =;^ .T., * _ - D3 + uD 2 - pD . Thus
L*L = - D6 + (11 2p)D4 - n 2 D2	So that multiplying
the ODE by o-1 we have
12
[L*Ll t(x) = 0
where a = Y = 0 (by self-nadjointness of the differential
operator), 8 = n2 , S = 2 n - p	 I.e.
[ D6 + (2n-p2)D 4  + n 2 D2 1 t(x) = 0
or
[D2(D2+uD+nl)(D2-uD+nl)lt(x) = 0 .
The characteristic roots will then determine the basis
functions for the null space. The double root of zero
admits 1 and x. The other roots are




if n2 = 0 we admit x 2 , x3 , a-ux , eux . If u 2 -4 n = 0 we
admit e-ux , xe-ux , eux , xeux . Otherwise we have four
distinct X's and the corresponding basis functions. Note
that for p2 > 4n we obtain hyperbolic functions while if
P 2 < 4n we obtain trigonometric functions.
All this leads us to the following definition of
tension splines of order 2m (degree 2m-1). Let
T - D 2 + a2m-2D2m-2 + ... + a4D4 + a 2 D 2
have the factorization T = (-1) mL*L where
L - Dm + Sm-1Dm-1 + ... + ^ 2 D 2 + 1D =>
L*= (-1)mDm + (_1)m
-lam-1Dm-1 + 	 + g D2 - S1D.
^`^^
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iThen t(x) is a tension spline if it is a piecewise solution
of
[T] t = [ (-1.) mL*L] t = 0 .
Therefore
D2[Dm-l+ 0m-1Dm-2+...+a2D+S1]•[Dm-1-Sm-1Dm-2+...+
+ (-1) m-2 a2D + (-1)m-101It = 0 .
Again the double root admits 1 and x as basis functions
for N ( L*L). The other basis functions are determined
by the remaining roots of the charac'-^ristic equation.
This generalization allows us to pursue one of two
routes. First we could require a greater degree of
smoothness at the knots. The sixth order operator
discussed above would produce a quintic tension spline
in this context. On the other hand we could require
higher order interpolation at the knots. Our previous
example then amounts to a quintic Hermite interpolant
under tension matching function values together with
first and second derivatives.
14
I.6. Hermite Interpolants
The spline fit by its very nature is a global scheme
as it requires the solution of a tridiagonal system. On
the other hand osculatory, or Hermite, interpolation
provides a local means of interpolation [151. For this
season Hermite interpolation is many times preferred over
spline interpolation.
Hermite interpolation requires the specification of
a certain number of consecutive derivatives at each knot
The particular number may vary from knot to knot. '
The local	 nature of this approximation comes
to us at the expense of smoothness. For example if we
specify first derivatives we have a cubic Hermite
interpolant which is only C1 as opposed to the C2 smooth-
ness provided by the cubic spline. Moreover, the required
derivatives are typically not available and must themselves
be approximated.
With these provisos duly noted, we now proceed to
discuss Hermite interpolation by exponential splines. As
pointed out in another section a higher degree of contact
may be achieved by resorting to higher order tension
splines.
For ease of presentation, we restrict x E [011 with
f(0) = f 0 , f(l) = f l , f' (0) = f6, f' (1) = f l' given.
In this setting exponential Hermite interpolation is effected
by
15
h (x) = f 0 0 (x) + f 1 0 1 ( x) + f ^T 0 (x) + f iT, (x)
where ^0' ^1' T0' T i are the cardinal functions. These
functions are defined as follows.
Yx) = a0 +b0 x+c O epx+d 0e px ; Y0) =1, ^o(1)=Yo)=X0(1)=0
^ 1 (x) = al+blx+c lepx+d1 e px;
T OW = a 0+b 0x+c 0epx+doe px;
^1 (x) = al+blx+c lepx+ale px;
Y 1) =1 0 Y0) =^ 11  (0) =^i (1) = 1
T0(0) =1, T0(0)=T0(1)=T0(1)=0
Ti (1)=1, T1 (0)=T1 (1) =T1 (0)=0.
This leads to
^ o (x) = { ( 2 - 2 cosh p + 2p sinh p) + (-2 p sinh p) x
+ (1 - e p ) epx + (1-ep)e px)/`4-4 cosh p + 2p sinh p)
^ 1 (x) = f (2p sinh p) x + (1 - e p ) epx + (1 - e p ) a px}
/^4 - 4 cosh p + 2p sinh p}
Yx) = {p(2 - 2 cosh p)x + (-1 - p + ep ) epx+ (1-p-e p)e px}
/ {p(4 - 4 cosh p + 2p sinh p)}
¢ I W = j (2 sinh p - 2p) + p ( 2 - 2 cosh p)x
+ (-1+p+e p ) epx+(l+p-ep) a px} / {p(4 - 4 cosh o+2p sinh p) f,
Notice that
Yx) = Y1-x)
Yx) = $ 0 (1-x) .
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Note that all four basis functions involve e px and
e px . The computational complexity may be reduced by the
following construction [30].
Let
h (x) = f 0^ l (x) + f l l (x) + 02 (x) + B^ 3 (x)
where
Va l
 (x) = 1-x
^1(x) = x = X1(1-x)
^2(x) = a 2+b2x+c 2epx ; X 2 (0)=0, X2(1)=0, I (0)=a
^ 3 (x) = a 3+b 3x+c 3e-px ; X 3 (0)=0, X 3 ( 1 ) =0 , X3(0) = 6
and A,B are as yet undetermined.
This produces
^V 2 (x) = 
a	 -1+(1-ep ) x+epx
l+p e
p







Va l (0 )	 1-eP+peP P1 + p e
^U (1) = V^' (0 )
	
1-e-p-pep = -ep+l+p
3	 3	 1- p- e p	 1-ep+pep 3
=> ^3 (0) = 1 - ep-+ Pep ^3 (1) .
1 + p e
Letting q = 1-ep+pep we have
1+p-ep
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F^2 (1) = q-	 (0)
^ 3
 (0) = q • ^3 (1)
Now f0^l + f1^l has a slope of m = f l -f 0 . Hence
we require that
02'(0) + 0'(0) = f0 - m
and
ASV 2(1) + 0 ' (1) = fl - m
i.e.,
AV; (0) + Bq^ ' (1) = fI - m
AqV; (0) + B^ 1 (1) = fi - m
	
^2 (0)	 q^; (1)	 [A]	 f6-m
	
qV; (0)	 ^3 ( 1)	 B	 fl-m
[
A]	 1	 ^; (1) -qV i (1)	 f6-m
B	 (1-q4) ^ ; (0)^j (1) I
-q^; (0)	 *2 (0)





	2 	 l+q	 2 (1-e p) +p(1+e p)
and











Equally as simple would be to let








What is important here is not so much the result as
the technique. Specifically, suppose we are provided
with two new functions eax and e-cx . Together with
1, x, epx , a px we are now required to match f, f', f_"
at x = 0,1. The cardinal spline approach would have us
construct the six new basis functions
^ 0 (x) = a 0+b ox+c 0epx+doe pxI-e 0e cx+f 0e-ax;






(0) = ^O (1) = 0
$ 1 (x) = Y1-x)
T OW = a 0+b 0x+c 0epx+d 0e px+eoeaX+foe-ax;
$^ (0) = 1, To (0) = T O (1) = T O (1) = T O (0) = T " (1) = 0
$ 1 (x) = Y'1-x)
T O (x)= a o+b 0x+c 0epx+d 0e px+e0ecx+?0e-cx
To (o) = 1, T O (o) = TO (1) = To (o) = To ( 1) = Tom== 0





On the other hand our alternate technique would have
us calculate h"(0) and h"(1). We would then define
* 4 (x) = a4 + box + c4epx + d4e px + e4eax ;
V^4 (0) _ V)4 (1) _ ^4 (0) _ 4 (1) = 0' ^4 (0)	 a
^ 5 (x) = a 5 + b 5 x + c 5epx + d5e Px + e ye
-ax ;
Y0) _ Y1) _ ^5 (0) _ ^5 (1) = 0 , ^5 (0) _ ^'
Finally, we would set
H (x) = h (x) + 04 (x) + BV 5 (x)
where
*4 (0) + BV 11 (0) = f0 - h" (0)
and
AV " (1) + BV " (1) = f	 h" (1)
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I.7. Extremal Properties
Results in the literature on piecewise L-splines [33]
provide certain extremal properties associated with either
b
of the functionals
	 (f" + pf) 2
 dx. In this section we
fa	 b
derive a third functional,
	 [(f")2 + p 2 (f') 2 I dx, and
a
then establish the associated extremal properties.
We begin with the following
Lemma. 0
1 























 - uv' + puv rIQ.E.n.'
l a
Now let p(x) be a step function -=) p(x) = p i on
[xi'xi+l1' i = 1,...,N. In addition let f have an
absolutely continuous first derivative and a square












+ 2 f fee— Tee+p(f'-T')]' (T n +PT') dx.
a
Inspect this last term,
b
j(f °T"+p (f' -T') l 	 (Tee + PT') dx
a
by letting u = f-T and V = T ee + pT' in our lemma. This
yields
N xi+l
x	 f (T ee + pT I) f f ee_ T ee + p (f'- T ') l - ( f-T) CT UV) + pT 111i=1 J
x.1
..^ p (T "'+ pT n) l dx








(Tee +pTI) [fee_T11+p(f'-T')li=1 f	 —
X.1
	
N / 	 xi+l
I
S (f' — T') (Tn + PT' )
	
il l	 xi
= (f' ( b) - T' (b)) • (T rr (b) + pT ' (b) ) - (f' (a)-T I




f ( f " ±pf ') 2dx = f [f" - T "*p (f'- T ') l 2dx + f (T 11 +pT 1 ) 2 d
4i	 a	 a
+ 2^ (f' (b) -T' (b) ) • (T" (b) + pT' (b) ) - (f' (a) - T' (a) ) • (T" ( a ) ±pT ' (a) )f .




r [(f 11 ) 2 +p 2 (f') 2 1 dx = j [( f n - T11 ) 2 + p2(f'-T')2] dx
a	 a
b	
r+ j [ (T .. ) 2+p2 ( T 1 ) 2 ] dx + 2S (f' (b) -T' (b)) - T " (b) - ( f ' (a) - T ' (a) )
a	 `	 .T" (a) }^
This leads us to define [32] the inner product
b	 b
(f,g) _




ilflle	 j [(f .. ) 2 + p2 (f') 2 ] dxf
a
This allows us to restate our previous result as
II f 1 e = II f-T II e+ ll T 1 e+2 j (f' (b) -T' (b)) • T" (b) - (f' (a) -T' (a)) • T" (a) } .
So that if T "(a) = T" (b) =0, or T' (a) = f' (a) , T' (b) = f' (b)
we have II f II e = II f -T II 2 + O T II e . We thus have arrived at the
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following
Theorem (Minimum Norm Property). Let g E C2(a,b]
and interpolate to f at. {xj 0+1	 Then lgl e is a minimum
when g = T E) T" (a) = T" (b) = 0. If we restrict g' (a) = f' (a)
and g' (b) = f' (b) then I gI a is a minimum when
g = T g T'(a) = f'(a), T'(b) = f'(b). In both cases this
T is unique.
Proof (of uniqueness): Suppose there is also a T(x)
4
with the minimum property. Then
line = IT-Tle + ITle
and likewise
ITO2 = IT-TI? + ITle .
Therefore
IT-TIe = ITIe
- 	 ITe 1 2 > 0
and
IT-Tle = pTl e2 - 
ITI22 > 0
b
I T -TI 2	 f I ( Tn - T °) 2 + p2 (T'-T') 2 ] dx = 0
a
T	 0 :* T - T = Ax + B .
But (T-7)(a) = ( T-7)(b) = 0 =P- A = B = 0 . Therefore T = T.
Q.E.D.
This leads us to the
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iTheorem (Best Approximation Property). Let f have an
absolutely continuous first derivative and a square
integrable second derivative. Let T be the interpolatory
exponential spline with T I (a) = f l (a) and T I (b) = f'(b).
Let T be any exponential spline with knots at*{xi}N 1
and tension p(x). Under these conditions T is the best
approximation by these exponential splines. I.e.
II f-Th e > 11f-T11 e.
Proof: Let g = f-T and T = T-T. Hence T is an
exponential spline D T ( x i ) = T (,;i ) -T ( xi ) = f (xi ) -T (x i ) = g(X i)
and T' (a) = T'(a)-T'(a) = f'(a)-71(a) = g'(a) and
T' (b) = T' (b) - T ' ( b ) = f' (b) -T' (b) = g' (b) . Our
Extended Holladay's Theorem =>
ilglle = Ilg- Ti e + IlTlle




-TII e= =  II f-TII e+ II T-711 2e 	 Q.E.D.
Note that we have strict inequality unless
II T-711 2 = 0 =^- Tn = Tn and T' = T'	 T = T+Ax+B
e





In this section we establish rater of convergence
for the exponential spline in the limit of vanishing mesh
width. Convergence rates for higher derivatives are also
given for functions possessing a certain degree of smooth-
ness.
We begin by studying the proximity of cubic and
exponential splines with identical end conditions. In
what .follows 1 . 1 is the max-norm for continuous functions,
h = max hi
 , and Pmax = mix Pi
The following result has been obtained by Pruess [35].
Theorem 1.
q Dl ( s-T) q < (26/3)P2
	
h4- i
 max ( s^	 (i=0,1, 2)
J
where, as before, s and T are the cubic and exponential
splines, respectively.
We present a companion result.
Theorem 2.
UDi (s-T)U < (26/3)Pmax h4-i max ^T^^	 (i=0,1,2).
J
Proof: Define S - s-T. We treat the case of
specified end slopes. We then have
3d	 3e
„	 1	 __	 1 _	 1 _ 1









1	 a^	 _ F33eN 	 1	 3dN
2 dN + ^1Q+1 - r6--  - 2 T N + hN - 1 TPJ+1
Now let e i - pi.hi• Power series expansions then verify
the identities
3e.e?(1) 0 >	 1 
-
I > _ z
	
hi 2 -	 2
3d.	 e?









(4) 0	 2(hi-1+hi)	 2
3(d i-1 +d i)
	 2	 2
i-1




(6) 0 < ei/di < 2
(7) 0 < ei-1+ei < 1
di-1+di - 2
Next let A 
= [ 611 ' ' 6N+11 T. Then we have
(I+E) 0 = r
with the straightforward definitions. We thus have
1E11. = 2 and Urll 00
 = max(jr 1 j, max Irij'jrN+1^^
1<i<N
However, using the above bounds, we have
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jrlj < pmaxh2 max 1Ti)
i
	
IrN+1 1 < pmaxh2 imax JT I 	 °'
	
I ri l	 :S 2 pmaxh2 max ITiIi
N rN 00 < 2 pmaxh2 max j T fli
NAI < N (I+E) -1 N^ Nrl < Mrl o/(1-4EN„) < 4 P2 h2 max IT ^ .00 i
We can now use this to attain our goal. Specifically,
d(x) E C2 [a,b] and the conditions 6(x i )-- 8(xi+1 ) = 0
(i = 1,...,N) together with the Mean Value Theorem
	
3 E E (xi ,xi+1)	 d' ( ^ ) = 0	 S (x) = 6 (x) - d (xi)
{ x	 xd' (t) dt and d' (x) = 6' (x)- d ' ( i ) _	 a” (t) dt
However,
x—x i	 x. —xi8"(x) = s"(x)—T"(x) = s+1	 h	 + sl	 ihli
T„	
sinh pi (x-xi )	 sinh pi (xi+1-x
i+l sinh pihi 	1	 sinh pihi
	
x-xi 	xi+l-x	 x-xi Binh pi(x-xi)
1+1 hi + i	 Ti 	 + T i+l hi
	 sinhhpi i
+ T ,. xi+l-x - sinh Pi (xi+1-x )	 .
i	 hi	 sinh pihi
Each of the bracketed terms can be expanded to reveal that






I d (x) I<d1+1 1 + 1 S i 1+ 1 T i+1 1 • 3 1 + ^ T i 	 3 i
2 h2
	




U S" (x) II < 3 pmaxh2 max Tl
i








Note that maxITI is bounded as shown by the following
i
argument. Divide both sides of each equation in the
tridiagoral system by the diagonal term. The resulting
system may be written as (I+E) T ” = b with the obvious
definitions. Hence U T"II. < II bll^ / .(1-II Ell w ) . Now (6) and
(7) above imply that UE11 0, < 1/2 and thus that
II T"II 00 < 211 bll .
	
211 bll 
.0 is bounded as pihi -> 0 and
	
in fact -} 311 f"II .	 These theorems may be used to
obtain results for IID l (f-T)II from known bounds
for 11D i (f--s) II .	 E.g.
Corollary 1. If f E C4 [a,b] then 3 k(pmaxfIlD2fll 1 IID4 fU )
independent of h D ODl (f-T)il < kh4-i (i = 0,1,2).
We now take up the convergence of the third derivative.
We have on [xi,xi+1]
S	 -S"	 p
	
(x) = i+l i + T:'	 l - 1 cosh p.	 i(x-x)
	
hi	11	 hi	 s i	
r
+ T1L 1
hl + pisl cosh pi(xi+1-x )^
F•c•
	
I S ^^ (x) I < 2 II AU	 +	 1 1 - 1J	 2 max
	





Pill _ 1 < Pmaxhi
s 
	 hi — 3
Therefore
2
1 8 ^^ (x) I < 8 Pmax hi mix T	 + 3 Pmaxhi • mix T 1	
^.
d fit (x) f < 36 Pmaxh max T 1	 h hi	 min
Known results for the cubic spline now establish the O(h)
convergence of the third derivative.
IW +
j..
I.9. Shape Preserving Interpolation
In this section we review the results of Pruess
[35,37] concerning the behavior of exponential splines
in the limit of infinite tension. our main interest hi
is in the shape preservation properties of exponential
spline interpolation. In what follows we assume a fix
set of data and uniformly bounded tension ratios,
pmax/pmin < P.
Let a(x) denote the linear spline of interpolat:
Then we have
Theorem 1. Given a sequence of exponential split
Dpi  - for some i; then in any closed subinterval of
(xi' xi+l ) , T" (x) -* 0 and T' (x) -} ?,'(x) uniformly while
T(X) -> X(x) uniformly in [xi,xi+1]
This theorem gives us hope that we can produce co-
convex and co-monotone interpolants using exponential
splines with sufficiently high tension. The fulfillment of
this expectation is the subject of
Theorem 2. If bi'hi+1 are positive (negative),
then for Pi-1' pi , pi+l sufficiently large T"(x) is
positive (negative) in [xifxi+l]' If a'(x) is positive
(negative) in (xi_llfxi+2), then for Pi-1' pi , pi+l
sufficiently large T I (x) is positive (negative) in [x.,x. ].i i+1
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We note that at the knots we have
T (xi)
   } 1 fi-f i-1 +
2	 hi-1	 hi
b•
TII (xi) -r d i +d i ti min(pi-1'pi)-1 
The cubic spl?.ne many times exhibits unwanted
oscillations due to the emergence of overshoots and/or
extraneous inflection points. The above results
assure us that the exponential spline can remedy this
situation for appropriately chosen tension parameters.




I.10. Cardinal Spline Basis
The form of the Lagrange interpolating polynomial
suggests the following basis for the exponential splines.
with given knots and tensions [6,7,14,34].
CI
 (x l ) = 1, CO (x j
 ) = 0 (j=1, ... ,N+1) , CO (xN+l) = 0
Ci (x l ) = 0, Ci ( x j ) 
= dij ( j= 1 , ... ,N ,+1) ► Ci (xN+1) = 0;
CN+2(xl)
	
0, CN+2(xj) = 0 (j = 1 .... ,N+1)r CN+,-.k(xN+l) = 1.
These conditions uniquely define the cardinal spline basis
{C (x)}N+2	 Clearlyi	 i-0.
N+1
T (x) = fi • C O
 (x) +	 f  . C i (x) + fN+l • CN+2 (x)i=1
In what follows we restrict ourselves to uniform mesh and
tension.
We begin by generalizing the arguments of Birkhoff
and de Boor [7]. Let t(x) be the function on [xi, xN+1] of
the form
t(x) = a+ bx+ cepx + de px
satisfying





Then given the exponential spline fit to g (x) = f (x) - t (x)
with zero slope end conditions, we can simply add t(x) to it
to obtain the fit for f. Hence, WLOG we consider
only functions E) f (x 1 ) = f (xN+l ) = f' (xl ) = f' (xN+1) _ 0'
Hence we need only consider
N
T (x) = E fi • Ci (x) .
i=2
Lemma 1. Any function of the form e(x) = a+bx+cepx+de px






2 (1-c) + hs	 e' (0)P Ph-s
he-s	 e" (0)	 .ph-s
Proof:
e"	 a"(1-c)-eI(ps)




	 2 --- + cosh px• 2
P (Ph - s)	 P
Q.E.D.





Ci (X j+1 )	 ph-S
2 (1-C) +_hS	 C1 (xi)
Ph	 C1 (x7)
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Proof: C i (x) with i so restricted satisfies the
hypotheses of th e lemma.	 Q.E.D.
Note. All the above matrix
	 elements are
< 0, with, in particular,
2 < phc
-s < 0ph-s
Corollary 2. For i = 2 1 ... ,N, Ci (x) satisfies
Ci ( x i ) C^ ( x j ) > 0 , for j < i
CI!( x i ) C ( x j ) < 0 , for j > i
Proof: For j = 0 we have C!(x j ) = 0; for j = 1,...,i-1
the result is a consequence of the negativity of the
above matrix; for j > i changing x to -x reverses the sign
of Ci (x) C (x) .	 Q.E.D.
Corollary 3. For i = 2,...,N, Ci (x) satisfies
ICi (x j )I < 2 lCi (xj+1 )I ,	 j < i-1
(C i (xj+l )I < 2 IC!(x j )I ,	 j > i
Proof: For j < i-1 the inequality follows from
Corollaries 1 and 2 with strict inequality the consequence
of C (xl ) 3^ 0 (otherwise C i (x) = 0) which implies that
C(xj )	 0 for j < i; for j > i we appeal to symmetry
about xi .	 Q.E.D.
Note. This implies an exponential decay of Ici(x)l
away from xi.
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The following results can be established by arguments
nearly identical to those in [7] . Hence the ?. ,r proofs are
omitted.
Lemma 2. Let T (x) be any exponential spline with
knots {xiI	 (uniform mesh and tension), which satisfies
T




Ti < 0, T i-1 > of T i+ 1 : 0 , and T(x) > 0 on [xi-1'xi+1l.
Lemma 3. Let T(x) be such that
T i- 1 	Ti = T i+1
	' T1-1	 0 ' T 1♦l > 0 .
Then	 T (x) > 0 in [x i _ 1 ,xi ] .
Corollary	 For i = 1,...,n-1 we have
(a)	 Ci (x) ( < I C!1 	 • h on	 [xj , x j+l ]	 j > i
Ci
 (x) I < I Ci (xj ) • h on	 [xj-1' xj ] , j <
.t us now consider the "natural" cardinal splines
by the conditions
Ni (x j ) = 6 i (j = 1,...,N+1)
N (x1 ) = N " (xN+1) = Or i = 1,...,N+1.
be any exponential spline with IV Y = N" = 0.1	 N+l


















1	 a j _R"N 	.-bN /e j
or
AR" = S.
Here a F 2d/e.














P i = a - p











a + Va _ 4
d	 !^) 2_1
e	 e	






li) 2-1 < 2	 /3—
2d — P	 e	
e
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In particular, letting N(x) = Ni (x) we have (after
some lengthy computations)
 1	 ^








1 2 + F ^-1 + TN-1
he 4 _ 1 _ 1J
Pi-1
	 PN-J
i = j+2, ... ,N
j ^ 1,2,N,N+1•
We then have the following
Theorem. For N(x) = Ni
 W ; j = 3,...,N-1 and either
x E [xi'xi+1],• j +l < i< N or x E [xi-l.xil	 2< i< j-1
we have
IN(x) I < (1 - 3) • h2 INiI
Proof: We take the case x E [x , ,x.]; 2 < i < j-1.
_
Then Ni-1
	 P.	 Ni and1-1
Ni	 sinh p(x-xi )	 1	 sinh p(xi-x)








1 - 1). IN" I.
v/3-	 1
Similar, considerations apply to the other case.
	 Q.E.D.
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Corollary. For the above case we have
^N(x)	 < 3 • e (/3- - 1) (2 - r) i
with a similar result for the other case.





(Ni l	 <	 2	 • (2 - /3')^
-1 	 Q.E.D.
^S he
The cardinal spliheformulation is not useful for
calculations because of the need to calculate and store
a basis function for each data point. It does however
provide great insight into many numerical aspects of splines.
For example, the above considerations allow us to determine
the effect of a change in some data value, say f i	fi + Ei.
We simply add the term E i •C i (x) to the spline. Similarly,
a study of C 0 (x) and CN+2(x) allows one to discuss the
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I.11. B-Spline Basis
We now construct another basis for the space of
exponential splines with given tensions. This basis will
be constructed so as to have minimal support [5,9,34,36].
We have the following
Lemma. Any exponential spline, B(x), with a support
of fewer than four intervals is identically zero (assuming
that there are at least five knots).
Proof:	 At the end points of the support of B(x) we
must have B = B' = B" = 0 since B(x) E C 2 . These six
conditions and the spline continuity constraints allow us
to explicitly calculate B(x) for the cases of support of
one, two and three intervals. In all cases, a direct
calculation reveals that B(x) = 0. If we assume uniqueness
of the splines so defined we can obtain this result in the
following more elegant fashion. (Just show that the required
matrices are :.invertible for uniqueness.)
	 For the case
of one interval we have four undetermined
coefficients and six end conditions, hence only the zero
function satisfies these constraints. For two intervals we
have eight coefficients, six end conditions and three
continuity conditions and again the zero function is the
solution. For three intervals we have 12 coefficients, six
end conditions and six continuity conditions. Once again
we lack the extra coefficient by which to specify a nonzero
=I
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function value. Finally, with four intervals we have sixtee---,
coefficients, six end conditions and nine continuity
constraints. We may use the extra degree of freedom to
	
specify B(x) # 0 at some point. 	 Q.F.D.
We now proceed to define such a "B-spline". To
simplify the computations we restrict our attention to
uniform mesh and tension. Given five points {x0+ih}i=_2 we
require that
B(x0-2h) = B'(x 0-2h) = B"(x 0-2h) = B(x0+2h) = B'(x0+2h)
= B"(x0+2h) = 0.
We normalize so that B(x 0) = 1. Taking our cue from the
cubic B- spline we set B I (x 0 ) = 0, i.e. we take into account
the symmetry inherent in the definition of B(x). This alloys
us to solve for B(x) on [x 0 ,x 0 +2h] and then reflect this
about the line x = x0.
We set
	
P (x-x0 )	 -p (x-x0)
al+b1 (x-x0 )+c le	 +dle	 x0<x<x0+h
B(x) =	 p (x-x0-2h)	 -p (x-x,0 2h)
a2+b2 (x-x0-2h) 	 +d2e	 ,
x0+h<x<x0+2h
p (x-x 0 )	 -p (x-x0)
bl+pcle	 -pd1e	 ,	 x0<x<x0+h
BI(x)	 p(x-x0-2h)	 -p(x-x0-2h)
b2+pc2e	 -pd 	 ,	 x0+'h<x<x0+2h
2	 p (x-x0) 2
	
-p (x-x 0)
p cle	 +p d1e	 x0<x<x0+h
B"(x) =	 2	 P(x-x0-2h) 2	 -p(x-x0-2h)V c2e	 +p' d 2 e	 ,	 x0+h<x<x0+2h.
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The end conditions and continuity conditions =0-
a2 + c 2 + d2 = 0
b2
 + PC  - Pd 
c 2 + d2
al +cl +d1 = 1
b1 + pct - pd1 = 0
al
 + b 1 h + c leph+ d1e ph = a2 - b 2 h + c2e ph + d2eph
b1 + pcleph _ pd1e -ph= b2+pc2e-ph_pd2eph
cleph + d1e ph _ c2e ph + d2eph
a 2
 = 0, c 2 = - b2/2p, d2 = b2/2p , b2 = p/2(phc-s)
a __ phc	 b = p	 c (c-1) + s2
l	 phc-s	 1	 2	 (phc-s)(1-c)
__ 1 e ph (1-c)+s(e ph-1)	 __ 1 eph(c-1)+s(e ph_ 1)
c1	 4	 (phc-s)(1-c)	 dl	 4 (phc-s)(1-c)
p(x-x 0 )	 -P(x-x0)




sinh p(x-x0-2h)],	 x0 +h < x < x 0 +2h
	
p (x-x 0 )	 -P (x-x0)
_ f bl+pcle	 -pole 	 x0 < x < x0+hB' (x) 
1 b 2 [1-cosh p(x-x 0-2h)] ,	 x0+h < x < x0+2h
2	 p (x-x0) 2	 -p (x-x0)P c 1 e	 +p d1e 	 x0 < x < x0+h
-b 2P sinh p(x-x 0-2h) ,	 x0+h < x < x 0 +2h.
J.-lence ,
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B (x 0+h} = 2 . p 1-^hs + 4 as p+ 0
B' (x 0+h) = 2 • 1-^_s + - Thp as	 + 0
B" (x 0 +h) = 2 phc-s + -77h as	 p	 0
which are the correct cubic spline limits.
Now add the points x_2' x-1' x0' xN+2' xN+3' xN+4 to
our set of knots in the obvious fashion. Denote by Bi(x)
the B-spline centered at x i (i = 0,...,N+2). All the B 
are simply translates of one another. We now show in a
constructive fashion that {Bi(x),N+2 forms a basis for
the exponential splines on this mesh with tension p.
Let
N+2













	 ai Bi(xj) - 2 phc-s aj-1 + 2 phc l s) aj+1'i=0
Finally,
N+2




 (x j ) - E ai Bi (xj )	 2(phc-s) aj-1	ph-P —s aji= 0
2s
+ p c- s aj+l'
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Let's first take slope end conditions. We then have
P( 1-c)	 P(c-1)	 '
2(phc-s) a0 + 2(phc-s) a2 - f1
s-ph	
a	 + a. +	 S- ph	 a.	 = f.	 j = 1,...,N+l	




	 = f'2(phc-s) N
	 2(phc-s
	 N+2	 N+1
or, in matrix form,
P(1-c)
	 0
a f2(phc-s)	 2(phc-s) 0 12(^s- ph	 1	 s-ph2(phc-s) al f l
`^^• \^ -s-ph	 1	 s-ph
2 phc-s)
	 2 (phc-s)0 aN+1 fN+1p (1-c)	 0	 (c-1)
L	 2(phc-s	 2 phc-s aN+2 fN+1
This system is diagonally dcminant and hence T(x) is uniquely
expressible in this form.
Note that we can reduce this system to tridiagonal form.
Multiply the first equation by s— ph and add it to the
second? multiply the last equation by P
(1
 
—ph and add it to
the equation above it.




2(phc-s) a 0	 phcss al + 2(phc-s) a2 - f
ig
2(Phchs) aj-1 + aj + 2(phchs) aj+1	 = fj	j=l,...,N+l
2(phc-s) aN pic aN+l + 2(phc-s) aN+2 - fN+l
x
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or, in matrix form,
2 s	 _ P`s
-	
p s
2(phc-s	 p cc-s	 2(phc-s)	 a0
s- ph	 S- Ph






2 phc-s	 2 phc-s	 N+l
p 2 s
	 -p2s	 p 
2 
s





Again diagonal dominance implies a unique representation of
this form for T (x) .
We can also reduce this sytem to tridiagonal form.
Multiply the first equation by p2-s and add it to the second;
multiply the last equation by 
p s 
	
and add it to the
PIS
equation above it.
Note that in either case no more than four basis
functions contribute to the value of T(x) at any point.
In addition to the value of the B-spline representation
as a theoretical tool and a computational device, it is also
of much utility to interactive computer graphics. This
utility stems from the local nature of the basis. A spline
created as a linear combination of B-splines can be
displayed with the user then being able to alter {a}N+2'i i=0'
As each change affects only four intervals the user can
experiment and design a pleasing curve.
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There is even a more subtle aspect of such interactive
design. Recall that
	
T. 	 S-ph	 S- ph	 a	p j=k-l,k,k+l.
	j 	 2(phc-s aj-1 + aj + 2 phc-s) '3+1
If we now change T  to Tk+B while simultaneously changing
Tk-1 to Tk-1 + 2(phchs 8 and Tk+l to Tk+1 + 2(phchs)8
then this simply amounts to redefining a  -} ak+8.
Hence, we can move groups of points without having to
compute a new spline!
It is anticipated that many other aspects of cubic













































Part II: Computation of Exponential Splines
11.1. Overview
In this second part we concern ourselves with matters
related to the computation of exponential splines. First
we detail the direct solution of the spline equations
including a discussion of matrix condition numbers. The
iterative solution of the spline equations is then
considered. Next is a thorough discussion of spline end
conditions. We then produce a power series representation
that avoids the possible loss of accuracy in the evaluation
of the hyperbolic functions for small arguments. This is
followed by the development of tension parameter selection
algorithms that produce the shape preserving interpolants
previously shown to exist. The periodic exponential spline
is thenintroduced and its computational aspects are surveyed.
A variety of numerical considerations next occupy our
attention. Finally, a sequence of examples is presented
which demonstrates the inherent superiority of exponential
splines to cubic splines.
II.2. Direct Solution of the Spline Equations
As we have seen, the formulation of the spline equa-
tions in terms of either first or second derivatives leads
to a (symmetric) tridiagonal system. These equations share
the property with their cubic spline counterparts that
they can be solved in O(N) arithmetic operations.
The following algorithm [2] may be used to solve





PKi = Ek-1 * Qi-1 + DIAGi
Qi = -Ei/PKi 	 (i= 2,...,N+1)
U 	 = (Bi-Ei-1'Ui-1)/PKi
and finally
T"	 = UN+1	 N+1
if	 ItTi	 Qi•Ti+l+U] ,	 (i=N,...,1).
In the above, DIAG i
 (i=l,...,N+1) are the diagonal elements,
E  (i=l,...,N) are the off-diagonal elements, EN+l = 0, and B 
are the elements of the right hand side vector.
A quantity of interest in the present context is
the condition number of the spline matrix [35]. Let us first
take the first derivative formulation. Gerschgorin's
theorem reveals that the largest eigenvalue of A will be
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pi-l si-lhi-1	 +	 Pisihi
pi-1hi-1ci-l-2s i-1+Pi-lhi-1 p ihi c C2si+pihi
and that the smallest eigenvalue of A will be greater
than or equal to
di-1
	 di	 ei-1	 e 	 Pi-lsi-1	 Pisi
2 2 +
 2-e? - 2 2 - 2 2 - c 
+ c 
-1




II All 2	 2 mix pihici-2si+p.ihi
and
c.-1
II A-1 II 2 < 2 max i
i Pisi
For the second derivative formulation the same line of
reasoning yields
c -1
II All 2 <	 2 max is
iJi Pi 
and
-1	 1	 PisihiIIA 11 2
 < 2 
mix pihici-2si+pihi
Power series expansions establish
c i-1 < hi




We thus have the following situation:
(i) first derivative formulation -
N Al 2 <	 12
min
NA l N 2 < 4
(ii) second derivative formulation -
NAN 2 < h
p A 1 1 2 < h 3,
min
Hence in both cases we have the matrix condition number
K (A) HE RAN 2 IA




II.3. Iterative Solution of the Spline Equations
The spline equations in terms of second derivatives















or AT" = b with the obvious definitions.
Let A = D + 0 where D is diagonal and 0 i = 0 Vi.
Then (D+ O)T" = b which implies that T " _ -D-1OT11 + D-1 b.
Define R = D-10 and r = D-lb. Therefore,
T" _ - RT" + r.
In any iterative scheme [20] derived from this relation




e 1/(d1+d 2 ) 0 e2/(d1+d2)
	 0
R =
eN-1/ (dN-1+dN)	 0	 eN/•(dN_1+dN)
-0	 eN/dN	 0
Note that, although R is not symmetric, we do have
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D1/2R D-1/2 = D-1/20 D-1/2
which is symmetric. Hence, R is similar to a symmetric
matrix thus implying that its eigenvalues are real.
Moreover,
Rx = a x 4,
Rx = -ax
where x is obtained from x by altering the sign of every
other element.
Gerschgorin's theorem then allows us to conclude that
all of R's eigenvalues satisfy
JXJ < max e1	 ei-1+ei	 e 	 -	 1
	d1 ' di-1+di I d 	
U _ 2
Young's theory then allows us to use simultaneous over-
relaxation
[T"] (n+l) = w [r 
- R[T"] (n) ] - (w-1) [T u] (n)
and the optimum relaxation factor will be given by
W* =	 2
1 + 31-X2max
As an estimate of Amax we use p. To see that this is
a reasonable choice, consider the case of uniform mesh
width and tension. In this case
u = e
d
and Ax = px with x = [1, 	 ,1]T1.e•	 U = 'max and
this produces an exact value of w * ! In this instance,
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the special case of the cubic spline yields µ = 1/2 and
w* = 4 (2 - v/3-) .






The spline equations in terms of first derivatives
with second derivative end conditions are





2 dl -e l hl - 
T„
1
ei-1 d !-	 e.i
2	 2
d?	 -ei
T!i- 1 + 2	 2	 + 2 Te 1 + 2	 2Ld T i+l
- 1
-eidi. - l - 1
el, - i .	 ei
1	 fi-fi-1
	 1fi+1-fi
h	 + [j7C e	 h	 ► i=2,...,N
-ei-1	 i-1	 i	 i
	
ON ^, +	 dN T^	
= 
T „	 +	 1 _
	
fN+1_fN
d 2 -e 2 N	 d2-e2 N+l	 N+l [d7eN	hN
N N	 N N
or AT' = b with the obvious definitions.
The iterative treatment of this system proceeds along
precisely the same lines as before. However, now
	






I i-1 i i
	
i_1 i-1
	 N	 _	 < 1
di-1 ( d i -ei ) 4, d i (di-l-ei-1) d 	 2





IIA . End Conditions
In our previous discussions we have always assigned
one boundary condition at each end of the interval of
interpolation, i.e. a boundary value problem. It occurs
to us however that we could rightfully assign both end
conditions at one end, i.e. an inLtial value problem. This
would allow us to concatenate sequentially defined splines
in a C2 fashion. To facilitate clarity we will restrict
ourselves to uniform mesh and tension.
	
If we choose to specify Ti	 and T1 =	 then we
can write the resulting equations as
l	 T°1
d	 e	 T 	 (f-f )/h
	
2	 1




LO	 I Le 2d a TN+1	 bN
Now let
ai = --;	 , Ai =	 Y
a1 = 0	 , a2 =-1
Al = 1	 , A2 d
eai- 2+2dai-1+eai = 0
eAi-2+2dAi-1+eAi = 0 .
Thus we consider the difference equation
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zk-1 + 2uzk + zk+1 ` 0 ; z 0 , z 1 given,
with p = d/e. Assuming a solution of the form
z  _ aqk
 => 1+2pg4-q 2
 = 0 =;- q1 = -}^- 3]^ 2-1 < -1,
q2
 = -u + VP 2_1 < 1. We introduce the basis sequences
defined by
Xk-1 + 2PXk + Xk+1 = 0 ; X0 = 1, X1 = 0
Yk-1 + 211Y  + Yk+1 = 0 ; Y0 = 0, Y1 = 1
_	 q2 n _ q 
	 n
Xn - q2 -q1 ql q2-ql q2
Y 1	 n + 1 q n= -	 q	 2
Hence,
Zn = Z O *Xn + Z1,Yn
and therefore
__ _ 1 Y
an	 e n-1
dAn = Xn
-1 - e Yn-1
we now see why such a
jql j > 1 we have the
conditions increasing
end conditions are it
Let us use this
of second derivatives
equations is
specification is not suitable. As
effect of a perturbation in the initial
exponentially. In this sense these
1-conditioned.
technique to study the specification
at the two ends. The system of
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1	 Tn1
e	 2d	 e	 T it2
e	 2d \ e	 Tit
	
0	 N1	 TN+l
a T ll	 aTll
	
Letting ai	 i , Ai we have
al = 1, aN+1 = 0 0 Al = Of AN+1 = 1 and
ai-1 + 2uai + ai+1 = 0
Ai-1 + 211A  + Ai+1 = 0 .
Therefore
an = clgn-1 + c,q'-1
n-1
	
n-1An = klg1 + k2g2
We demonstrate the determination of the coefficients for an.
The boundary conditions give us
c  + c 2
 = 1	 q2ql__
c1gl + c 2g2 = 0	 1	 gl-g2	 2 qN-q2
n-1 N	 N n-1







ql 	 q2 
+ 
q1 2
n	 N _ N
ql q2














which are clearly well behaved.
Now consider the specification of first derivatives
at both ends. The system of equations is
d	 e	 T1	 (f2- fl) /hl
e	 2d	 a	 T"	 b
	
2	 2





V- If N+l- fN) /hN J
aT I. '	 aT^1
Letting ai	^; Ai = F; we have
dal+ea2 = -1,	 eaN+daN+l = 0 ,	 dAl+eA2 = 0,	 eAN+dAN+l = 1
=> IaI+ a2 = -1/e,	 aN+IaN+l 0 .	 IA1+ A2 = 0,	 AN+IAN+l = 1/e
ai-1 + 21Aai + ai+1 = 0
Ai-1 + 2IA i + Ai+1 = 0 .
Once again,
n-1	 n-1
an = c lgl + c2g2
n-1
	 n-1An
 = klgl + k2g2
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Therefore
a 1 = c 1 + c 2
a 2 = c lg l + c2g2
together with pal +a 2 = -1/e =^














c 	 e	 [ (u+q l ) (q2-1+u q2) + (u+q2) (ql-1+ljgi) ]
ql-1 + l^qi
1C 2	 [ (u +ql ) ( q2-1+uq2 ) + (u+q 2 ) (qi -++uql ) ]
In a similar fashion we obtain
	
_ _ 1	 u+ q2kl	
e	 [ (u+q 1) (q2-1 +uq2)-	 (u+q 2 ) (qI 1 +u ql ) l
__	 1	 u + q]..}c2	
e . [ (u+q 2 ) (q2-1+uq2) - (u+q 2 ) (ql 1+uql)
These formulae are of great utility in the following
application. suppose that we spline fit a collection of
data and then decide that the end conditions that were
used were inappropriate. Rather than computing a new spline
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we may use the above to update {T7} +l
For example, consider the case of second derivatives
specified at both ends. The old spline equations are
AT" = b
and the new spline equations are
A(T" +aT ") = b+ 6b
where Sb = [6^" 0 ... 0 d*"] T . So we may solve
A • 6T" = 6b and add the result to T". Here ST" is simply
a linear combination of the previously derived quantities.
Specifically (6T") i = 6c 11• ai + S^" . Ai .
Similar comments apply to the case of first derivatives
specified. Moreover, all the preceding analysis may be
extended in a straightforward fashion to the case of mixed
end conditions.
It is interesting to note that if we are confronted
with a spline code that only accepts either T'1 = T' +1 = 0N
or Tl T"	 = 0 as end conditions we can use the following
auxiliary functions [5].
Al (x) - f (x)	 2	 (b-a) 2 V (b)	 (b-a) 2 f I (a)
A2 (x)	 f (x)	 6 [ (b-a) 3 f (b) + ( b-a ) 3 
f" (a)
We then calculate Ai
 at the knots, spline fit these
values using the appropriate end conditions and then set
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J




f (x)	 T (x) + 6 L. b-a ) 3 fir (b) + (b_a) 3 f.. (a) I
depending on which end conditions were used.
We conclude this section with a treatment of the
important practical problem of supplying end conditions
when only data points themselves are available. We choose
to consider f (x) E C 4
 [a,b] as our paradigm.
Let f E C 4 [x 1 ,xN+1 ] with M = supif (4) 1. A theorem
of Pruess [ 35] states that
II Dl
 (s- T ) II < (26/3) p 2 h4-i max I smax	 J
A result of Kershaw [25] states that
II Dl (f-s) II < c.i • h2-i [h 2M+ 8 max f^-s^ ] ; i=0,1,2.
J
Hence, we may conclude that
DDi ( T -f)II < (26/3)p2	 h4-i max Is^1+ cih4-i•M
J
+ c ih2-i • 8 max f^-s3 i=0,1,2..
Thus, in order to maintain uniform O(h 4-1 ) accuracy, we
need only ensure that max If.' -s^l = O(h2 ). This is well
J
known to be the case when exact slope end conditions are
specified. We now investigate the effect of using
approximate rather than exact slope end conditions thus
extending known results [ 44] for the cubic spline to the





























0 1 A- In = 2 (since the sup vector-norm induces the
max row sum matrix-norm)
II A-l ll = 2 II (2 A) - ' 11 < (1/2) / [1-II 2 A-III ] = 1.
Now consider
A s" = 6b
where b is obtained from b by replacing fi and fN+l by
their estimated values fi and fN+l'
This results in
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A (s" - s") = 6 (b - b)
s" - s" = 6A l (b - b)
IS 11
 - 9 10 0	 <	 6•1A 1N • Ob- bq
< 6-lb- SO





	 h	 , 1	 N	 f
If we have
fl = fi + 0(h 3 )	 and	 fN+1
	 fN+1 + 0(h3)
then
max If " -S-"  < max If"-s" I + max s^^-s^^ = 0 (h2)
J	 7	 7	 7	 7 J	 j	 7 7
as desired.
So we see that we need only supply a third order
accurate approximation to f l (a) and f l (b) in order to
j73tain the interior error bounds. This can be achieved by
using the slope predicted by the four-point one-sided
difference formula derived from Lagrange interpolation.
This gives us the following end conditions.
Left-hand end:
fi = clf l + c,f2 + c3 f 3 + c4f4
with
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c1 = - (c 2 + c3
 + c4)
Right-hand end:
fN+1	 d4fN-2 - d3fN-1 d 2 fN - d1fN+l
with












d1 = - (d 2 + d3 + d4 ) .
We have the following error estimate for the left hand
end condition
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f^ - fi = - f ( 1 (hl ) (hi +h 2 ) (hl+h2+h3 ) 1 E E [xV x4 ] •
The corresponding estimate for the right hand end
condition is
_	 (4)
f N+l - fN+l - 
f 
4 ! ) (hN) (hN+hN-1 ) (hN+hN-1+hN-2) 01
E [xN-2'xN+1]-
We establish the result for Fi. Let f E C 4 [xl ,x4 ] and
define the linear functional.L[f]	 f'(xl ) - (clf1+c2f2+c3f3+c4f4).
Now L annihilates all polynomials of degree 3 and hence
Peano's theorem guarantees that
xf4
L[f] = J	 f (4) (t) K(t) dt
xl
where
K (t) = 3 !i L[ (x-t) +] (considered as a function of x)
and	 (x-t) 3 , x _> t
	
(x-t) 3 __+ 	 0	 It x < t
Now
Lx [ (x-t) +]=	 3 (x1 -t) + - [c1(x1-t) + + c2 (x 2-t)+
+ c 3 (x 3-t) + + c 4 (x4-t) +]
= 6 • K(t) .
Therefore
-[c 2 (x2-t) 3 + c 3 (x3-t) 3 + c4 (x 4 -t) 3 ] ; xl<t<x2





A tedious calculation verifies that
K(t) < 0 ;	 t E [x1 ,x 4 ] .
A strong form of Peano's theorem then allows us to conclude
that
(4)
L [f] = 
f 
4 (^) L [x 4 ] %	 E [xl,x4l
An equally arduous computation then shows that
L [x4 1 _ -h1 (h1+h 2
 ) (h 1+h 2 +h 3 ) .
Therefore
L [f] _ _ f (4—  !	 (h1) (h1+h 2 ) (h1+h2+h3) r
i.e.
(4)
f ° (x 1 )- f'
 (x 1 ) = - f 4 ! ) ( hl ) ( hl+h 2 ) (h1+h 2 +h 3 ) ,^ E [xl:x4]
On a uniform mesh with constant tension there is an
increase in the order of approximation. Hence, in this
instance we should provide higher order estimates of the
end conditions. We simply use
f 1	 24h [- 50f 1 + 96f 2 - 72f 3 + 32f 4 - 6f 51
f ^	 = 1N+1	 24h	 N-3[6 f 	- 32f N-2 + 72f N-1- 96f N	 N+1+ 50f	 ]
which derive from a quartic Lagrange interpolation [1].
The error estimates are
fl-fi = 5 h4f (5) ( )	 ^ E Ix l r x5]
and
fN+1-fN+l - 5 h4 f (5) (^) , ^ E [xN-3 °xN+1] .
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VI
The above considerations for first derivative
end conditions with second derivatives as unknowns are
easily extendable to second derivative end conditions.
Furthermore, both of these cases may also be applied




aII.5. Alternative Power Series Representation
The next problem to be treated is the loss of
significance when evaluating sinh (pihi ) for small
x -x
ve;,,J.ues of ( pihi ) . Specifically, since sinh x = e 2e
for IxI << 1 we have ex = e-x = 1, an invitation to
"catastrophic cancellation." Such small arguments would
arise naturally but the scaling suggested below makes
these considerations even more critical. Hence, for small
values of (p ihi ) (say < 0.07), we would like to resort to
a power series representation of the hyperbolic functions.
We note that such measures are unnecessary on IBM hardware.
However, their inclusion enhances software portability.
Moreover, the resulting formulae allow the use of pi = 0 Vi;
thus the cubic spline may be used as the zeroth iterate.
We proceed as follows:
_ h	 7	 2 2	 31	 4 4'	 6 7
e	
i
i - 6 ^1
	
60 °i hi + 2520 pihi ) + O(Pihi)
di = 3' (1 - 15 pihi + 3 2 - pihi) + 0 (p hi )





which are seen to produce the system of linear algebraic
equations for the cubic spline with specified derivative





_ f 2- f 1
3 1 + 6 T2 - x 2




hi-1 + hi 	h.
"	 .	 (i= 2, ... ,N),6 T I"
	





T "	 = f' (b) - fNN+ll	 N b6 N	 3 N+1	
xN+l - xN 	 N+1





T (x) = fi 1h1	 + fi+l   
h.
1 7 	 2 2
	 31	 4 4
6 (xi+l-x) Ti 1 - 60 pihi + 2520 pihi
+ 6 p1 (xi+1-x)2	 '2 (xi+l-x)2h.
P. 	 4
_	 2 _	 4	 P•	 4105 pihi "i+1 `x)
	l2 Oh i. (xi+1°x) 
.^ 
120 (xi+1-x)
p.h. +	 4p.h.6 (x-xi ) T1+1 1	 60 1 1
	 2520 i. i
+6 P? (x-xi) 2_ 2 (x-x i ) 2- 105 pihi (x-x i ) 2
h.1
2	 4
P•12 (x-xi ) 4 + 120 (x-x i ) 4 .20h.1
Note that, when pi = 0 di , we have
xi+1
`x 	 x	 1	 (x	 -x)
2
6 hi (xi+1 -x) T'] 1 -
_T (x	 :-xi	 1+1) = fi	 h^	 + fi+^ hi
	 h21
(x-x ) 2
6 hi(x-xi) T i+l 1 -	 1h?1
which is the equation for the cubic spline on the ith
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interval [2]. Hence, a convenient choice for initial tension
parameter values is pi = 0 di .
Many applications require the derivatives of the
interpolant. For completeness, we include the formulae for
T' W, T" (x) , T "' (x) , in terms of both hyperbolic functions
and the alternative power series representation. Hyperbolic
function representation:
'7
T ° W =
	 1
pisinh(pihi) (Ti+1 cosh p
i (x-x i ) - T1 cosh pi(xi+1-x))
+ hi ((f i+1-f i ) + p 2(Ti-Ti+1))
i
sinh pi (x-x i )	 Binh pi(xi+1-x)
	
T W = T; 	 + T!'1+1	 sinh(Pihi)	 ,	 s,nh (pihi)'
	cosh pi (x-x i )	 cosh Pi(xi+l-x)T ^ ° ^( x ) = pi T i+l •	 nh(plhi)	 PiTi	 sinh(pihi
Power series representation:
T' (x) = 1 (f.	 -f.) - c h	 T"	 (T +3 • T • x 2 + 5 • T •x4)
	
h	 ii 	 i+1 i	 1	 i+l 1	 2 2	 3 2
- T 1(T 1 + 3 • T2 • xi+ 5•T3•xi)}.
T " (x) = c lhi • j T • x l (6 • T 2 + 20•T3•x2
-Ti+1•x2(6•T2+ 20•T3•x2)}
	
T °°` (x) = -c h. • ^6 • T.' (T + 10 • T x 2 ) + 6•T'.'	 (T + 10 • T •x2')^1 i	 1 2	 3 1	 1+1 2	 3 2 f
where
T1 = 1 + c3	 pihi + c 4 • pihi
T2 = cl
	
pi	 1 + c7^ • pihihi




c  = 1/6, c 3 = -7/60, c 4 = 31/2520, c 7 = -7/195, c 8 = -1/20, c9=1/120.




II.6. Parameter Selection Algorithm for Co-Convex Interpolation
In this and the following section we take up the task
of tension parameter selection. This is the key problem
which needs to be solved if exponential splines are to be
useful in practice. A satisfactory treatment is not avail-
able in the literature.
A previous section assures us that for large enough
tension parameters the exponential spline interpolant
is free from extraneous inflection points. The question
now arises as to how to choose p i (i=1,...,N) which
are sufficiently but not excessively.large.
Excessively large estimates will produce an interpolant
which is kinky in appearance since T." , T"1+l -*	 asi
p k^	 (k=i-l,i,i+l),In this section we present a tension
parameter selection scheme that answers this question in
both a theoretical and practical sense. (Note: Assume that
b i
 ^ 0; i = 1,...,N+1.)
Assuming Tt' ^ 0 (i=l,...,N+l) then T bi > 0 (i=l,...,N+1)
is a necessary and sufficient condition for no extraneous
inflection points. Hence, we will iteratively alter p.i
(i = 1,...,N) so as to enforce Tb i
 > 0 (i=1,...,N+1).
Before proceeding we need the following easily established
facts:
(a) Pi > 0 =4,	 d i >	 0




For purposes of illustration, assume that for some
choice, pin) (i=1,...,N), we have Tkbk
 < 0 for some k
between 2 and N (a similar analysis will subsequently
be given for the end intervals). We then have
Iek-1 Tk-1 + ekTk+li	 Ibk	 (dk-1+ dk)TkI
Now





 > 0 for pi
 > 0 (i = 1,...,N) .
We therefore define Pk-1 , Pk so that ek_l , e  produce
I ek-1 Tk-1 + ekTk+1 I < max ( I bk I . (dk-1+dk ) I Tk i
i.e., after freezing the T"'s, we vary the p's so that




'i 2 max (IT k-1	 I Tk+1I)







ei - [ hi - sln
 i ham- ] / pi
we seek to satisfy the inequality
gi (x) < 0 ,
where
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i = k-1, k
(i = k-1, k),
gi (x) = 
11
sinh(hix)] / x 2 - a ,	 (i=k-1,k).






hi 	sinh(pihi) - p1T  < 0
	
=:^- 	 1 _ p2x <	 Pi
hi 	 	 sinh(pihi) .
This is certainly the case if




pi = (Xhi ) -1/2 (or perhaps pi = max (( a hi ) -1/2 Pin) )) ; i=k-1,k
(i.e. we always increase the p's).
However, the new tension parameters (p i s) will alter
the T "'s thus requiring an iterative procedure. The
suggested procedure is
P (n+1) = P (n; + w (p _ P (n) )
It was previously assumed that Ti 71 0 (i=1,...,N+1).
It can be shown (42,43] that if 'r = 0 for any 2 < i < N
	then T1-1T i
if
+1	 0 is necessary and sufficient for the
prior analysis to hold. Now we have
(d	 + d
+ di)T = bi - ei-1 Ti-1 eiTi+1
and, since we still assume bk 0 V k , we cannot have
T i-1 = Ti+1 = 0 (i.e. either e
	
e i
 are actually present
in the equation). So to make T'.' ^0 when T:' T°	 < 0,i	 i-1 i +1
we perturb ei_ 1
 and ei by incrementing p i_1
 and pi by
some small amount, E.
It remains to remove the assumption bk 54 0 Vk .
If bi
 = 0 then the points (xi-1'yi-1)' (xi'yi) and
(xi+1'yi+1) should be joined by a straight line (with a
similar statement true in the end intervals). The two
remaining portions should then be fit separately using
slope end conditions at xi-1 and xi+1 derived from the slope
of the straight line segment. This may be accomplished
implicitly by the following alteration of the coefficient
matrix, A. Set as many of the set {Ai-l,i'Ai,i+1'Ai+l,i'Ai,i-1}
as exist equal to zero and then proceed as usual. This
produces the desired. Tk (k=l,...,i-1,i+1,...,N+1). The
interval [xi-1'xi+1] is then fit separately with a linear
function. The points (xi-l'yi-1) and (xi+1' yi+1) are
now to be treated as the right and left hand endpoints,
respectively, of two distinct exponential splines.
In summary, we note that the tension parameter selec-
tion problem is inherently nonlinear (by virtue of the non-
linear occurrence of p i in the interpolant). It is then hardly
surprising that an iterative procedure should suggest itself.
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We now return to the problem of parameter selection
for the end intervals. The relevant equations are
dl T^ + e lT2	 = bl





Now b 1 T1ot
 > 0 iff lb I - d 1T1  < max( I b l j , dl I T1 1) .
Therefore define pl D e l produces 1e1 T"I < max(lbl i, dlIT111).
Letting e l
 < max(lbl l, dljTlj) / IT2l produces the desired
result. Hence, define a
	 max (l bl , dl Ti 1)/  I'T2 j.
Too
	
< 0:	 le N
o 	
^bN+1- dNTN+11'
Now bN+1 TN+l > 0 iff IbN+l - dNTN+11 < max(lbN+1 1 ' dNITN+10-
Therefore define pN 9 eN produces (eNTN l < ma"(IbN
+Ij,dNITN+l1 )'
Letting eN < max(lbN+l 1, dN ITN+l 1 " (TNI produces





I1.7. Parameter Selection Algorithm for Co-Monotone Interpolation
In this section we develop a tension parameter selec-
tion algorithm that preserves any monotonicity present in
the data [23]. Specifically, if the polygonal interpolant
has slope of constant sign in three successive intervals
then we select the tension parameters in these intervals
so that T I (x) has this same sign in the middle interval.
Similar considerations apply at the end intervals.
We begin by rewriting the exponential spline as





















x i+l -Pix iC i = 2s - ^' ^^i a	
+ T „
i+1 a2 pi i
pix3' -pihi_ e	 _
2pisi
_T  a + T 
i	 i+1
Di =	 2






e	 „	 1 i	 „





T' (x) = B  +
Tot












e pix ]	on (xi'xi+1)
Assume that T il t+1 > 0 with both having the "correct" sign.
Therefore, any extremum of T I (x) interior to [xi,xi+1]
is characterized by T"(x*) = 0 b
2pix*	 Di
e	 = - C  .
Now if Di/Ci
 > 0 there is no interior extremum and this
spline segment is monotonicity-preserving. If
	
Pi X*
Di/Ci < 0 then e	 - -Di Ci
To ( x *) = B i + Pi V-CIDI [ sgn (Ci ) - sgn ( Di ) ]
= B  + 2 sgn (Ci ) Pi
= B i - 2 sgn(Di ) Pi V11--C Di
Also
T III (x*) = Pl-C D [sgn (C - sgn ( Di ) ]
	
= 2 sgn (C
	 pi -C D = -2 sgn (Di) pi c.67
.
Therefore
(i) Ci > Or Di < 0 =I.. T "' (x*) > 0 T' (x*) is a (local) minimum;
(ii) Ci < 0, Di > 0 =^- T "' (x*) < 0 T' (x*) is a (local) maximum.
If T '(x*) has the correct sign then T(x) is locally
monotonicity preserving. If T '(x*) is of the "wrong" sign




x* = X. + 1 Qn 1+1	 ii	 2pi	 T':	 - T :' e -p-h-
	
i•I. 1	 i
we thus have two cases:
p.h
(a) if T i < P h i Ti +l then x* E [xirxi+i] iff T i+l L 0
(b) if T i > e	 1Ti+1 then x* E [xi,xi+1l iff Ti+1 O.
We now come to the case in which T'(x *) has the wrong
sign. In this event we iteratively modify the tension para-
meter, pi , so as to enforce the requirement that T '(x*) should
have the correct sign.
Consequently, consider once again our special cases,
with
M. _ f i+n
-
 f i a n 
	 Y = Bi + pi	2sgn ( ,Ci )	 • -C - Di
i
(i) Ci > 0, Di < 0 b T' (x*) is a minimum
(a) if mi
 < 0 then do not alter pi
(b) if mi
 > 0 then, since we want Y > 0, set
pin+l) _ - Bi
 / 2 -C
	
+ d





Di > 0 a T'(x*) is a maximum
mi > 0 then do not alter pi
mi
 < 0 then, since we want Y < 0, set
n+l ) 
= B i / 2 ►-C iDi + 6.
The only remaining issue is if the computed Ti should
be of the wrong sign i.e. T 1mi-1 < 0 and Timi < 0.




T' (xi) =	 2	 -piT cosh(pihi ) + piT'..+1pi Si
+	 h.	 (fi+l -f i ) - Ti+12T
Pi
_	 1




+	 1	 f - f
	
_ i i-1
hi ( i	 i-1) 
	 ]p?-i1
As we know, subtracting these relations yields the
tridiagonal system for T"1 	= 1,...,N+1).
However, we choose to average them which produces




We choose to enforce




	 i+ d	 i+ e + di ) max( T;'	 ^,^ Ti	 "^,	 IT! 	 ^^.-1	 -1	 i-1
We need the following
	
,^
Lemma. (a) ei < 2
pihi
(b) di < 1
Pi
P•
Proof : (a) e F,h - sl^  / pi < -	 since we know ei > 0i	 i	 pihi
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(b) d. < 1 iff 
C i - 1 
< 1
	Pi
	 S  pihi
Cosh x _ 1but B inh x x < 1 since f(x) = x sink x + sinh x - x cosh x> 0
which follows from f(0) = 0 and
f'(x) = cosh x + x(cosh x - sinh x) > 0 for x > 0.
Q.E.D.
,We are thus led to enforcing
1 — +	 1	 +	 1	 +	 max OTI.,	 o) ' l T
.,
	 I)
pi-lhi-1	 pi--1	 pihi 	pi	
i-1 ' i	 i+l
< Imi-1 + mil
or, alternatively
1	 + 1 <
P?-pi-lni-1 pi-1




+ 1 <	 mi-1 + m^
pihi 	 pi	 2 max (IT'.'
-11,ITi1'ITi +l1)
This ultimately leads to
p(n+l) = 1+p ihi
	2 max (!Ti-1^'^Ti^'^Ti+1^)+ S
1	 pihi	 (m i-1 + mi
and







	 Imi-1 + mil
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k
II.8. Periodic Exponential Spline
If one wishes to parametrically fit a closed body
in a smooth fashion, then periodic end conditions must be
imposed. The necessary modifications to the preceding
analysiz are presented herein.
Matrix Structure
The equation for strictly interior points remains
unchanged:
ei-1 T i-1 + (di-1 + d i )T i + eiTi+l = b i (i = 2, ... ,N-1).
We now have the periodic end conditions
fN+l	 fl
TN+1	 T1
In addition, we imagine an additional point at x 0 D




This effectively identifies the two endpoints. We now
write down the equations for i = 1 and N:




 + eN-1 TN-1 + (dN+1+dN )TN - bN .
We therefore redefine
f2 - fl fN+l - f 
1	 hl	 h 
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Note that the matrix is no longer tridiagonal. Instead it
has the structure,






EN	 EN-1 DIAGN	 T	 bN
Matrix Solution








 = - EN/PK1
then set
PKi = Ei-1 • Qi-1 + DIAGi
Qi = -Ei/PKi
U 	 (Bi - Ei-1 Ui-1 ) / PKi
S 2










T N = (BN - EN - Vl - EN-1 ' VN-1) / (EN . T1 + EN-1 * TN-1 + DIAGN)
Ti 4i O ri+l+ Si TN+ Ui
Parameter Selection Procedure
We treat the periodic case as follows:
N
(1) All points { (xi ,.f i ) } i=1 are treated as
interior points.
(2) When T 1 b 1 < 0, we modify pl and pN.
The previous scheme is otherwise unaltered.
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II.9. Numerical Considerations
In this section we detail the necessary modifications
and extensions to the above 4nalysis which practical
implementation mandates [10,11,38].
Scaling
The first problem to be treated is that of the
inherent number range restriction. In IBM FORTRAN this
results in the restriction that the magnitude of expon-
ential arguments be less than 175.366. Since the
exponential spline definition requires the computation of
quantities such as sinh(p ihi ), the data must be scaled so
that max {pihi } < 175.366.
1<i<N
ffowever,	 it should first be shown
that a	 scaling of the abscissae leaves the sign of
Tbi
 (i=l,...,N+l) invariant. This is required since the
necessary and sufficient condition for no extraneous inflec-
tion points which is the basis for our algorithm is a .function








 = a-2711 (X )	 f i+l -f 	 f i-f i-1	 = a-3T^^bi'i	 i	 -	 -	 - - ^	 i
oa(xi+1 -Xi)	 a, fxi-xi-1)
where	 T (x) = T (ax)
so that
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a > 0 b




T i-1 Ti+l	 a T 1- 1 Ti+l
so that
T'. 1 T i'+1' 	 and 'c i-1 i+l^ T ° 	have the same sign.i-
We may now freely scale x by an arbitrary positive
factor. We choose to proceed as follows:
Define






 xi /a with a > a
P h	 = 1 P h ^° u< u—Er
and we consequently remain within the desired number range.
Whenever the p's are updated, a scaling should be done if
u > G . Note that when scaling is done then f l (a) and
f'(b) should be multiplied by a.
in practice, an additional source of scaling is the
need for a unique interpolant when a change of physical
units is made. We now take up this matter.
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I	 Invariance Under Linear Transformations
As presently proposed, the exponential spline interpolant is not
invariant under change of physical units. To ensure such
invariance some sort of normalization must be performed on
the input data.
Ordinates
Let fi = klf i + k 2
 , then bi = k lbi which " T i = k1Ti'
Therefore 7(x)=k1T(x) +k 2 , as it should be. Hence, scaling of
the ordinates is unnecessary.
Abscissae
Let x = k1X4.k2'
 In this case, k 2 is impotent since
only differences of ar,;cissae appear in the exponential
spline formulation. However, k  has a nonlinear effect on
the interpolant. Hence, scaling of the abscissae is required.
Setting k  = 2/(xN+1
 x
l ) and using this as a scale factor
suffices.
Parametric Exponential Spline
In many applications f is not a single-valued function
of x for the entire range of the data. Hence, it becomes
desirable to fit both x and f versus some parameter, e.g.
chordal length or arc length. We prefer the arc length
formulation.
We proceed as follows:
(1) Determine the chordal length, s.
(2) Fit x and f versus s, producing exponential splines
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x(s) and f (s) , respectively.
(3) Determine modified arc lengths from
0 r
La =	 S [x" (s) ] 2 + [f" (s) ] 2}1/2 ds
a `
This integral can be evaluated numerically,
say by a compound Simpson's rule.
(4) If arc lengths have changed appreciably then
go to (2); otherwise the current x and f are





We next present a sequence of carefully selected
examples. They are chosen to illustrate both the effi-
ciency of the new parameter selection algorithm and the
inherent superiority to cubic spline interpolation.
The first test case is taken from Spath's original
paper [47]. The cubic spline interpolant, Figure II.10.1a,
exhibits extraneous inflection points in the first,
third, fourth and eighth intervals. The converged exponential
spline interpolant, Figure II.10.1d, is seen to be free of
such aberrations. The general behavior of our parameter
selection scheme is amply portrayed in this example:
The first iteration, Figure II.10.1b, captures the gross
features while subsequent iterations, Figures II.1.0.lc-d,
essentially "fine-tune" the first. We note that the scheme
proposed by Spath required twelve iterations as opposed to
our three iterations with no visible difference in the
final interpolants.
The second test case is a unit impulse function. Note
the "wiggles" present in the cubic spline interpolant,
Figure II.10.2a. This example demonstrates the insensitivity
to "outliers" that the exponential spline interpolant,
Figure II.10.2b, possesses.
The third test case is a semicircle joined to two
straight line segments in such a way as to produce disconti-
nuities in the first derivative. This example begins to
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implicate the cubic spline interpolant, Figure II.10.3a,
as being deficient as a means of geometric representation.
The exponential spline, Figure II.10.3b, on the other hand,
performs ideally in this :`.nstance. Such a geometry would
arise as the computational domain for flow, past a cylinder.
The fourth test case is a quarter circle joined by a
straight line segment with a discontinuous second derivative
at their junction. once again the cubic spline interpolant,
Figure II.10.4a, falls far short of geometric requirements
while the exponential spline, Figure II.10.4b, does not
falter. If we were to try and calculate supersonic flow past
this projectile, the cubic spline inflection point would
likely induce a shock wave.
The fifth test case displays the critical sensitivity
of the cubic spline interpolant, Figure II.10.5a, to the
end conditions imposed. It is an additional advantage of
the exponential spline interpolant, Figure II.10.5b, that
it automatically compensates for poor end conditions thus
restricting them to local influence. If this geometry were
axisymmetric the cubic spline would surely replace the
blunt body by a pointed one.
Furthermore, we note that preliminary tests have revealed
wildly oscillating cubic spline interpolants in the presence
of nonuniform knot placement. This defect appears to be
absent from the exponential spline interpolant.
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An additional comment deserves to be made at this
point. That is, in the applications where cubic splines
are typically used, a great deal of effort is generally
expended in the smoothing ("fudging") of geometric data
and in the preoccupation with end conditions. Both of
these difficulties are peculiar to the cubic spline.
In general„ exponential spline ,interpolation obviates
the need for such diversions.
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preceding work on exponential splines. We begin by survey-
ing the utility of such splines in some geometric and
data fitting problems occurring in computational fluid
dynamics. The discussion here is somewhat general with
the exception of a detailed boundary layer calculation.
The numerical solution of the Laplace, heat, and wave
equations is then addressed. Our aim in the final parts
of the chapter is to provide a treatment of nonlinear systems
of hyperbolic conservation laws and in particular to
simulate shock waves without introducing wiggles. We first
take up a linear model problem. In this context we analyze
the stability and accuracy of a variety of numerical schemes.
Nonlinear problems are introduced via the inviscid Burger's
equation. At this juncture we generalize the Lax-Wendroff
theorem concerning convergence of approximations to weak
solutions to the case of our spline scheme. The classical
Riemann problem for an infinite shock tube is then approached
using this scheme. Finally, the scheme is extended to
multi-dimensions and applied to the two-dimensional Euler
equations. Specifically, we provide numerical simulation of
transonic flow in a channel.
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III.2. Geometric Applications in Computational Fluid Dynamics
As if the attendant mathematical difS'iculties were
not inherently severe enough, the calculation of fluid
flow fields invariably requires, at on^-.% stage or another,
the construction of smooth curves from a prescribed set
of tabulated data points. Examples that immediately come
to mind are the definition of body geometry, the numerical
enforcement of boundary conditions and the generation of a
computational mesh. Hence, reliable interpolation procedures
must be developed. in what follows, we ,restrict our atten-
tion to the two dimensional case for ease of exposition.
The techniques developed have no such intrinsic limitation.
The remainder of this section presents a wide variety
of applications of exponential splines in computational
fluid dynamics. The emphasis throughout is on areas of
application where the use of cubic splines would result in
a significant degradation if not an utter breakdown of the
computation.
The utility of exponential splines as a means of
geometric representation has already been intimated. The
resulting loss of accuracy in the numerical prescription
of initial and/or boundary conditions could distort the
solution throughout the entire flow field. In a boundary
conforming computational mesh, any abnormalities along the
boundary will propagate into the grid. Smith and Wiegel [45]
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and Eiseman and Smith [16) have advocated the use of
hyperbolic splines in this context. This approach requires
that uniform tension be applied, thus resulting in
unnecessarily kinky curves.
Along these same lines, conformal mapping techniques
often require ex post facto stretchings to concentrate grid
points in regions of high gradients. Such C 2 shearings
may be conveniently constructed and controlled by employing
exponential splines. Figure 111.2.1 displays such a
stretching function while Figure 111.2.2 illustrates its
application to a channel-with-bump geometry.
In a slightly more general vein, we recall that strict
adherence to convexity constraints is required by many
existence [81  and uniqueness [181  r exults in the theory of
plane subsonic fluid flow. It is also well known that in
supersonic flows, there is an inherent difference between
concave and convex geometries [12]. These considerations
imply that convexity must be preserved in the discrete
analogues to these problems, e.g., through the use of
exponential splines.
We now present the application of our exponential spline
code to provide smooth input data for the integration of
the boundary layer equations and to prevent failures of
the integration scheme due to oscillations in the input.
Specifically, we consider the transonic flow (peak Mach
number ti 1.2) over a compressor cascade with 10 degrees of
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flow turning as supplied by Korn [261  ( see Figure III.2.3) .
The computed velocity distribution along the upper surface
(obtained from a hodograph method) is shown in Figure 111.2.4.
Fifteen points were selected and fit with both cubic and
exponential splines (see Figure 111.2.5). The cubic spline
oscillates	 wildly in the vicinities of the supersonic
zone and the trailing edge.
The resulting velocity distributions were then input
to the STAN5 finite difference boundary layer code [13].
The anomalies present in the cubic spline interpolant cause
the boundary layer to separate at the leading edge overspeed
thus halting the calculation. On the other hand, the
well-behaved nature of the exponential spline interpolant
allows the calculation of a fully attached flow.
In order to obtain a more substantial comparison we
include 4 additional points on the velocity schedule (see
Figures III.2.6 and III.".7). These are then used as input
to STAN5 (see Figures III.2.8 and 1II.2.9). The output,
displayed in Figures 111.2.10 and I11.2.11, clearly
indicates that the cubic spline can produce nonphysical
features in the computed flow field.
In contrast, the exponential spline, because of its
stricter adherence to the features of the data, is seen
to be more reliable. One can well imagine the additional
complications which the presence of a shock wave would
entail.
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Obviously, the use of an extremely fine mesh would
rectify the situation. However, a high cost could be
incurred in the form of vastly increased computation time.
This is especially true when the boundary layer calculation
is not being performed a posteriori but rather as part
of an inviscid-viscous iteration. Furthermore, the use
of the exponential spline would allow the specification of
less data than the cubic spline in an inverse design
procedure.
We note that the role of exponential splines in the
direct numerical solution of singular perturbation problems
has recently been investigated by Flaherty and Mathon [171.
In summary, the examples considered indicate that
the cubic spline may cause difficulties in a broad spectrum
of practical applications. In the past, the lack of a
satisfactory scheme for tension parameter selection has
hindered the widespread use of the exponential spline as a
viable alternative. However, our exponential spline tension
parameter selection algorithm has removed this impediment,
thus paving the way for it to become an important tool of
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111.3. Approximation of Classical Partial Differential Equations
In this section we present explicit approximate
techniques for the numerical solution of second order
linear partial differential equations. Basically, spatial
derivatives are replaced by the derivatives at nodes of
interpolatory splines. The cases of elliptic, parabolic and
hyperbolic equations [18] are considered in turn. Note
that these schemes have straightforward implicit counterparts.
Our aim here is to lay the ground work for more ambitious
applications to nonlinear problems.
Laplace's Equation
To illustrate the use of splines in the solution of
elliptic boundary value problems we treat the Laplace
equation
uxx + uyy = 0
in the unit squre R = [0,1] 2 with Dirichlet boundary
conditions
u = f	 on 8R.
We perform our calculation on a rectangular mesh
of dimensions (AX,AY). First define
F(X,Y) = f(X,0) (1-Y) + f(X,1)Y + f(O,Y) (1-X) + f(1,Y)X
- f (0,0) (1-X) (1-Y) - f (0,1) (1-X)Y- f (1,0)X(1-Y)-f (1,1)XY,
i.e. F is the bilinear blend of the boundary data.
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Now use F(X,Y) as Cauchy data for the heat equation
ut = axx + uyy
on S = [0,1] 2 X [0,T]. At each time step we enforce u = f
on 8S. When the solution has reached a steady state we
will have our desired solution to Au = 0.
The solution of the heat equation now becomes the
focus of attention.
Heat Equation
Consider the heat equation (parabolic) in one spatial
dimension
ut = uxx on	 x [0,-)
together with the initial data
u (x, 0) = f (x) ,	 x E TR .
A conventional approach to this problem is to use a
forward difference in time coupled with a central difference
in space. This results in the explicit schome
ui+1 = u1 + Q 7 ^ui+1 2u1 + u1-1) .
Letting a = At and performing a von Neumann
Ax2
stability analysis we arrive at the following expression
for the amplification factor:
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ui eiPx 
. ui+1 = g eiPx ,	 = pAx
g = 1 + 2X (cos	 - 1)
Since we want (gI < 1 for all Fourier modes we must
require that
< 2 .
Alternatively, we could approximate uxx at the nth
time level using an exponential spline (with uniform
tension).
We then have
e (uxx) i•-1 + 2d (uxx) i + e (u,xx) i+l





n+1.	 n+l	 n+l	 n	 n n	 At n	 n n
e ui _ l + 2dui + eui+1 = eu i _1+2dui+eui+1+ yx(ui+l-2ui+ui-1)
Ox (cos E - 1)
g = 1 + X
e cos + d
=> X < d-e
Tx
For the cubic spline this yields




i.e. an increasingly stringent stability restriction. Hence,
large tension is not recommended for this problem. Note that
the cubic spline and central difference both provide an
O(Ax 2 ) accurate approximation to uxx while the latter has
the more favorable stability characteristics.
It is shown in Appendix I that the average of the
cubic spline and central difference approximations to uxx
is fourth order accurate on a uniform mesh. The remaining
questions concern the stability of such a scheme.
Correspondingly, let
(u ) ,^ 1 [S" + ui-1 - 2u  + ui+1 I
xx i	 2	 i	 Ax 
where S(x) denotes the cubic spline. I.e.
 2	 to
	
1	 g i 
	 1
6 S i-1 + 3 S i + 6 Si+l	 Ax  ( Si-1 - 2S i + Si+l)
nn n
	
uk+l = uk + 2t(Sk+ 	
uk
-1 	 - 2uk2+ uk+l
0x
1 n+l2 n+1 I n+l = 1 n 	 2 n I n
6 ui-1 + 3 ui	 + 6 ui+1	 6 ui -1 + 3 ui + 6 '^i+l
+ At2 (ui-1 - 2ui + ui.+1)
2Ax
	
At 1 n	 1 n	 n 1 n
	
1 n
+ 2^ ( 6 ui-2 + 3 ui-1 - ui + 3 ui+l + 6 u i+2 )
=0. g = 1 + 2 Rios A + 2) [8 cos E - 9 + cos 2E]
=> A < 4
1.2 di
Hence we have achieved higher order accuracy together
with a reasonable stability restriction.
Wave Equation
Consider the wave equation (hyperbolic) in one spatial
dimension
utt = uxx on (-°°,-) x [0,W)
together with the initial conditions
u (x, 0) = f (x) ,
	
u  (x, 0) = h (x) ,	 x E IR .
One straightforward technique for treating this
problem is to use central differences in both time and space.
This produces the explicit scheme
n+1	 n n-1 = ( At ) 2 (020+ unui - 2u i + ui	 !Tx
	
1+1 - 1	 i-1)
where the calculation initially uses u t = h to produce
the required two previous time levels.
At
Letting X - Tx we once again perform a von Neumann
stability analysis.
n-1	 ipx	 n	 ipx	 n+1	 2 ipx
ui = e	 ui = g e	 u 	 = g e	 , ^ = p ^x
g = 1 -u+ u(^ where ji =-X 2 (1 - cos)
u < 2 => X 2 < 1
X < 1 .
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If instead we approximate uxx using an exponential
spline (with uniform tension) we have
2x (uxx ) i-I + Yx (uxx ) i + Tx (uxx)i+l
	 Ax2 (ui+l-2ui+ui-1).
Now
uk+1 _ 2uk + uk -1
 = At2(uxx ) k ; k = i-l,i,i+l
( e un+l + 2d un+l + e un+1) - 2(e u 	 + 2d un + e un )
Ex 1-1	 Tx i	 Ax 1+1	 Ex i-1 Tx i Tx i.+l
+ e n-1
	 2d n-1	 e n-1 _ At 2 n	 n n
( ox ui-1 + Ax ui + Nx u i+1 ) - (Ax (u i+1 - 2u i + u ; -1)
4. ( g2 - 2g + 1) P e cos QX + I	 = ga 2 (cos
2
Letting u = 2 (e coscos
 +)dAx we have
g2 - 2g + 1 + 2pg = 0 =:- g = (1-p) + Vp (
which once again requires
2 
4- X
2 < 4(e cos	 + d)
Ax (1 - cos )
X 2 < 2(d-e) =,, X	 2(d-e)
Ex—	 Ax
For the cubic spline this yields
a < 1





with increasing tension. This stability restriction again
discourages the use of large tension for this problem.
The cubic spline and central difference are comparable
in accuracy.
We next study the use of the average of the cubic
spline and central difference approximations which is fourth
order accurate on a uniform mesh (see Appendix I). Let
	
(u )	 1 [S „ + ui-l-
2ui+u i+1
xx i 	 2	 i	 Ax 
where S(x) denotes the cubic spline. I.e.,
++1	 1
	6 Si-1 + 3 Si + 6 S	 __i+l
	 Ax  (S	 2Si + Si+1)
	
n	 n n
• n+l	 n n-1	 At [S[ S :' + uk+l-2uk+uk-1 ) ; k=i-l,i,i+1uk -2uk+uk	 =	 2	 i	 Ax 
[1 un+l + 2 un+l + 1 un+l	 1 n	 2 n l n
6 i-1	 3 i	 6 1+1 - 2[ 6 u i-1 + 3 u i + 6 ui+l
	+ [ 1 un-1 + 2 un-1 + 1 un-l] 	 At 2 	n	 n n
	
6 i-1	 3 i	 6 i+l^ - 2
	
(ui-l-2ui+ui+l)
+ At  [1 un + l un -
 un+l un + l un
	
2Ax2 6	 i-2 3 i-1	 i 3 i+l 6 1+2^
	








[10 - 8 cos ^ - 2 cos 2U
4 (cos ^ + 2)
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we arrive again at
g2 -2g+1+2pg = 0
which we know requires
u < 2
x2 <	 8(cos	 + 2)
10 - 8 cos	 - 2 cost
^ 2 < 2 =>^, <	 1	 .




In subsequent: sections we will apply spline approxi-
mations to the numerical solution of nonlinear systems of .
hyperbolic conservation laws. The stability of such a
scheme can most easily be studied by considering model
equations with constant coefficients.
Therefore, in this section we investigate the
prototypical equation
u  + cux
 = 0 on (-°°,°°) x [0,-)
with u(x,0) = f(x) V x E IR. All calculations are to be
performed on a mesh with uniform Ax and At.
We begin by considering forward differences in both
time and space. This results in
Atuj+l = u; - 
cox (uj+1	 u 1 ) .
A von Neumann stability analysis reveals an amplification
factor
g = 1 + a - X eiE
where a = cox
	
We thus require -that -1 < X < 0.
Alternatively, use of a backward spatial difference
un+l = un - a(un _ un )
7	 J	 7-1
yields
g = 1 -	 + X elf.
We thus restrict 0 < a < 1 in this case.
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These results are not surprising since they simply
restate the C-F-L condition that the numerical domain of
dependence should contain the true, domain of dependence.
However, these one-sided differences are only first order
accurate. It would seem that second order accuracy could
be achieved by using a central difference since that
would fulfill the C-F-L requirement for arbitrary c.
Such a scheme takes the form




with an amplification factor
g= 1-a sin ^i .
This is seen to be unconditionally unstable. Hence care
must be taken in choosing a time marchinq scheme.
The above deficiency can be remedied by approximating
n	 n




thus producing the Lax scheme
u]+1 = 2 (uj+.1 + 0 ) - 2 (u^.,,l - u^-1)
g = cos ^ - is sin ^
I X I < 1 .
We can increase spatial accuracy by using a fourth
order central difference
1,30





	 i- 1 ux i Ax 12 i-2
	 3	 -1	 3	 +l	 12 +2
This  yields the scheme
n+l
	






u j 	 - 2 (uj+l + u j-1 ) - ^` ( 12 ui-2 3 u i-1 + 3 ui+l 12 ui+2)




When boundaries are present such a scheme would require modificatians.
It is shown in Appendix I that a
scheme which does:: not suffer this drawback, yet
maintains fourth order accuracy on a uniform mesh,,can be




2 d+e) (ux ) j-1	 dd+e (ux ) j + 2 d+e (ux ) j+l	 ,+2Ax'-1
uk+l _ 2 (uk+1 + uk-1) + clot DX uk = 0	 k=j-l,j,j+l
then yields
e	 [un+l _ 1 (un 
+un )] + d [un+1 - 1 (un +un )]2(d+e)+1	 2	 j+2	 d+e	 j	 2+l-1.
+	 e	 [un+l _ 1 (un + un ) ] + c ^t (un,.	 un_ ) = 02 (d+e)-1 2	 j	 -2	 2 Ax	 j t	 1




For the cubic spline we have d = h/3, e = h/6
I X I < 1/3
while for the linear spline we recover
IX) < 1-e d	 11+e d
Now that we have achieved a high order of spatial
accuracy let us turn our attention to obtaining higher order
temporal accuracy. This will ensure more accurate unsteady
calculations while allowing us to take larger time steps
when attempting to march to a steady state.
The time integration schemes considered thus far have
been first order accurate. We attempt to extend this
accuracy by employing classical Runge-Kutta techniques.
Hence, consider the second order Runge-Kutta scheme
u (0) = un
u(1) = u (0) - cAt D u(0)
x




un+l = u (2)
Here D  is the two point central difference operator. The
first step yields an amplification factor
g (1) = 1 - a sin U = 1 - 2 P
where P = _.  sin2
The second step produces an amplification factor
g(2) = 1 - 2Pi - 2P 2 = q .
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Hence,
Iq 12 = (1-2 P2 ) 2 + 4P 2  = (1-211) 2 + 411
=1 +4µ 2 >1
where P = P2 . Thus this scheme is unconditionally unstable.
Similar results obtain for the fourth order central differ-
ence and the spline scheme. We will not dwell on deriving
a stable scheme that is second order accurate in time since
even higher order accuracy is our ultimate design.
Instead consider the Runge-Kutta scheme of third
order
u(0) = u 
U 	 = u(0) _ cAt D u(0)2	 x
u(2) = u (0) - cAt Dx (2u (1) -u (0) )
u(3) = u (0) - cAt Dx(u(0)+4u(1)+u(2) )
un+l = U(3)  .
For definiteness let D  be the two point central
_ ^ sin ^
	
difference operator. Letting P =
	 2	 this
successively yields the amplification factors
g (1) = 1 - iP
g (2) = 1 - 2iP - 4P2
9 (3) = 1 - 2Pi - 2P 2 + 3 iA 3 =	 (1-2P 2 )	 + 2i.P(3 P 2 - 1)	 = q
g I 2 =	 (1-2P 2 ) 2 + 4P 2 (3 P2_ 1.) 2 = 1 _ 3 u2 + 116 113
where P	 = P 2 . We hence restrict P < 4 IPI	 <
IaI<2 _ V5.
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Hence this scheme is stable as well as accurate. Similar
calculations can be done for the other D  under considera-
tion. We refrain from doing this as the next scheme is
the one of primary interest to us.
Consider the Runge-Kutta scheme of fourth order
u (0) = u 
u(1) = u(0) _ cAt D u(0)2	 x
u(2) = u(0) _ cAtD u(1)2 x
u 13) = u (0) - cOt Dx u(2)
u (4) = u (0) - c6t Dx(u(0)+2u(1)+2u(2)+u(3))
un+l = u(4).
Initially, let D  be the two point central difference
operator. Then
g (1) = 1 - Ai
,g (2) = 1 - pi - p2
g (3) = 1 - 2Ai - 2 p2 + 2ip3
g (4) = 1 - 2Ai - 2 p2 + 3 A l i + 3 p4 = q
where p 2 sin
q, 2 = (1-2p2+ 3 p 4 ) 2 + 4 p2 (3p 2 - 1) 2
= (1 - 2u +3 P2)2 + 4u (3 u_ 	 1) 2
where u = p2.
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We hence restrict p < 2 -* IPI <
INI < 2421
 z 2.828427125.
Now if we let D  be the fourth order central differ-
ence operator we obtain the same expression for g (4) with
P redefined as
P = 2 (3 sin ^ - 6 sin 	2^) _	 s6n ^ (4 - cos )
We again require JPI < /2
__ which now yields
-1




If we instead use the spline approximation to D  we
once again obtain the same expression for g (4) however
with P now defined as
P _	 sin ^(d+e)
2 (e cos ^ + d)
^PI < V'2	 < 2/ • 
^d
+e - J.
Hence, for the cubic spline we have, since d = 2 01
JXJ < 2 _	 1.632993162
while for the linear spline we have, since d = 0
JXJ < 2V2_ .
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},
Because of the accuracy and stability of this scheme
it is used in our subsequent calculations. In addition, no
modifications are needed at the boundaries and no loss of
accuracy results.
Figures II.4.la-c show a comparison of the computed
solution to the exact solution for our model problem using
the exponential spline with fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme.
The calculation was done on three successively finer






























































































III.5. Inviscid Burger's Fquation
In this section we begin our treatment of nonlinear
hyperbolic conservation laws using splines. The subject of
discussion is a nonlinear analogue of our model problem,
namely the inviscid Burger's equation [39]
u,t + uux = 0 on (x,t) E ( -^,^) x [0,-) .
This equation which is in quasilinear form can be put
into the conservation, or divergence, form
2
ut + (2 ) x = 0 .
Before proceeding further with this equation, we
digress for a general discussion of the single conservation
law [29]
u.t = f x (u)
or
u  = a u 
	 w/ a = df/du
subject to the initial condition
u (x, 0) = $ (x) .
Since f(u) is in general nonlinear we cannot guarantee the











w (x, 0) $ (x) dx = 0
-CO
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for all smooth test functions, w, which vanish for lxl+t
large enough.
One must consider whether a numerical solution
technique has the capability of capturing such a weak
solution. We now present the following convergence result
which is a generalization of a theorem of Lax and Wendroff
(28]. First recall that the exponential spline, T(x),
can be defined in terms of its first derivatives at the
knots. These values are determined by the tridiagonal
system of linear algebraic equations
A+ B	 + C	 _	 fi+l-fi + S	 fi-fi-1i T i-1	 iTi	 iTi+1	 a i	 hi	 i	 hi-1
where
A• _
(ei- 1) (d i - ei)i (di - l+ei -1) [ (di-l-ei-].) + (di-e i ) ]
B. _ (d i-1 ) (d i -e i ) + (di) (di-l-ei-1)








1 di-l -ei-l+d i-e i	 1 + dal -el
d.- e•
^i =	 1 1
di-l-ei-l+di-ei
/ [ (di-l-e i-1 ) + ( d i -e i) l
What is of key importance to us here is that
Ai
 + B  + C  = a  + ^i = 1 .
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(where T(x) is the exponential spline interpolant) and as
At and h = max hi
 tend tc zero v converges boundedly almost
i
everywhere to some function u(x,t) then u(x,t) is a
weak solution.







1 = (T) i ;




n+1 n}	 n+1 n
	
n+l nV.	 —V.	 I	 v.	 —v.	 v.	 .
+lAn _ 1-1 1-1 + 
Bn 
1	 1+ e 1+1—v 1
1	 At	 I	 1— At	 At
	
J	
n	 n	 n n
an	 fi+1	 +-f1	 ^n	
f1
_f1- 1
 .i	 hi	 i	 hi-1
Multiplying both sides by OA t h i
 and summing over all grid
points yields
M 00 
0 n n+l n	 n n+l n	 n n+1 nE	 X	 At [Ai (vi-1'vi-1) + Bi (vi	 vi ) + Ci (vi+1'vi+l)) At hn= 0 i=-i=_00
a>	 oo	 fn _fn 	fn_fn
_ Z
	
X Wn n 1+1 i + Sn i 1- ]At h
n- , 0 i=-oo 1 [ a i ^ 	 i --T1 	 i
or LHS = RHS for convenience.
LHS ;_
(let Ag = gl+l - gl)
00	 00	 i
E I hi [0 Ovi-1 + WnOAvi +WnCi Avi+l^ .n= 0 ji.=-^
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 = -u 
0 
v 0 - E Aun.vn+l










=	 ^	 ^	 1	 At
	
At
A (WnCn ) vn+l
-- Tt











00	 00 fn fn fn
E	 X At h ani Wn	
i+ 1




- At hi -1Wi si hli-1
00 00 fn fn









+ At hi wi si At hi+l wi+l ei+l	 hihi-1
00 00 hi hi+1 n













3.	 11 Wia i + h.l Wi(1-ai)
n=0 i=-w 	^°	 i-1
_ hi+In	 n 1
hi - W i+1 (l-a i+1 ) J
O0	 00	 h	 h .







 - Wn (1-an	
1hi 	 	 1	 1+1	 1+1)l
CO	 00
n n n
	 n n 
hi+l n n hi+1 n n
n^0 
l-^ At fi{Wi-lai-1 Wia i	 hi Wia i + hi Wi+lai+l






 + hi-1 - hl Wi (1-ai)
Now let











1 J [( Ox) • ( aW) xx + d• (aw)x-(1+S) (Wx)+6x•w(1-a) ] dx dt
0 -CO
so that to recover a weak solution we require
(i)	 (aw)xx bounded; 	 (ii)
	
6[(a-1)wl x + 6x [W(1-a)] = 0-
The restrictions pi } p, h; h Vi together with the assumed











ff (wtu-wxf) dx dt + f w(x,0) ^(x) dx = 0
0 -00	 -00 Q.E.D.
Note that the requirement of an asymptotically uniform
mesh appears unavoidable. Meanwhile, the assumption of
asymptotically uniform tension may be relaxed to p -} a step
function. Furthermore, p(x) a step function is sufficiently
general to avoid having to employ uniform tension while
allowing for the fitting of local phenomena such as shocks
and other discontinuities. Hence, it is not overly restric-
tive.
We now return to our discussion of Burger's equation.
This equation admits both compression waves and expansion
waves as solutions [29]. We consider two examples.
Compression Wave
1 ,	 x < 0
$(x) =	 1-x, 0 < x < 1
0 , 1 < x
This wave front steepens until at t = 1 a discontinuity
develops. I.e., for t < 1,
1 ,	 x < t
Ld (x, t) =	 x-1	 t < x < iL
—
0	 , 1 < x
while for t > 1,
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!^	 1	 x < 12t
	
u(x,t) =
	 l+t0	 <x,	 2
Expansion Wave
0	 x < 0
1 , 0 < x
This problem has the two solutions
0 , x < t/2
u (x, t)
1 , t/2 < x
and
	
0 '	 x < 0
u (x,t)	 =	 x , 0< x< tt	 — —
1 	 t < x
The physically relevant solution is the one satisfying the
so called entropy condition (inequality) which requires
that the characteristics issuing from either side of the
discontinuity curve in the direction of increasing t
should intersect the line of discontinuity. This excludes
the discontinuous solution u(x,t).
The task before as is now clear. We must devise a
numerical scheme that will capture discontinuities as well
as select the physically relevant solution from the,
generally infinite, collection of weak solutions to an
initial value problem.
This is accomplished by adding a suitable artificial
viscosity term [ 24] to the exponential spline -- Runge-Kutta
scheme as applied to the model problem in the previous
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section. This effectively shifts the derivative calcula-
tion upstream thus modeling the correct domain of
dependence while prohibiting expansion shocks.
The switching function will be dependent on luXXI
since we know this to be large for the high tension values
anticipated in the neighborhood of a shock. Specifically
Dx ff(ui )] = (Tx ) i 	 Ei+1/2(Tx)i+1/2 + Ei-1/2(Tx)i-1/2
where
E = min (h2• Ifxx I, 1/2).
Hence, when high tension is present, the point of evalua-
tion of fx
 is shifted to the mid-point of the appropriate
adjoining interval since
D
X [ f (u i1 ) l :Z: X( T ) .1 - h [ ( ET X ) X ] ,1 = [TX - h (ET X ) x l •1 ,
which, with E = 1/2, becomes
h
[T X "" T T XX I l
If u < 0 then the approximation is
D  [f (ui ) ] = ( TX)i+ E i+1/2 (T X ) i+1/2 - E i- 1/2 (Tx ) i-1/2
(T x ) i + h [ ( ET X ) X ] i = [ T X + h ( ET X ) X ] i .
Note that these artificial viscosity terms are themselves
in divergence form thus preserving the overall conserva-
tion form necessary for convergence to a weak solution in
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the limit of vanishing mesh width.
Note also that the above choice for E produces an
0(h3 ) artificial viscosity term away from the shock.
This is consistent with the spatial discretization error
on a nonuniform mesh. For a uniform mesh we may alter
this term as follows
e = min(h3.Ifxxlrll2) .
The corresponding artificial viscosity term is now O(h4)
We now calculate solutions to our two previous
examples. In Figures III.5.3a-f the expansion wave is
seen to be accurately portrayed with any inadequacies being
the result of the curve fit for the discontinuous initial
data. The compression wave calculation displayed in
Figures III.5.4a-k likewise reflects a high degree of
accuracy. Most notable are the predicted location of the
shock for large t, the sharp shock resolution, and the















































































































































































































































































































































































































We now take up a much more formidable problem from
the physical, mathematical and computational points of view.
We refer to the classical shock; tube problem of Riemann.
At t = 0 we have a tube of infinite extent containing a gas
in two distinct states separated by a diaphragm. The
diaphragm is then instantaneously removed the result
being a shock wave moving in one direction followed by a
contact discontinuity, these in addition to a rarefaction
wave travelling in the opposite direction. This situation
is illustrated diacrammatically in Figure I11.6.1.
The explicit solution to this problem can be provided,
e.g. :gee Liepmann and Roshko [31] . 	 Specific; lly all of
the state variables change on passing from one side of the
centered expansion wave to the other (i.e. P4^ p3' p 4 # p3
U4 34 u 3 ). This transition occurs in a continuous fashion
although derivatives of fluid flow quantities may have a
jump. At the contact discontinuity, which is the locus
of the fluid initially at x = 0, the density is discontinuous
(i.e. p2 = p3 , A 2 ^ A 3 , u2 = u 3 ). All flow quantities generally
experience a jump at the shock (i.e., p2^ pl' A 2 7^ A l , u 2 /' ul)'
Here p is pressure, P is density, and u is velocity.
The important parameters can be obtained as follows.
The shock strength, p 2/pl , is implicitly related to the
diaphragm pressure ratio, p 4/pl , by the basic shock tube
equation
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 = (Ypi/ p i ) 1/'2 . Thus we can use Newton's
with an initial guess of (1+p 4/Pl )/2 to iterative
calculate P2/pl and hence P2 . We already know th
WE; thus have Pl ,p2' P3' P4' We can then determine P 2
the Rankine-Hugoniot relation
1 + Y+1 P2
P2 _	 Y-1	 P1P  - Y+1 + P2
	
Y-1	 P1
Since we assume a perfect gas we have the isentropic relation
P3
	 [.p3 1/Y ] 
p 4 	 P4
for the determination of P 3 . Now we also have pl'p2'p3'p4'
The shock speed, cs , is determined by
1/2
Y-1	 Y-1 • p2c s
 = al 2Y + 2Y	
P1
The head of the rarefaction wave travels at the local speed
of sound, a4' through the undisturbed fluid. The tail of
the rarefaction wave travels at the speed
c	 a	 Y+1 1 
P1
3 = 4 - 2	 u
where jup I = u 2 = u3 is the speed of propagation of the







 = al P1 - 1) L
( ^'+l)p 2 pl+(Y-1)F1
or




These quantities furnish a complete solution to the problem
with the exception of the variations within the expansion
wave. Thus we have at our disposal the means for an exact
comparison on a problem of substance.
The one dimensional Euler equations may be written
in the conservation law form (46]
Pt
 + (Pu) X = 0
2
(m) t+(p +p) x ^= 0
(e)t+(p(e+p) )x=0
where m = Pu is momentum and e= P E+2 pu2 is the total energy
per unit volume with E the internal energy per unit mass.
For a polytropic gas E = p/(Y-1)P. Hence we have
2
p = (Y-1) A E = (Y-1) (e - 2 Pu 2 ) 	 (e - 2 P )
We may write the above in the vector form
}	 + -^
U  + F  (U) = 0




and the flux vector
m
2
F(U) =	 P + !^
A (e+p)
This may also be written in the quasilinear form
U  + A(U)Ux = 0
where
0	 1	 0
A(U) _ 8F =	 (Y-3)u2/2	 (3-Y)u	 (Y-1)
8U	
(Y-1) u3-Yeu/A Pe - 3 (Y-1) ^ Yu
with eigenvalues X 1 = u, a 2 = u+c, X 3
 = u-c. Here c is
the local speed of sound and is determined from
c 2 = p
p = A (Y-1) [e - 1 P 
2
]
At this point we note that many subsequent relations
are merely one dimensional specializations of two dimensional
}	 results derived in the next section. Hence, we omit detailed
derivations in this instance so as to avoid redundancy.
In what follows we would like to produce a Q D
Q-1A Q = A (diagonal).
However, computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A
is quite formidable due to the complexity of the Jacobian
matrix. Therefore, we take the following circuitous route
[53].
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The one dimensional Euler equations may be written as
U  + A U  = 0
where	
U = [P u PIT
and
u	 P	 0








	 u	 P	 0	 ='
u 2/2 Pu 1/(Y-1)
	
1	 0	 0
M-1 =	 -u/P	 1/P	 0
(Y-1)u2/2	 (1-Y)u	 (Y-1)
A is more easily diagonalized as
	












0	 1/r l/ (r2 Pc)
	
0	 Pc/r2 	 Pc/v/'2-
	0	 -1/r 1/ (V-2- Pc)
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Hence Q= M Q ­' Q-1 = 4-1M-1.
Now consider our original equations
+	 +
U  + A U  = 0
U  + QA Q-lUx = 0
}
Now freeze U, i.e. perform a local linearization of the
system of equations. Also let U = 0-1U. Then we have
Ut + A Ux = 0
which is nothing more than our model problem in triplicate.
However, since for subsonic flow we have u+ c and u- c of
`y
 opposite sign we need to shift spatial derivatives in
conflicting directions.
We could circumvent this difficulty if we could split
}
our flux vector, F, into pieces with univalent eigenvalues.
This is precisely the motivation for the Flux Vector Split-
ting technique of Steger and Warming [50] which we now adapt
to our purposes.
Observe that F(U) is a homogeneous function of degree
one, i.e. F(a 4) = a F(U). Euler's theorem on homogeneous
functions then implies that F = A U . Thus
F = AU = QAQ-lU = ) (A'+
 A- ) Q-lU
QA+Q-lu + QA
- Q
-lU = F+ + F-
where A+ has nonnegative elements and A has nonpositive







3= i	 3= 1- c
Note that this splitting yields homogeneous P+ and	 .
In general, if
A = diag [A1
	 X 2	 X31
then
2(Y-1)a1+X2+a3
F - 2Y	 2 (Y-1) A1u+A2 (U+C) +X 3 (u-c)	 QA Q-1 U
(Y-1) x u2+ X 2 	 2	 3	 l ^1 	 1- (u+c) + 2 (u-C) +w
(3-Y) ( x 2 +a 3 ) c2
where	 w 2()'-!)
We now generalize our scheme to this setting. Once
again a fourth order Runge-Kutta integration is used in time
while Fx (U) is approximated by DXP = DX + + DX where,
letting F+ and F be the generic components of ^+ and F -
respectively,
DxF+(ui) 
_ (Tx) i - Eti+1/2 (Tx) i+1/2 + Ei-1/2 (Tx) i-1/2
DxF ( Ui) _ (Tx) i + E i+1/2 (TX ) i+1/2	 Ei -1/2 (TX ) i-1/2
Here
min (h2• IFXX (, 1/2)
E = min (h2• IFXX I, 1/2)
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We now present some computational results obtained
using this technique. The items of interest are the predic-
tion of correct quantity levels, the location of the shock,
contact discontinuity and rarefaction wave, the degree of
resolution of the discontinuities and the suppression of
oscillations, overshoots and undershoots in regions of rapid
variation.
The first example is taken from Sod's survey paps.... (46].
The pressure ratio has a value of 10 with the diaphragm loca-
tion at x = 0.5. The calculation was performed on both a
coarse, Figs. III.6.2a-e, and a fine mesh, Figures III.6.3a-e.
The second example is from Steger and Warming's
Flux Vector Splitting report [50]. The pressure ratio
has a value of 5 with the diaphragm location at x = 3.
This calculation was also performed on both a coarse,
Figures III.6.4a-e, and a fine mesh, Figures III.6.5a-e.
It is clear that the method performs very well by all
the above criteria. Of particular note are the invariance
of shock smearing (in units of mesh widths) to mesh size
and the resolution of the contact discontinuity for large t.
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III.7. Transonic Channel Problem
This section takes up the generalization of our
approach to multidimensional problems. The problem that
we consider, transonic flow in a channel, presents the
additional complication of requiring the treatment of
boundaries [19,22,27,52].
We first discuss the two dimensional Euler equations.
This is followed by the extension of Flux Vector Splitting
to two dimensions in an arbitrary coordinate system. As
promised earlier we take this occasion to supply full
details. With this background material available to us,
we next describe the problem of transonic flow over a
bump in a channel. We then detail our numerical approach,
the discussion of the consistent enforcement of boundary
conditions occupying a central position. We conclude with
the results of some numerical calculations.
2D Euler Equations
The two-dimensional Euler equations may be written, as
the system of hyperbolic conservation laws
aoaF
	 aG
at + ax + ay = o
where	 P	 Pu	 {	 Pv
M	 Pu2+p	 Puv
U =	 ,	 F =	 ,	 G
n	 Puv	 Pv2+p
e	 u (e+p)	 v (e+p) J
and m = Pu, n = Pv.
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Here P is the density, u and v are the Cartesian
velocity components in the x and y directions respectively,
and a is the total energy per unit volume. Note that a is
related to E, the internal energy per unit mass, by
e = P E + 2 (u2+ v2 ) = PE + (m2+ n2)/2P.
In general, the equation of state is
P = P(P,E)
which for a perfect gas becomes
P = (Y-1.) PE
2 2
:* p = (Y-1) [e - (m2 + n 2 )/ 2 P] =0- e 
= Y P 1 + m2pn
where Y is the ratio of specific heats.
The above system of equations may also be written in
the quasilinear form
at+A Bx +By= 0
ap
where A
aU , B = au	 are the Jacobian matrices.
Let P= k1A + k 2 B k1 ,k 2 EIR. The system is hyperbolic at
the point (x,y,t,u) if 3 Q 9 Q 1P Q = A (diagonal) with
Ai
 real di and the norms of Q and Q -1 uniformly bounden.




P + (Y-1) [e-(m2 +n2 )/2P]
F = 8 F
mn
P
P (e+ (Y-1) [ e-(m 2 +n 2 )/2P] )
I	 1
0























3-Y v2 + 1-Y u2	 (Y-1) u2	 2





pe + Y 2 1 (3v2+ u2 ) -Yv
B.
Because of the complexity of these Jacobian matrices,
the calculation of A l Q, Q-1 is quite cumbersome. Hence we
recast the equations in the nonconservative or primitive
variable form
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au	 au	 " 36
at + A w + B ,a—y = 0
where
P	 F  P 0 0
u	 0	 u	 0	 1/P
U =	 ,	 A =	 ,
v	 0	 0	 u	 0
p	 0	 Pct	 0	 u
v	 0	 P	 0
0	 v	 0	 0
B =	 where c 2 = Yp/P =
0	 0	 v 1/P
0	 0	 Pc t 	v	
= 
Y(Ypl) [e - (m2+ 2) P
w
is the local speed of sound.
We obtain this result as follows:
























at + U ,A ,aU'
L au	 L







+B au	 =	 0
ay
with A =




Now, U = [P,m,n,e) T and U = [P,u,v,p] T
1	 0	 0	 0
au r	 u	 P	 0	 0
N
au	 v	 P	 0
u2+v2	 1
2	 Pu	 Pv	 Y-1
and
1 0 0 0
av
_ m7 1P 0 0
- n 0 P 0
2	 2(Y21) mom_
P
(1-Y) P ( 1 -Y)7 Y-1
so that
1 0 0 0
u P 0 0
M	 =
v P 0 0
(u 2+v2 )/2 Pu Pv 1/(Y-1)
and
1	 0	 0	 0
M









A= M-lA M,	 B= M 1B M
so that if we have
k 1 A + k 2 B
and
4-1P Q = n
then
P = k1M-lA M + k 2M-1B M = M-1 (k1A + k 2B) M = M-1P M .
This first of all implies that A = A since P and P are now
seen to be similar. in addition, we now have
6-1M-1P 
M 4 = A =^-
Q= M Q and Q-1 = a-1 M-1 .









k2 PC 2 	k1u+k2v
so that
de 	 (P - aI) = 0 =;-
x1 = a2 = k1u+k2v; X3 = a l+c (k1+k2 ) 1/2 ; a 4 = 
x 1-c (k1+k2) 1/2.
The corresponding eigenvectors are obtained as follows.
P
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(i)	 a = 1clu+k2v *
0	 k1P	 k2P	 0	 xi
0	 0	 0	 k1/P	 x2
= 0 a










Ql =	 0	 ,	 Q2	 -]c 1
0	 0
2
where k^ = k i /(k i +k,3) 1/2 , k2 = k2/(k^+k2)1/2.
(ii) a = k
1u+k2v + c(k2+k2)1/2






0	 0_c (k2+k2 ) 1/2
0	 k1Pc2	 k2Pc2




















(iii) 71 = k1u+k2v
-c(k2+k2) 1/2
c(k 2+k2 ) 1/2
	klP	 k2P
0	 c (k 2+k2 ) 1/2	 0








c(k 2+k 2 )
1/2
	x4
k10	 x2 = _ PC x4
	
let	 P/ ( 32 c)
-kl/
Q4
 = _k / /722
Pc/
Hence
1	 0	 P/(r c)
	 P/(/-2 c)
0	 k2	 kl/r	 -kl/rQ --




0	 0	 Pc//-2	 Pc//2-
I	 0	 0	 -1/c2
	
-I	 0	 k2	 '-k1	 0
Q	 -	 ^	 .
0	 kl/V-2-	 k2/v"2 	 1/(v"2-- Pc)





u	 0	 0	 0
	
Q_ lA 4 _ 0
	 u	 ck2/^	 ck2/^
	0 	 ck2/ V"2 	 u+ckl	 0
and	
0	 ck21V	 0	 u-ckl
	
v	 0	 0	 0
	
0	 v	 -ckl/ Yr2- 	-cki/ r
	0 	 -ckl/yr2-	 v+ck2	 0
	
0	 -ekl/ r	 0	 v-ck2
so that this particular choice of Q not only diagonalizes P
but also simultaneously symmetrizes A and B.
2D Flux Vector Splitting
aU aF 	 aGfit + ax + ay= 0
au
	 au	 aG	 _ aF	 _ aG
J—t+A'ax+B''^y=0	 A= au	 B = U
The crucial observation is to note that both F(U) and G(U)
are homogeneous functions of deqree one. I.e.
	
F (aU) = a F (U) ;
	 G (aU) = aG(U)
Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions then allows us to
conclude that
	
F = AU ,
	 G = BU .





Q-1 (1,0) A Q(1,0) = A(1,0) =	 u+c 010 u-c
and	 v
v	 0Q-1(0'1) B Q(0,1) - A(0,1) =
	 v+c
V-C
A = Q (1, 0) A (1, 0) Q-1 (1, 0)
and
B = Q(0,1) A (011) Q-1(011)
hence
= Q(1,0) A(1, 1 0) Q -1 (1 1 0) U
and
G = Q(0,1) A(0,1) Q -1 (0,1) U.
Now decompose
A(1,0) = A+ (1,0) + A (1,0)
A(0,1) = A+ (0,1) + A (r,l)
where A+ and A have positive and negative eigenvalues,
respectively. This now leads to the following splitting
of the flux vectors F and G.
F = Q(1 ► 0) [ A+ (1,0) +A- (1,0)] Q-1 (1,0) U
G = Q(0,1) [A+ (0,1) + A (0,1)] Q-1 (0,1) U
F= [Q(1,0) A+(110) Q-1 (1, 0)  +Q(1,0) A-(1,0) Q-1 (7-10)] U
(A+ +A- ) U
G= [Q( 0 , 1 ) A+ ( 01 1 ) Q 7'(011) +Q(0,1) A-(0,1) Q-1 (011)] U
(B+ +B- ) U
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KF=A+U +AU =F++F
G= B + U + B U - G+ + G-.
Note that, in general,
A+ #	 A—aF+ aF	 -!	 BaG+ 	DG
au	 #	 B au # 
as has been observed by Steger and Warming [501. However,
we do have the following result which has eluded the
attention of earlier authors.
Theorem. If the A splitting is chosen so as to produce
a homogeneous F+ then A+ = BU .
Proof: We have F+ 	A+ (U)U. Define A+ (U) =
 au .
Since F+ is homogeneous we have F+ = A+ (U)U and hence
A+ (U) U= A+
 (U) U V U E 1R3 . Thus F (U) • U = 0 V U where
E - A+-A+ . Let P-1 E P = J be the Jordan canonical form
and hence E= Pi P-1 . This results in JU = 0 V U E IR3
where U = P-1U. Therefore, all the eigenvalues of E are
zero and J has no ones along its super-diagonal. Hence
E = 0, i.e. A+ = A+ .	 Q.E.D.
Note that similar results obtain for A-, B+ , and B_.
With these considerations aside, we solve the problem
U  + F  + F  + G  + Gy = 0
by upwinding F+ and G+ while downwinding F and G
As we have seen above
F+ = Q(1,0) A+ (1,0) Q-1 (1,0) U
F = Q(1,0) A (1,0) Q-1 (1.,0) U
G+ = Q(0,1) A+ (0,1) Q-1 (0,1) U
G = Q(0,1) A-(0,1) Q-1 (0,1) U	 .
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In order to facilitate the computation of these
flux 'vector splittings we present the general form for
(D = Q (k l , k 2 ) X (kl,k2) Q-1 (k l ,k 2 ) U. Recalling that Q = M Q
and Q-1 = Q-1M 1 and upon performing the required
multiplications we arrive at
2(Y-1)X 1+X 3 + X4
2 (Y-1) ^ IU4 3 (u+ckl)4 4  (u-ckl)




2Y	 (Y-1),1(u2+v2)+ 23 [(u+ckl)2+(v+ck2)2]





and, once again, k	
1 l
l = kl/(k2+k2) 	, k2	= k2/(.2+k2)1/ 2.
We use the homogeneous splitting
X+(1,0)= X2(1,0)= u+Zu X1(1,0)=X2(1,0)= u ^_2












These results can be generalized to an arbitrary
coordinate system as follows. Consider the transformation
of coordinates (x,y) -* (X,Y) and its effect on
aUaF	 aGat+aX+aY=o.
=a (JU) t + (yYF - xYG) X + (xXG - yXF) Y = 0
(where J = xXyY - XYyX) which by the homogeneity of F and G
(JU) t + ( J
	
F (JU) - J G (JU)) X+ ( J G (JU) - J F (JU)) Y = 0.
Letting U = JU we arrive at
aU + a [--j--yY F(U) - xY G(U) l+ a^Y	 J	 JL xX ' G(U) -
 LX 
F(U) ] Y - 0i t	 c5 X 	 -jr-	 '
while letting
produces
+ X F (U) + Y G (U)
Hence, conservation form is preserved under such
a transformation as is homogeneity of the flux vectors.
We are thus led to splitting F(U) and G(U). The following
observation simplifies matters considerably.
In order to split, e.g.,
F(U) = J •F (U) - J—Y • G(U) = yY • F(U) - xy - G(U) = F(U)
we simply split





with kl = yy and k2 = -xy . This is conveniently done
using
F+ = Q( kl ,k2 ) A+ ( kl , k2 ) Q-1 (kl ,k2 ) U
F = Q ( kl , k2 )	 (kl ► k2 ) Q-1 ( k l , k 2 ) U
which are given in general form by (D. Note that
k1u+k2v
k1u+k2v
We use the splitting
ai = ^2 = (k1u+k2v+1klu+k2v )/2, X3 = X1+c, X 4 = X
a l = a 2 = (k1u+k2v-jklu+k2vj)/2, X3 = X1 4 = X1 -c.
The same split is used for G(U) = G(U) with k 	 yX
and k 2 = xX.
Flow Over a Bump
Consider a channel whose upper wall is straight and
whose lower wall is likewise straight and parallel with.
the exception of a protrusion or , "bump". We consider the
calculation of inviscid rotational flow in this geometry.
In our calculations this bump will be a B-spline, S(x).
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^	 r
We assume that the flow is uniform and subsonic at
upstream infinity. With a normalization this becomes
Poo = 1, u00 = 1, v00 = 0. At downstream infinity, which is
also assumed subsonic, we specify p = p.. The flow tangency
condition is invoked along the channel walls.
We will attempt to march from an initial flow field
to a steady state continually enforcing the above boundary
conditions. The required initial conditions are generated
as follows.
PO = P00 = 1
e =eo =	 1	 +10	
Y(Y-1)M^	 2
To obtain an initial velocity field we generate u and v
along the walls such that we have flow tangency there.
The resulting distributions are then linearly blended.
u(x'Ymax) = 1 , v(x'Ymax) = 0.
Along y = 0, u 2+v2 = 1 together with v = u • S'(x) =).
u (x, 0)_	 1	 , v (x, 0) =	 S x
/ 
u (x,Y) = Y
	
• u (x•Ymax) + (1 - Y Y ) • u (x, O)
Ymax	 max
v(x,y) = y	 v(x,Ymax
	 Y) + (1 -	 y )	 v(x,0)Ymax	 max
For calculational purposes, we will need a mapping
of the above geometry to a rectangle. To obtain a boundary
conforming grid we induce a shearing of the y-coordinate.
In order to cluster grid points over the bump we invoke
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a stretching of the x-coordinate.
We are thus led to consider the transformation
t = To x = (X) , y = Y + S (x(X) ) [1 -	 Y	 ] ^
Ymax
x  = ^ , (X) ► 	 x  = 0
yX = S' (x) • xX • [1 - Ymax ]	 yy=	
)1- Ymax
This sends the conservation law
Ut +fX +gy = 0
to
(JU) t + (yy f - xyg) X + (x Xg - yXf) Y = 0
where J = x Xyy - xyyX 	Letting r = JU , this becomes
x + ,	 YV -Y -}	 x^ 4 ->.
rt + [ JX f (r) - J g (r) l X + [- J f (r) + J g (r) ] Y = 0
by the assumed homogeneity of f andg. Figure III.7.1
displays the resulting mesh.
Numerical Solution of the Channel Problem
We now generalize our Runge-Kutta s pline scheme to two
dimensions. It will be clear that the corresponding generali-
zations to even higher dimensions are straightforward. The
enforcement of boundary conditions is not considered in
this section but is deferred to the following section.
We saw in the previous section that our problem reduces
to solving
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rt + FX (r) + GY (r) = 0
on a rectangular domain. Here r = J[P m n el T and
+	 yY + xy
F= I J . f- J gl
x[- J f + J gl
where t and g are the flux vectors in the 2D Euler
equations. Note that we have preserved conservation form!
A quick calculation shows that in this context the




Ul = UO - J [DX 4(D (U O ) + DYr(UO) l
U2 = UO - 2J [DXO ( Ul ) + Dy l (Ul ) l
U 3 = UO -
At [DX I^ ( U2 ) + DYr (U2)]
U4 UO - 6J [ DX ((D( U 0 ) + 2'D(U1 ) + 2'D(U2 ) + ^D (U 3 ) )
+ D 	 (r ( UO ) + 2r ( Ul ) + 2r ( U2 ) + r ( U3 )) l
U(n+l)
where
J P(U) =	 yyf(U) - xYS(U) 	 = 0(U)
J U(U) _ -yXf (U) + x7gA _ ^(U)
Now, DX^D and D Y r are defined as in the one dimensional
case. First ^D and r are split as previously described
producing
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DX4 = DX4+ + D 0
D Y r = DY r + + DYr
L etting (D+ , 	 r+ , r - denote th  generic components of
^D ,4) ,r , r- respectively we define
DX^+(Ui) _ (T	 (TEi+1/2(TX)i+1/2 + Ei-1/2(TX)i-1/2
DX^ (Ui )	 (T X ) i + Ei+1/2 (TX ) i+1/2 - Ei -1/ 2 (TX) i-1/2
where
E+ = min (AX2 • 1(DXX1,1/2)
and	 _
E = min (AX 2 • ( 4D X X ,1/2) .
Correspondingly
DYr+(Ui ) (TY)i Ei+1/2(TY)i +1/2 + Eti-1/2(TY)i
-1/2
DY r (Ui) (TY)i. + E i+1/2 (TY ) i+1/2 Ei-1/2(TY) i-1/2
where E+ = min(AY2•I rYY l,l/2)
and E	 = min(AY 2• Iryy l,l/2)	 .
Boundary Condition Treatment
For the discussion of boundary conditions alone, we
.consider the two-dimensional (2D) Euler equations in
nonconservation form. All required notation is defined in
the previous section on the 2D Euler equations. Hence, in
terms of the primitive variables (P,u,v,p), we have
Ut + AUX + BUy = 0
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Letting k l = 1, k2
 = 0 in the definition of Q yieldo
1	 0	 p	 p
cvl'2--
	cr
0	 0	 1	 -1
S	 =	 r2._	 r
0	 -1	 0	 0
0	 0	 pc	 pc
r
and hence
1 0 0 -12C
0 0 -1 0
S-1 = 0 1 0 1
per
0 -1 0 1
L r2 per
Note that
u	 0	 0	 0 v 0 0	 0
S-lA S=
0	 u	 0	 0
S	 B S=
0 v -c	 -c
r r
0	 0	 u+c	 0 0 -^ v	 0
3T
0	 0	 0	 u-c 0 -c 0	 v
Letting k1 = 0, k2 = 1	 in the definition of Q yields
1 0 p p
c/_2_ cr
0 1 0 0
T 0 0 1 —1
r r






0	 1	 0	 0
T-1 =
0	 0	 i	 1
Pc VT
0	 0	 - 1.	 1
32 	 Pc r
Note that
u	 0	 0	 0	 v	 0	 0	 0
0 u c	 c	 0 v	 0	 0
	
v/'2- r	 -19T B T =
0	 c	 u	 0	 0	 0 v+c 0
	
0 —c 0 u
	
0 0 0 v-c
Henceforth, we identify a frozen quantity by a bar.
Now, along the channel inlet and outlet the number
and type of boundary conditions are determined by the
equation
U  + A UX = 0
We now perform a local linearization via frozen values of
the elements of A. Recall that
-1^S A S = Au
 = diag [u,u,u+c,u-c]
A = S Au S-1
Ut + S AuS
-1•Ux = 0
S - 1 6t + AuS-1UX = 0 .
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Making the substi
we have, as a con
Wt + AuWX
 = 0
which is a system of uncoupled scalar equations. Since
the inlet is assumed subsonic we have three positive
eigenvalues and one negative eigenvalue. We hence specify
three conditions at the inlet being careful not to deter-
mine the characteristic variable, W4 , associated with
u-c. At the outlet we have the opposite situation and
hence specify one condition being careful not to determine
W1' W2 or W3 .	 We thus I,..-,ve
Wl	 P - 2C
W2	 - v
W =
	 W	 = 1 [u + ^^	 (= S-lU)3	 r	 Ni
W4	 1 [-u+ P
PC
Along the upper channel wall the relevant equation is
Ut + B UY 0
Recall tha.±




B = T A  T-1
Ut
 + T A  T-1 • UY = 0
T-1 Ut + Av T
-1 UY = 0 .
Making the substitution
V = T-1 D
together with freezing the elements of B at their current
values yields
Vt + AvVY = 0
which is once again an uncoupled system of scalar equations.
Since the upper wall is straight the flow tangency condi-
tion requi res that v = 0 along it. We hence have one
positive eigenvalue and one negative eigenvalue. Therefore,
along the upper channel wall we stipulate one condition
being careful not to fully specify V 1 , V2 or V3.
We thus have
	











Since the lower channel wall is not flat we must perform a
local rotation (and translation) of coordinate system.
For this discussion, define
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a = tan-1 (a )
where we use the principal value (-'f/2 < a < R/2) and dy/dx
is the slope at the ,generic point (x 0 ,y0 ) along the lower
wall.. We have
6  + A a  + B UY = 0.
Invoke the transformation
X = (X-XO ) cos a + (Y-Y0 ) sin a
Y = -(X-XO )sin a + (Y-Y0 ) cos a.
The above equation becomes
Ut
 + A UX + B UY = 0
with
A	 cos a A+ sin a B
B	 -sin a A+ cos a B
The relevant equation for the boundary conditions
along the lower channel wall is therefore
U  + B U_ = 0
Y
Hence, we are interested in diagonalizing B. Using the
formulae of Beam and Warming with k 1
 -sin a and
k2 - cos a yields (k1 = k1 , k2 = k2)
R 1B R = A = diag [X i , `2,X31Y
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is in the uncoupled
with a 1 = a 2 = - sin a • u + cos a • v, A 3 = X + c,






-sin a sin a0 cos a
R =
cos a -cos a0 sin a
Pc Ac0 0
-11 0 0 2
c
0 cos a sin a 0
R-1
0 -sin a cos a 1
Pct
0 sin a -cos a 1




We thus have X3 > 0 ; x4 < 0 which implies that we should
specify one condition along the lower channel wall taking
care not to determine Zl , Z 2
 or Z 4 .	 We obtain
Zl P - - 2
c
Z2 cos a • u + sin a ° v
Z -sin a	 • u + cos a , v + --p_3
V"2-	 Pct
Z — psin a , u _ cos a . v+4 /2-	 r	 p c 3$
We now treat the boundary conditions along the inlet,
outlet, upper wall, and lower wall. In what follows, once
U(n+l) = [P (n+l) u (n+l) v (n+l) p (n+l) I T is determined
we find U (n+1 ) = [P ( n+l) m (n+l) n (n+l) a (n+l) I T by using
the appropriate relationships.
Inlet
We specify P (n+1) = Poo, u (n+l) = u", v(n+l) = v00
while discarding the equations for Wl W2 ' W3 . We allow
W4 to be determined by the differential equation. This
produces







We specify p (n+1) = p. and allow Wl ,
'W2 , W3 to be
determined by the differential equation. This produces
p(n+1) = A +(pw-p)/c2
u(n+l) = u + (P-P.)/Ac
v (n+l) = -
Upper Wall
We specify v = 0 in lieu of the relation for V4„
V1 , V2 , V3 are then determined by the differential equa-
tion. This produces
u(n+l) = u
p (nTl) = P + Pcv .
Lower Wall
We wish to have the normal component of the velocity
vanish. Hence we require
- sin a • u + cos a • v = 0
(i.e. u = tan a:
We replace the relation fi




:)r Z 3 with this requirement
to be determined by the
produces
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p(n+l) = A - E (- sin a • u + cos a • v)
u (n+1) = cos ta • u + sin a • cos a • v
•
v(n+l) - sin a • cos a • u + sin 2a • v
p(n+l) = p _ P C (- sin a • u + Cos a • v)
Numerical Results
The preceding analysis was implemented and tested on
a subsonic problem and a transonic problem. The results of
the calculations are displayed in Figures III.7.2-122.7.3.
The subsonic results reveal the anticipated symmetry. The
transonic results produce the expected asymmetry together
with a pressure loss upon passing through the shock along
the lower wall. The successful treatment of upstream and
downstream boundary conditions is evident in both cases.
However, it should be noted that these two dimensional
calculations require long execution times. The source of
this difficulty is the multitude of required exponential
function evaluations. Future work will focus on replacing
the exponential basis functions by rational functions
with the aim of rectifying this situation.
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Appendix I: Formal Expansion of Exponential Spline Derivatives
In this appendix we formally derive some expansions
for the derivatives of the exponential spline at a node in
terms of the derivatives at the node of the function being
approximated. The primary tool is the calculus of finite
difference operators (14,39]. Consequently, the results so
obtained are not rigorous thus requiring supplementary
proofs. However, this technique is useful for suggesting
candidates for such relationships. These results are referred
to in Sections III.3 and III.4.
First Derivative
As we know, the exponential spline satisfies
ei-1	 di-1	 di	 ei
di-l-ei-1 
Ti-1 + d i-l -ei-1 + 
d2_e2 T i + di-e2	 Ti+1
1	 fi-fi-1	 1	 fi+l-fi
di-l-ei-1	 hi-1	 di-ei	 hi
at interior nodes. This may be rewritten as




d? -e 2 I	 i
(E+-I) fi
(d i-e i ) hi
where I is the identity operator, If  = f(x i ), E+ is the
forward shift operator, E + f i = f (xi+1 ) , and E is the
backward shift operator, E f  =.f(xi-1)'
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fProceeding symbolically, we have
T . =	 ei-1	 -	 di-1	 di	 ei	 + -1i	 2	 2	 E+ 2	 2	 + 2 2 I+	 Ed2-e2di-l
-ei-1 di-ei
-1	




















Before proceeding further we require some power series
expansions for the spline coefficients:
(i) e = 6 [1 - 7 p2h2 +, 31 p4h4 + 0(P6h6 ) ]
_,.520'
(ii) d = 3 [l - 15p 2h2 + 315 p 4 h 4 + O(P6h6)]
(iii)dle = h [6 + lU p2h2 - 1,4 10 p 4 h 4 + O(p6h6)l
(iv) d1 = h [2 + 6 p2h2 - 360 p 4 h 4 + O(P6h6)l
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(v)	 h d e
	
1 [6 + 1 p2h2 1,1 p 4 h 4 + 0(P6h6)l
(vi) d2 1 2 _ ^ [12 + 5 p2h2 - 700 P4h4 + D(P6h6)l
(vii) e	 = 1 [2 - 1 p2h2 + 13	 P4h4+0(p6h6d2 )l
	
._ e2 	 h	 30	 12,600
(viii) d	 - 1 [4 + 2 p2h2 - 11 P4h4 + O (P6h6 H
	
d2 _ e2 	 h	 15	 6,300
We may now proceed by inserting the appropriate
expansions into the relation between T i and f i . This yields
( 1
Tl = Sa0 I + a1
  + a2 D2 + a3 D3 + a4 D4 + a5 D5 + ...^_
• {c 1D + c2 D2 + c 3 D 3 + c 4 D4 + c 5D5 + ... f 
where D is the differentiation operator, Df i
 = f'(xi).
In the above
a - 6 ( 1 + l ) + 1 (P?	 ih _ + P2h ) - l	 (p4 h3 +p4h3)0 	 hi_l	 hi	10	 i-1	 t	 i i	 1,400	 i-1 i-1 i i
+ ... 00
a = 1 (p?_ h?_	 lh?)-	 13	 (P4_ h4_ - p4h4) + ... ao
	
pi 1 12,600	 1 1
a =(h	 +h.) - 1 (p? h3 +p?h3 ) +	 13	 (p4 h5 +p4h5)i2	
-1 i-1 1 i
	 25,200	 i-1 i-1 i. i
+ ... CO
a3	 3 (h?i-1-hi ) + 180 (pi-lhi-1 pihi)
	
13	 (p4 h6 -PY ) + .75,600	 1-1 1-1 1 1




 = - 0 phi-1-hi d + 3,600 (Pi-lhi-1 Pi h)i
1,512,000 ^ni-lhi-l-Pih8) + ...
°1 _ a0
__ 1	 2	 2_ 2 2
	 1	 4	 4_ 4 4
°2 -	 20 ^Pi-lhi-1 Pihi) + 2,800 ^Pi-lhi-1 Pihi) +
C,3 - phi-1+hi ) + 6 (Pi-lhi-l+Pihi )
	8,400 (Pi-lhi-l+Pihi)
+ ... 0
c4 -	 4 phi-1
-hi d	
240 (Pi-lhi-l-Pihfii
+ 331600 (Pi-1hi-1 Pih^) +
c5	 0 (hi- +h) +
	
(1i	 1, 00 Pi- h?_ +lPihi)
1681000 (Pi-1hi-1 + pihi) +
Now
{a 0 1 + a 1 D + a 2 D 2 + a 3 D 3 + a 4 D4 + a 5 D 5 + ...1-
1
= b 0 + b 1 D + b 2 D 2 + b 3 D 3 + b 4 D 4 + b 5 D 5 + ...CO
4. b = -L0	 a0
b	
al
l = - a0
2
	a1	 a2
b2 = 3 - 2
	
a 0	 a0




3	 4	 3	 2a 0
	a0	 a0
b _ ai _ 3a1a 2
 + a2 + a 1 a 3 - a4




ig defined as in
al	a2	 a3	 a4	 a5
b5 - b4 a0 - b 3 a0 - b2 a,0 - bl a0 - b 0 a0 .
Hence,
Ti = f (b 0 c l )D + (b lcl+b Oc 2 )D2 + (b2cl+b1c2+b0c3)D3
+ (b3c1+b2c2+b1c3+b0c4)D4
+ (b4 c1+ b 3 c 2 + b 2 c 3 + b 1 c 4 + b 0c 5 )D 5 + ...} f i .
Note that b 0 c 1 = 1.
When pihi = ph Vi we have
b0c 2 + b I c 1 = 0
b 0 c 3 + b 1 c 2 + b 2 c 1 ^ 0(h4)
b3c 1 + b 2 c 2 + b 1 c 3 + b 0 c 4 = 0
while all succeeding terms are 0(h4 ). That is for uniform
tension and mesh width the spline first derivative is a
fourth order accurate approximation to the first derivative
of the approximated function (at the nodes).
Second Derivative
As we know, the exponential spline satisfies




 i	 f i - fi-1
ei-1 i-1
	
i-1 i) i	 ei i+1	 — i '	 hi-1
the previous section, this may be rewritten as
{ei-lE + (di-1+di) I + eiE
+lT1 = 
`hi E+- Chi + hi ^ I + hi-lE }fi.
Proceeding symbolically, we have
1
	







Utilizing our by now standard expansions for the spline
coefficients yields
1
T1 = S a 0 I + alD + a 2 D2 +a 3 D 
3  +a 4 D4 +a 5 D 5  + ... 00
= 1c 2D2 + c 3 D3 + c 4 D4 + c 5D5 + ... CO fi.
In the above,
a = 1 (h i +h i ) - 1 (p?_ h3_ +p?0) + 1 (p4_ h5_ +p4 'h5)
	
0	 2	 -1	 24	 1 1 1 1	 1 1 1 i 1
+ ... 00
	-1 = 1 (h? -h2 )---I- (p?h4-A2 





a - 1 (0 +h3)- 7 (p? h5 +p?0)+ 31 (p4 h7 +PY)
	
2	 12	 1_ _	 _1 i	 _ 1 i_ 1 1 1
+ ...00
a3 - 3366 (hi -hi-1 ) 2,160 (pihi pi-ihi-1)
+ 903720 (pihi pi-lhi-1) + ...00
a4 - 144 (h i-1+hi ) 8,640 (pi-lhi-1+pihi ) +
+ 3621880 (pi-lh9_ 1+pih9) + ...
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a 5
 _ 720 
(h6-h
i-1 )	 43,20 0 (pihi-pi-1h8-1)
+ 1,8]3. 1 ,	 (pihi0-pi-1hi-1) + ...
_	 1	 2 2c2	 Z2 (hi+hi-1) '	 c3 = 6 (hi-hi-1)
c4 = 24 ( h1+ha.
	 '	
c5	 120 ( hi-hi-1) .
With the b ' s as defined in the previous section we have
ti i = Sb0+b1D + b2 D2 + b3 D3 + b4 D4 + b5 D5 +	 °°^
fc 2 D 2 + c 3 D 3 + c 4 D 4 + c 5 D 5 + ... 00 	 fi
= [ (b0c2 ) D 2 + (b1c2+b0c3 ) D 3  + (b2c2+b1c3+b0c4 ) D 4  + . . -If V
For pihi = ph di we have
^^	 2
T i = (fxx ) i + [ 12 (fxx ) i	 12 (fxxxx ) iIh2 + 0( h4)
We see that the uniformity conditions do not yield the
increase in accuracy encountered in our analysis of first
derivative approximation.
In spite of this, the above expansion can be exploited
in the following fashion. An expansion of f reveals
fi+l-2f2+fi-1 =
 (f )i+ (fxls:xx ) i 12 '+ 0(h4)h
Combining this with our previous expansion produces
+
f i+1-2fi+fi-1
	 2 ( f	 + (ph) 2	 41i	
z	
=	
xx) i	 12	 ( fxx) i + 0 ( h )h	 224+(ph)




12	 [T1, + fi+l-2fi+f i-1
	 (f ) . + O(
24+ (ph) 2	 1	 h2	 xx 1
i.e. a•fourth order accurate approximation.
that for the cubic spline (p = 0) this reduces to
the arithmetic mean.
Recasting the spline equations as
e T 2d „	 e It	 __ fi+1-2fi+fi-1
F i
^°	 T
-1 + h + h T i+1	 h2
we can rewrite the above as
(f )	
=	
12	 [e T'' + (1+ 2d ) T „ + e T o.,	l + 0( h4) .
	xx i




	 (f )	 - 12+( ph) 2 (e T i., + • 1+ 2d )T:°+ P T°° l+0( h4)
	
12	 xx 1_ 24+ (ph) 2 h i-1	 h 1 hi i+l
12+ (ph) 2 ( f ) 
_ T It = 12+ (ph) _2, ( e T it + (1+ 2d
	
12	 xx i	 i	 24+ (ph) 2	 h i.-1	 h
24+ (ph) 2 ) 
T i + h T,, I + O( h4 ) .12+ (ph)
However, our original expansion for Ti b
2
(fxxxx ) i - h 2 112	 (ph)	 (fxx ) i - T i l + O(h4) .
This gives us the added bonus of a second order accurate
approximation to the fourth derivative
f	 )
__ 12 12+ (ph) 2 C
e 
T
"i-1 + (1+ 
2d _ 24+(ph) 2 ) T!,( xxxx i	 h2 [ 24+( h) 2 h	 h	 12+(ph)2	 i
if






Note that in the case of the cubic spline (p = Or e = h/6,
d = h/3) this reduces to
(f	
)
	 2T + T 1+1 
+ O(h2)xxxx 1	 h2
i.e. a central differencing of T"(x) at x = x..1
The uniform mesh expansions lead to expressions for
third derivative approximations.
	
T "' (X+ )	 = P [ T "	 - T ." . cl1	 s	 1+1	 1
	
Till (x-)
	 _	 [-T:I	 + TI,• cl1	 s	 1-1	 1





= f i	 + h2 (fiv) _ p2 f i ) + O(h4)
(ii) [T "I (Xi) _ T I" (xi) l	 = ^ [T 1 +1 	 2c • T 1. + Tl-1l
h [ (fi iv) - p 2 f i ) + O(h2 ) l
Till (X1) _ T "I 
(xi ) V1
h	 = f (. )	
2
- p fi + 0(h 2 )
fi iv) _ p2 Ti + 0(h2)
+
T i (X.) - TV" (X )
	
=>f (iv) _ 2 T " + 1	 1	 1	 + 0(h2)1	 - p i	 h
^p2
 T i + s [T 1+1 - 2c-T!   + Ti-ll + 0(h )
_ P- [T:'
	 + (ps - 2c)T!' + T" _
	
+ O(h 1')
So that we have yet another second order accurate approxima-




C rtN« DRIVER FOR PARAMETRIC EXPONENTIAL SPLINE PACKAGES











20 FORMAT(1X,'NP1 = 1,I3)
WRITE(16930)










80 FORMATIIX,'XENOL = 1 ,E15.7,' YENOL = ',E15.7,' XENDR = ' ► E15.7,







C „w,► PAREXP: B. J. MCCARTIN 10/80
C raw
C rrM
C woo FUNCTION: CONSTRUCTS THE PARAMETRIC EXPONENTIAL SPLINE
C *00	 INTERNOLANT TO A SET Of POINTS IN THE PLANE
C r rM	 USING SPECIFIED DERIVATIVE ENO CONDITIONS
C * r *	 NOTE: ARC LENGTH IS USED AS THE PARAMETER
C Rrt*
C *so REFERENCE: B. J. MCCARTIN, NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF
C woo	 EXPONENTIAL. SPLINES, COURANT MATHEMATICS
C rrr	 AND COMPUTING LABORATORY, OCTOBER 1980
C RRr
C rwR DESCRIPTION OF CALLING ARGUMENTS:
C Rrr	 XP	 = ABSCISSAE
C *ww	 YP	 = ORDINATES
C wwu	 NPi	 = NUNBER OF ORDERED TRIPLETS OF DATA
C w*A	 XEt1DL = LEFT HANND Of rIVATIVE E110 CONDITION FOR X(S)
C RRR	 YE110L = LL• FT IIA140 D 'I'lATIVE END CONDITION FOR Y(SI
C Rew	 ; ENOR = RIGHT HAND OERIVATI'.E END CONDITION FOR X(S)
C RRR	 iEt1OR = RImir Hl.i;D DERIVATIVE ENO CONDITION FOR Y(S)
C Rww	 EPS	 = TOLERANCE F017 STOPPING CRITERIA IN
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C 0**	 APC LENGTH ITERATION
C ** 0 	 S	 = ARC LL14GTII
C 0A * 	 BX	 = R!3lit HAND SIDE OF SPLINE E gUATIONS FUR X(S)
C ***	 BY	 = PICHT HAhO SLOE OF SPLINE E gUATICIIS FOR Y(S)
C 0 **	 TAUDPX = b.ILUTION OF SPLINE C gUATI011S FOR 1!151
C 0010	 TAUOPY = 5OLUficm OF SPLI:4 ERUAT1CJS FOR YISI
C * 0 *	 PX	 = EXPOHLNTIAL SPLINE TEW51ON PARAMETERS FOR X(S)
C 00M	 PY	 = EY1'OtICI1TIAL SPLINE rctISIOt) PARAMETERS FOR Y(S)
C 00 * 	 HX	 = OCLTA S FOR X(S)
C 0 0•	 HY	 = DELTA S FOR Y(S)
C *-0*
SU2RCUTINE PAR E XP( XP,tiP,NP1,XENDL,Y END L ► (ENDR,YENDR,EPS,S ► BX,BY,
1TAUDN.t, TAUOPY 0 PX, PY,IIX,11Y )
0 WENS IC)( XFI11,YP(11,SI1I,OX11I,BYIID,TAUOPX(11,TAUOPYt11,
1P,%( 1),PY( l ),HX( 1 I,HY( 1 ),SN( 100)
C 0101,►







C 0 0 0 FIT X VS. ARC LENGTH
C ** 0
C w*0 
CALL EYPSPL( S, XP,XEt:DL,XEI)OR,NPIoBX,TAIJOPXoPX',HX,ALPHAX)
C 0101* FIT Y VS. ARC LENGTH
C 00*
CALL EXPSPL(S,YP,YEIIOL,YENOR,NPI,BY,TAUOPY,PY,HY ► ALPHAY)
C *00
C 0 0* PLOT Y VS. X
C 0w*
CALL PLTFITIS ► XP,YP,NPI,BX,BY,TAUDPX,TAUDPY ► PX ► PY,HX,HY,
IALPIIAX,ALPHAY 1
C ***
C 0101» RECALCULATE ARC LENGTH
C 0101* 
CALL ARCLE14(5,NP1,6X,BY,TAUDPX,TAUDPY,PX,PY,HX ► HY,ALPHAX ► ALPHAY,
15N,XP,YP)
C *0w
C 0101• DETERMINE SIGHFICANCE OF RELATIVE CHANGE IN ARC LENGTH
C 01**
00 30 I=2pNP1
IFIABSI(5t1( I)-5II))/(S(I)-S(I- 1)1).GE.EPSI GO TO 31
30 CONTINUE
GO TO 35
31 DO 32 I=2,NP1







C *01* ARCLEN: B. J. MCCARTIN 10/80
C 00w
C ,. M R
C + 0 * FUNCTION: APPROXIMATE ARC LENGTH INTEGRAL USING




	 DESCRIPTION CF CALLIIw AkC•U"ENTS:
C	 S	 = INPUT ARC LEI:GT,i
C *+*	 NPt	 = N:J;I10 OF CROERED TRIPLETS OF DATA
C wa *	 BX	 c RICHT IIAIID SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR X(S)
C»*	 BY	 = RICIIT IIAIID SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR YISI
C »**	 TAUDPX = SOLUTION OF tiPL1NE EQUATIONS FCR X(S)
C w»«	 TAUDPY = SOLUTION OF LrLIIIE EQUATIONS FOR Y(S)
C •»»	 PX	 = EXPDNENTIAL SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS FOR XIS)
C wAw	 PY	 = E V 1 1 0'1EIIIIAL - SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS FOR Y(S)
C +*•	 IIX	 = DELTA S X(S)
C	 HY	 = IIELTA S F0 YISI
C »»»	 ALPHAX = SCILING P:RAMETLR FOR X(S)
C »»	 ALFHAY = 5CALIHG PARAMETER FOR Y(S)
C »»	 511	 = OUTPUT ARC LENGTH
C M • *	 XP	 = ABSCISS"E





111.<( 1 ),HY( I ),SN111,F( ti ),XP( 11,YP(1 )
C »»«
















C »** PLTFIT: B. J. MCCARTIN 10/80
C *k«
C »**
C *u* FUNCTION: PLOTS THE PARAMETRIC EXPONENTIAL SPLINE
C *++*
C **++ DESCRIPTION OF CALLING ARGUMENTS:
C	 S	 = ARC LENGTH
C	 XP	 = ABSCISSAE
C *»+► 	 YP	 = ORDINATES
C * MN	 IIPI	 = NUMBER OF ORDERED TRIPLETS OF DATA
C »+'++	 BX	 = RIGHT HA140 SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR X(S)
C *»*	 BY	 = RIGHT HAND SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR Y(3)
C »*»	 TAUDPX = SOLUTION OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR X(S)
C »**	 TAUDPY = SOLUTION OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR Y(S)
C	 PX	 = EXPONENTIAL SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS FOR X(S)
C kw*	 PY	 = EXPONENTIAL SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS FOR Y(S)
C ***	 HX	 = DELTA S FOR X(S)
C »»+	 HY	 = DELTA S FOR Y(51
C	 it	 ALPIIAX = SCALING PARAMETER FOR X(S)




SUBROUTINE PLTF IT( S,YP,fP,tIPL,DX,OY,7AUUPX,TAUDPY,PX,PY,HX,HY,
IALFHAX, 4LPI,AY )
UIt,Ctlslcll S( I ,XP11 ), rPl 1 ),GX( l ),DY( L ),TAUDPX( 1 I,TAUDPY( 11,
1P?il),PY(II,HX(1),HY(I),;%PLI(110001,IPLT1110001,
2If ,.ifRTl 2 1, IF;:Utlt 2 I, IP i.trl( 21, IPINCR( 211TITLE( 601,
3XLCLl5),iLBLI5I,IPLINC(21,Zl21
PAIA xLUL/5 w '	 '/
f)ATA YLBL/5 R '	 '/
DATA ULANK/'	 '/
DAIA TIfLE, 14* 1 	','PARA','METR','1C E','XPOtl','ENTI',
I'AL 5','PLItl','E	 ',48,t '	 '/







































	 E/.PSPL: B. J. MCCARTIN 10/80
C wwM
C wwM
C. »+* FUNCTION: CONSTRUCTS THE INTERPOLATORY EXPONENTIAL SPLINE
C	 TO A SET OF POINTS IN THE PLATTE WITH MONOTONICALLY
C w * «	 INCREASING ABSCISSAE USING SPECIFIED DERIVATIVE
C	 END CONDITIONS
C **w
C • *w REFERENCE: B. J. MCCARTIN, NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF
C Rte •	 EXPCNEIITIAL SPLINES, COURANT MATHEMATICS
C * art	 AND COC(PUTItIG LABORATORY, OCTOBER 1940
C RRR
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EC	 DESCRIPTION OF C '^LLII;G ARGUMENTS:
C Mwr	 X	 = AUXIS'.,AE
C	 F	 = 0:'0IN,IES
C	 FPA	 = LEFT llht10 DERIVATIVE END CCHOIT11.0
C + M	fP13	 = RI7IIT iw,o OERIVATIVE EI10 CONDITION
C	 FiPI	 = NUIa EP OF C.DDERLD PAIRS OF DATA
C	 B	 = RICHT HAI'0 S IDE Of SPLLNE ECUATIONS
C »•+	 TAUUP• = SOLUTION OF SPLINE EQUATIOt:3
C	 N	 = EXI ' JIIENTIAL SPLIt.E TENSION PARAMETERS
C ,,,•	 11	 = OLLfA X
C	 ALPHA = SCALING PARAMETER
C RAM	 I
SLIU OUTINE EXPSPL(X,F,FPA,FNO,NPI,B,TAUDP,P,F),ALPHA)





















SCALE = 2. /lX(NP1)-X(Il)
IF(IOUf.NE.01 WRITE(16o2) ITMAX
2 FORMAT(/,' ITMAX = ',I5)
IFIIOUT.NE.01 WRITE(16,3) EPS,OMEGA,ETA,SIGMA
3 FORMAT(/,' EPS = ',E15.7,SX?'OMEGA = ',E15.7,5X,'ETA
	 ',E IS. 7,SX,
1 1 SF.GNA = ',E15.71
LCUUt)T=0
00 4 I =1,N
H(I1=x(I + 1)-X(I1
4 H(I) = SCALE +H(Il
00 5 I=1,N
5 P(I)=0.
IF(IOUT.IIE.0) WRITE( 16,6 )




C n N + UEFIIIE 815
C
8111=(F(2) - F(11)iH(1)-FPA/SCALE




1F(IU!.,T . tlE.0) WRITE ( 16,12)






C Mw * DETERMINE WHICH INTERVALS SIIOULO BE FIT WITH
C	 LINE SEGMENTS AND W11ICH INTER'N'ALS SHOULD BE
C •*„ FIT WITH E)`IONENTIAL SPLLNF.3
C Now	 K	 = NL'HLER Of EXPONENTIAL SPLINE INTERVALS
C *u„	 ILIIIL(I ) = LEFT NANO ElU)POINT OF ITH SPLINE INTERVAL






TEIIP=BI I I*B( I+1 )




TEMP : B( J I*B( J+1 1
IF(TEllP.NE.0.1 GO TO 15
ILINU(K)=J
GO TO 29










31 FORMAT(/,' K = 1,I3)
IF(K.EQ.01 GO TO A-
IF(IOUT.NE.0) WRITE(16,32)
32 FOPIIAT( ix, '
	 I ILIML ILIMU'1
IFILOUT.NE .0) WRITE(16,33) (I,ILIML(I),ILIMU(I),I=I,K)
33 FURMAT(I5,I5,1X,I5)
C ***





IF(IOUT.NE .01 WRITE(16,36) ICOUNT
36 FORllAT(lX,' ICOUNT = ' , IS )
IF(IOUT.NE .0) WRITE(16,371
37 FORMAT(/,'	 I	 P	 H')







IF(PIIII.GT.ETA) GO TO 39




0L=l l . +CUIIST5*PI211I2+COIIST6 *PI4HI4)*HI*CONST2
01AG( I 1= 0lril+DI
GO TO 40
250
t( I 1-1 GIIU1tli-PIU151 )/PIc
UI-I Pwr51-C1-01101"11/P12













C a* • ALTER SPLINE EQUATIONS
C ,».
IF(BI11.EQ.0.) E(l)=0.
IM1.0.11 GO TO 46
00 45 I=2,N





47 FURIIAT(/,' 	 I	 Ell
M IOUT.NE.0) WRITE(16,46) (I,E(I), I=1,N)
48 FOR11ATI1X,15,E15.7)
C w*»




UI l )=H( I I/PK
00 49 KK=2,NP1
I'K=E(t.K-1 )•QIKK-1)+OIAG(KK)
Q1 KK 1=-EI KK 1/PK
49 U4KIt1 I8IKKI-E(KK-1)MU(KK- 1)) /PK






	 I	 TAUOP	 ell
IF( Mr .NE.61 NRITE(16,53) (I,TAUDPta1,8M aZZl ► NPI)
53 FURnATt1X,I5,Ei5.7,E15.7)
C ***
C *** PLOT EXPONENTIAL SPLINE
C ,ORR
54 LFIIPLOT.NE.0) CALL E SPLOTIX,F,NPI,B,TAUOP ► P,iI,ALPHAI
IFIK.EQ.01 GO TO 99
IFIICOUtIT.GE.ITMAXI GO TO 2000
C arr
C +► ••UPDATE P'S
IFLAti=O
00 tl0 I=1,K
IL = ILIIILI I I
IU=ILIt1U( I I
T Erw- TAUUP( I L) O BI IL 1
1F(1ENP.GE.0.) GO TO 64
251
ra* BF TAL'UP<U AT LCF f 11t11D CNOPUINT
IF U.S;-,
L'd,OCR=aM X11 ADS( BIILI)tDIAGIIL I GABS(TAUDPIIL111 /ABS(TAUDPIIL*L11
PrI LOA =L./SORT( L,t'IEAR v H( IL) 1
PTILDA =AMAM(PTILOA.P(ILII
P4 IL 1=P( IL) #011EGA *( PI ILDA - PI IL 1 1
64 I1.13I=LLo1
1U111=iU-1
11'1 1U111 , LT.ILP1 1 GO TO 70
UU tS J=ILP1,LU(ll
IF( nucr1JI.NE, o.1 GO TO 66
C *** TAUCF'=0 AT All Il;rLRIOR POINT
IfLAu=I
PI J-1 )=P( J-1 )*EPS
Pl J 1 = P1 J REPS
GO FO o8
66 TEl1P=TAUOP( J )MBI J 1
IF( TCIIP.GT.O, 1 GO TO 68
C
	





PTILDA-ANAXI(PTILDA, PI J - 111
PI J-1 )=P(J-1 I+0t1EGAk(PTILOA-PI J-11 )
PTILDA=1./SaRTILAMBARMHIJI)
PTILDA=AMAX1(PTILOA,PIJ))
PIJ)=P(J)4011EGAM( PTILDA-P( J) 1
68 CUNTINUE
70 TEMP=TAUDP( IU)MB(ILI)
IF(TEMP.GE.O.) GO TO 80
C *** 5 4 TAUDP<O AT RIGHT HAND ENDPOINT
IF LAG= L
LAIIUAR=AMAX1( ABSIB ( IU)I,DIAG ( IU)*ABS(TAUDP ( IU)))/ABS ( TAUDP ( IUM1)I
PTILDA = L./SGRT ( LAt1BAR * H(IUMI)1
PTILDA=AMAXIIPTILOA , PIIUMI)1
PIIUM11=P(IUMII * OMEGA)NIPTILDA - P(IUMI))
80 CONTINUE
C, *M*
C * M* CHECK FOR EXTRANEOUS INFLECTION POINTS
C ***





93 XMU -AMAX1 ( XMU,P ( I)*H(I)1
ALPHAC=A11AX1 l XtIU/SIGMA, I. )
ALPHA=ALPHAMALPHAC
DO 94 I=1,N
HI I 1=111 I )/ALPHAC
94 B(I1=01I1*ALPHAC
WIWI 1=D(tlPL 1 *ALPHAC
IPlIOUT.NE.0) WRITE(1605) XtiU,ALPHAC,ALPHA
95 FORt1AT(/,'XIIU = ',E15.7,5X,'ALPHAC = ',E15.7,5X * 'ALPHA = ',EIS.71
IF(IOUT.11E.01 WRITE(16P96)
96 FU^MAT(/,'	 I	 H	 BI)
LF(IUUT . NE.0) WRITE(16 , 97) lI,li(I1,8 ( II,I=1,N1
97 FOr'IIATI IX,I5,2E15.71
IF( IUUr . 11E.0I TRITE( 16,98) NPI,F,(NPII














C „we ESPLOT: S. J. MCCARTIN 10/80
C Nti.r
C +NN
C +NN FUNCTION: PLOTS THE EXPONENTIAL SPLINE
C NxN
C NAA DESCRIPTION OF CALLING ARGUMENTS:
C +ea	 X	 = ABSCISSAE
C +++	 F	 = ORDINATES
C n*a	 NP1
	 = NUMBER OF ORDERED PAIRS OF DATA
C +aa	 B	 = RIGHT HAND SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS
C	 TAUDP = SOLUTION OF SPLINE EQUATIONS
C +*»	 P	 = EXPONENTIAL SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS
C +*w	 H	 = DELTA X
C +ww	 ALPHA = SCALING PARAMETER
C NNw
SUBROUTINE ESPLOT(X,F,NPI,B,TAUOP,P,H,ALPHA)




DATA XLBL/So '	 '/
DATA VL8L/Sw'	 '/
DATA ITITLE/5w'









C NNN SET+ UP ARRAYS
C w0+
K=6
IF( I.OUT.NE .01 WRITE( 16,38)















































C *** FUNCTION: EVALUATES THE EXPONENTIAL SPLINE
C ***
C *** DESCRIPTION OF CALLING ARGUMENTS:
C *** X z ABSCISSAE
C +►** F = ORDINATES
C *** NP1 = NUMBER OF ORDERED PAIRS OF DATA
C •** 8 = RIGHT HAND SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS
C r** TAUDP = SOLUTION OF SPLINE EQUATIONS
C *** P = EXPONENTIAL SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS
C *w* H = DELTA X
C R** X.BAR = ABSCISSA OF EVALUATION
C *Rw TAUBAR = ORDINATE OF EVALUATION
C TAUDP = DERIVATIVE OF EVALUATION




















IF(XBAR,LT.X(J+l)) GO TO it
10 CONTINUE
C 060*
C 0.0 DETERMINE TYPE OF FIT
C +rh*
It l'ENP=B1 I )*811+ 11
IF( TEMP,NE.f1. ) GO TO 20











IF(PIHI.G'f.ETAI GO TO 25











TAUBAR=(FI I )wXl+F( I +1 10X2)/H(I)—COIJSTI*H(Y )1•
1O<1 *TAUDP(I I*(TERlil+TERM2*)(12+TER1130XI4 )+






C *** USE HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS
2S 0EfI0M = PI2 M SINI1l PI I)*Hd I1 )











C ► *a DRIVER FOR PERIODIC PARAMETRIC EXPONENTIAL SPLINE PACKAGE:








REAn( 15, l0 ) NP1
10 FORNAT113)
NRITE(16,20) NP1
20 FORMAT( lX,'NP1 = ',I3!
WRITE116,30)










80 FORMATI1X,'EPS = ',E1S.7)





C dM* PEREXP: B. J. MCCARTIN 10/80
C wdw
C dAN
C *«* FUNCTION: CONSTRUCTS THE PARAMETRIC EXPONENTIAL SPLINE
C »»*	 INTERPOLANT TO A SET OF POINTS IN THE PLANE
C *»+► 	 USING PERIODIC END CONDITIONS
C •*a	 NOTE: ARC LENGTH IS USED AS THE PARAMETER
C aAa
C *w+► REFERENCE; B. J. MCCARTIII, NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF
C *a*	 EXPONENTIAL SPLINES, COURANT MATHEMATICS
C	 AND COMPUTING LABORATORY ► OCTOBER 1980
C dwa
C *** DESCRIPTION OF CALLING ARGUMEATS:
C ***	 XP	 o ABSCISSAE
C ***	 YP	 = ORDINATES
C ***	 NPl	 a 11U1.BER OF ORDERED TRIPLETS OF DATA .
C *++•	 EPS
	
= TOLERANCE FOR STOPPING CRITERIA IN
C *»*	 ARC LENGTH ITERATION
C ***	 S	 a ARC LENGTH
C ** a	BX	 = RIGHT HAND SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR X(S)
C **+	 BY	 = RIGHT HAND SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR Y(S)
C ***	 TA%^aPX = SOLUTION OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR X(S)
C www	 TAUDPY = SOLUTION OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR YISI
C d *a	 PX	 = EXPONENTIAL SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS FOR X(S)
C a»*	 PY	 = EXPONENTIAL SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS FOR Y(S)
C	 HX	 = DELTA S FOR X(S)




01ME1151011 ',^Pt l 1,Y1^(1 ),SI I I,D' (11,BYI 11,TAUJP,t(1),TAUUPY(l l ►
IPRI I),P((1 I,HX11 ),IIYI 1 ),S!ll 1001
C.«.w




10 SIII=SII - 11^S0RTI ( XPIII-XPII - 111«».^IYPIiI-YP ( I-11)««^1
15 COI(TIIIUE
C wo.f




C * 44 FIT Y VS. ARC LENGTHC +«w
CALL E^:PSPL(S.YP,1(PI,BY,TAUDPY.PY,HY,ALPHAY)
C w»«
C w-w PLOT Y VS. XC ..-*
CALL PLTFIT(S,XP ► YP,NPI PBX ,BY,TAUOPX,TAUOPY,PX ► PY,HX ► HY,
IALPIFAX,ALPHAY l
C r+•
C o+ ,f RECALCULATE ARC LENGTH
C w,w
CALL ARCLENIS,NPL ► BX,BY,TAUOPX,TAUDPY,PX,PY,HX,HY,ALPHAX,ALPHAY,
1SN,XP,YP1
C wr«
C • + w DETERMINE SIGNFICAIICE OF RELATIVE CHANGE IN ARC LENGTH
C w+«
00 30 I=2,IIP1
IF(ABS((SN(I)-5(I))/(S(I)-SII-1))I.GE.EPSI GO TO 31
30 CONTINUE
CO TO 35
31 00 32 I22,NP1







C *** ARCLEN: 8. J. MCCARTIN 10/80
C so*
C ww„
C w,.w FUIICTIGI(: APPROXIMATE ARC LENGTH INTEGRAL USING
C ww.i	 COMPOU140 SIMPSON'S RULE
C wort
C «ww DESCRIPTION OF CALLIIIG ARGUIIENTS:
C •••	 S	 m INPUT ARC LENGTH
C «,,r	 HP1
	 s NUM3ER OF ORDERED TRIPLETS OF DATA
C +*«	 BX	 = RIGHT HAND SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR X(S)
C a«w	 BY	 : RIGHT HAND SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR Y(3)
C waw	 TAUOPX = SOLUTION OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR X(S)
C w«„	 TAUOPY = SOLUTION OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR Y(S)
C won	 PX	 a EXFCIIENTIAL SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS FOR XIS)
C ***	 PY	 = EXFL'IIENTIAL 5PLI14E TENSION PARAMETERS FOR YIS)
C ** w	HX	 = DELTA S X(S)
C ++w	 HY	 = (IELTA S FOR Y(S)
C +*•	 ALPHAX = 5C A 1I1,G PARAMETER FOR X(S)
C +••	 ALFHAY = 5CALI1:5 P;RAI.ETER FOR Y(S)
C •++	 £l1	 q OUTPUT AFC LENGT11




IALP)lAX s ALFHA I , SII,;.'P,) P )
OWENSIUll SI 11,6'41 l ),011 1 I,TAUDPX(1 ),TAUDPYI L ),PXI 1),PY(L ),
111;<(l I,IIYI l IrSill 11,FI ll I,XP(11,1N1 l l
wwd

















C »»» PLTFIT:	 B.	 J. MCCARTIN	 9/80
C wNd
C wA*
C » ♦ w FUIICTION:	 PLOTS THE PARiMETRIC EXPONENTIAL SPLINE
C *Ad
C » Aw DESCRIPTION OF CALLING ARGUMENTS:
C A*d S	 = ARC LENGTH
C *»* XP	 = ABSCISSAE
C AAd YP ORDINATES
C * »d NPL	 = NUtIZER OF ORDERED TRIPLETS OF DATA
C w+w BX	 = RIGHT HAliO SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR XI51
C w*d BY	 = RIGHT HAND SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR YtS)
C »»d TAUDPX = SOLUTION OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR X(S)
C *»* TAUDPY = SOLUTIO14 OF SPLINE EQUATIONS FOR Y(S)
C »Ad PX	 = EXPONENTIAL SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS FOR X(S)
C » ++ PY	 = EXPONENTIAL SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS FOR Y(S)
C A * d HX	 = DELTA S FOR X(S)
C dA * HY	 = DELTA S rOR Y(S)	 •
C w *+► ALPHAX = SCALING PARAMETER FOR X(S)

































vOLT(I )=Y I" I I

















CALL PLTEK ( XPLT,YPLT , Z,1lZ,IPSTRT , IPNUM,IPLINEF





C	 EXPSPL: B. J. NCCARTIN 10/80
C M**
C www
C arr FUNCTION: CONSTRUCTS THE INTERPOLATORY EXPONENTIAL SPLINE
C • *M	 TO A SET OF POINTS IN THE PLANE WITH MCIIOTONICALLY
C Mw*	 INCREASING ABSCISSAE USING PERIODIC END CONDITIONS
C „**
C *** REFERENCE: B. J. MCCARTIN, NUMERICAL COMPUTArTON OF
C +**	 EXPONENTIAL SPLINES, COURANT MATHEMATICS
C 004	 AND COMPUTING LABORATORY, OCTOBER 1980
C w„•
C *** DESCRIPTION OF CALLING ARGUMENTS:
C »*»	 X	 = ABSCISSAE
C	 F	 2 ORDINATES
C	 HP1	 = 1`1012ER CF VOLRED PAIRS OF DATA
C**	 B	 = RIGHT HAND SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS
C	 TAUDP = SOLUTION OF SPLINE EQUATIONS
C q 4A	 P	 = EXPONENTIAL SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS
C *a,'	 H	 c DELTA X
C	 ALPHA	 SCALING PARAMETER
C »^µ
SUORourlNE E:<PSPL(X,F,NPI,B,TAUDP,P,H,ALPHA)
01110131011 X(1 ),Fl 1 I,B(,.),TAUDP(I ),P(1 ),H(11






















At. PH 1= l
Illll' =5
SCALE=4,/lX(NPI)-X(11)
IF  ICUT,NE.0I WRITE( Io,21 ITIIAX
FO"11',Tl /,' ITMAY = ' r I5 I
If1IUUT.)IE,01 WRITEI16,3) EPS,GtICGA, ETA ,SIGMA




Ili I )=,%( If l )-X( I
y HI I )=£GALE*tII I I




o PORM'.T( /,'	 I	 H' I
11'(1OUT.NE,01 Wm'ITE(16,7) II,H(II,I=1,N)
7 FCP1tAT1 1X, IS,E1S. 7 )
C 11*n
C *** DEFINE B'S
C *»«
0( 1 )=1 F(2)-F(1 I IiHI 1)-1 FINPI )-F(N) I/H(N)










C 1— DETERMINE WHICH INTERVALS SHOULD BE FIT WITH
C «*« LINE SEGIIENTS AND WHICH INTERVALS SHOULD BE
C	 PIT WITH EXPONENTIAL SPLINES
C it 	 K	 = HUliBLR OF EXPONENTIAL SPLINE INTERVALS
C * ,t+	 ILIIILII) = LEFT HAND ENDPOINT OF ITH SPLINE INTERVAL












IF(TEMP.14E.O.) GO TO 15
ILIMUIK)=J
GO TO 29










31 F0^MAT(/,' K = ',I3)




	 I	 ILIML ILIIIU' )
IF( ICUT,NE.0) WRITE(16 # 33) (I,ILIML(II,ILIMLI(I),I=1,K)
3i FUH4.1T(I5,I5,1k,I5)
C *-*
C *** SET UP GPLI14E EQUATIC14S
260
.IV , 1...,.1.11 ./„ ♦..-,, -	 1
LFIiUUT.rE.01 W?ITE(16,371
37 F(.?11'%TI /,'	 I	 P	 H' 1
in LouF.NE,0) WYITE(16,33) (I,PII),H(I),I=1,N)
30 1 0^'1171 1 X, I5, E 15. 7, E 15. 71





IFIF'I11I.GT, ETA I GO TO 39




DI e ( 1.+COI)STSwPI2tII2+CO1(ST6-PI4HI4)MHI*CONST2
DIM Y)=DIHI+DI
CO TO 40











41 FORMAT(/,'	 I	 E'I
1F(IOUT.11E.0) WRITE(16,42) II,EII),i=1,N1
42 FCRHAT11X,15,E15.7)
1F(IUUT .IIE.01 WRITE ( 16P43)








IFIN.EQ.1) GO TO 46
DO 45 I=2rN














PK :0 c.%Gl l I
U( 1 1--El t I/PK
111 1 I 'UI 1 I,'I'K
l 1--E(Ill PK
UO 49 KII -2 0:1"ll
HI =L11, n-I 11,01 F•K-1)+DIAG(KK1
'IIFK 1= • E I FK I/PK
UIFK)=IUIKH)-L(KK-1)*U(KK-1)1/PK







TAUUPI 111-1 BI N 1-E( N)*V(1 1 •El N-1 1MVl N-1 1 )/l E(N)wT(!)tE(?J-1 1 u T(N-1 1
If0rAGINI)










C A A R
C Me„ PLOT EXPONENTIAL SPLINE
C R q •	
rA
5 ,t IFIIPLOT,IIE.0) CALL ESPLOT(X,F,NPI,B,TAUDP,P,H,ALPHA)
IF(K.EQ.0) GO TO 99
1F(ICUUNr.GE.ITMAX) GO TO 2000
C nnw
C %** UPDATE P'S
C ok*
IFLAG -O
Oil 80 I = 1 ,K
IL=ILIMLII)
IU= I LIIIU(I )
TEMP- TAUDP( IL)VB(IL)
IFI TEtIP.Gr,O. ) GO TO 64
IF( rAUDP(IL). EQ.O, .AF(D.IL.NE.1) GO TO 64
If(FAUOP(IL). NE. 0.) GO TO 60





60 IflILAIE.L) GO TO 62
C M„» O R rA110F<0 AT LEFT HANG ENDPOINT (FIRST POINT)
Tr'la;,=l
LAIIBAR-AMAX1(ABS(B(1)),DIAG(1)MABS(TAUOP(1)1)
1/(2. » AtIAXI I AOS( TAUDP(N) 1,ABS( TAUDP(2 I! 1 1
PrIL0A=1./5 1 ? ; 'l l LAMBAR0M) 1
PrIL0A-AMAX1(vrT.LOA,P(N)I
PIN 1 = f'1 N I +OtIEGA a (PTT LDA-P(N 1 )
P rI LU.1 : 1. /S 1:RT( LAMBAR*Hf 1 l 1
PrILUA-A1IAXl(PTILDA,P( 1 11
Pi l 1 -PI 1) +UMrGA*I PTILDA-P( 1) I
(i f ) T 	 64




ABS ( B(IL)),DIAG ( IL )-ABS( TAUDP ( IL)))/ABS( TAUDP ( IL *1) )
P -,  1LUA=1 ,/5(JRT( LArIDP.R M H( IL) I
PTIL0A-AMAXl(PrIL0A,P(IL)1





IF(IUrll.LT.ILP1) GO TO 70
DO o8 J=ILPI,IIJMI
IF(TAUOPIJI.NE.O.) GO TO 66
C *»* TAUUP=O AT.AN INTERIOR POINT
IFLAG=1
f+ l J-1)=P1 J-1 )+EPS
P(J )=P1 J I+EPS
GO TO 68
66 TEMP=Tl,110P(J ) w 8( J )
IW EMP.GT .0.) GO TO 68
C **, O , TAL'7P<0 AT AN INTERIOR POINT
IFLAG=1










IF(TEMP.GT.O.) GO TO 80
IF(TAUOP(IUI.EQ.O..At1D.IU.NE .N) GO TO 80
IF ( TAUUm IU l . t4E . 0. ) GO TO 75





75 IFIIU.I(E.N) GO TO 76






PI ll-1)=P(N-1 )+OMEGA*l PTILDA-P(N-1) I
PTILDA=1 . /b4WT (LAMt3AH *MINI 1
PTILDA=AMAXI(PTILOA,P(N))
P(tl) =P(t))+011EGA*( PTILDA-P(N) )
GU TO 80





PI IU;IL )=P( IUM1 )+OHFGA*l PTILDA-P( ILIt111 I
80 CON fINUE
C **M
**» CHECK FOR EXTRANEOUS INFLECTION POINTS
**a








ALPf1AC=,VfAXl ( XMU/UIGMA, 1. )
ALPHA=ALPIIA0ALPHAC




B( III ; I 1-s(t1P1)NALPIIAC
IF( IOU T,NE,0I WRITE( 16,9SI XMU,ALFIIAC,ALPIIA
95 FOi'IlAT(/,'XMU = ',EI5.7,5Xr'ALPIIAC = 'oE15.7v5X, l ALPHA = ',E15.7)
IF( IOUT.IIE.0I WFIITE( 16P96 
96 FCRIIAT(/,'	 I	 H	 80)
IFIiCUT.tIE.0) WRITE(1607) II,H(Ih B(I1,I=1,N1
97 FOPIIAT(1X,ISs2E IS. 71
IF( IOUT.IJE.O ) WRITE( 16,981 ti
p
 1,81 tip 1 l
99 I O:MIAT( 1X, I5, 15X, E 15.7 )
GO TO 34
C w.d
C	 110 EXTR.AIIEOL'S INFLECTION POINTS
C R A w
99 IF(IOUT.NE.0) 149ITE(16,1000)
IF(IOUT.14E.0) WRITE(I6,100) ICOUNT





C M ► w
C — MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS EXCEEDED
C RR*
2000 IF(IOUT.(IE.0) WRITE(16o1000)
IFl IOUT.I(E.O1 WRITE( 16,2001)





C — ESPLOT: B. J. MCCARTIN 10/80
C +en«
C «R«
C ww4 FUNCTION: PLOTS THE EXPONENTIAL SPLINE
C •«„
C «„« DESCRIPTION OF CALLING ARGUMENTS:
C + w«	 X	 = ABSCISSAE
C	 F	 = ORDINATES
C aw + 	 14131
	 = NUMBER OF ORDERED PAIRS OF DATA
C aao	 B	 = RIGHT HAND SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS
C *«+	 TAUDP = SOLUTION OF SPLINE EQUATIONS
C +«+	 P	 3 EXPONENTIAL SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS
C	 H	 = DELTA X







DATA XLBL/5 0 '	 '/
DATA YLBL/5*'	 '/
DATA ITITLE/5*'
	 'r'EXPO','NENT','IAL 'r'SPL1' ► 'NE ',50*'	 '/
C ««•
C Rw + INITIALIZATION
r	 v	 v	 .^.	 Vrr sr






;;P1 J 1 =i;(I 1




I1 7 11UI1( 1 )=K
















C www ESEVAL: B. J. MCCARTIN 10/80
C 0.40
C •+•
C o.w FUNCTION: EVALUATES THE EXPONENTIAL SPLINE
C ORO
C *w DESCRIPTION OF CALLING ARGUMENTS:
C M„w	 X	 = ABSCISSAE
C www	 F	 = ORDINATES
C ++•	 IIPi	 = NUMBER OF ORDERED PAIRS OF DATA
C w* w 	B	 = RIGHT HAND SIDE OF SPLINE EQUATIONS
C www	 TAUOP = SOLUTION OF SPLINE EQUATIONS
C	 P	 = EXPONENTIAL SPLINE TENSION PARAMETERS
C+•	 II	 = DELTA X .
C n w 4	 XBAR	 = ABSCISSA OF EVALUATION
C+w	 TAUBAR = ORDINATE OF EVALUATION
C w+»	 IAUE•P = DERIVATIVE OF EVALUATION
C wew	 ALPHA = SCALING PARAMETER




























 DETERMI1lE TYPE OF FIT
a0w
11 TEMP=B(I)MBlI+1)
IF( TEMP. NE . 0.) GO TO 20






*** FIT WITH EXPO14EIJTIAL SPLINE
20 X1=SCALE*(X(I+1)-X8AR)/ALPHA
X2=SCALE*(XBAR-X(I))/ALPHA
PI2 = P(1) *P( 1)
PIH1=P(I)*H(Il
IF(PIHI.GT.ETA) GO TO 25











TAUBAR= ( F(I)*X1+F(I+1) OXZ)/H(I)-CONSTI*H(I)*
1(Xl*TAUDPII )*(TERMI +TERMZ*X12+TERM3*X14)+






*** USE HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS
25 0ENOf1=PI2* SIllH(P(I) A H(I) )
TAUSAR = ITAUUP ( I)*SIKH ( P(I)*X1) + TAUDP(I+1)*SINH ( P(I)*X2 1 1/DENOM
1+I(FII)-TAUOP(I)/PIZ)OX1+1F(I+1)-TAUDP(1+1)/PI2)*X2)/H(I)
TAUDP=ITAUOP(I + I)*COSH ( P(I)*X2) - TAUDP(I)*COSH ( P(I)*X1)) *P(I)/OENOM
I+IF(Itl l -F( I)+(TALIDP(I) - TAUDP(I+l ) ) /PI2)/Hl I)
TAUDP=SCALE*TAUL'P/ALPHA







Appendix III: Euler Solver
PkJGwA'1 MAIN( Ir,PUT,UUTPJT, TAP El5 = INPUT, 'CAP Elo=JUTPUT, TAPE lU,
1TAPE11)
C r T `
C #*#




YC T T T
KCAL JAC'7^.(+u,14),:Ni;;I'+T
	 4C,14)yt,itNTP(40,14)yMM(40p14),NN(4C,14),
1'"1NIF p `nACri(40p14)p 'Stir'G
i ,E,,SIOf. DE	 Tl-
 -up 14),Eh-,GY(40,14),GJ(4u,14),EE(40,14),
1SAVE"" (43 14),S4'd:;;(4C,14)#SAVE1,(40,p14) ySAVEE (4J,14),,
2Y (4-),14),Y( 4..) ,1 4 ),XP(4:.),YP(14),5(40),SP(40),
3n( 4J) , T4Ll 1, P( 4"')), P(44 ),-i(4J),
4XS ►.;	 4::,14),YSL'Y(4Cy14)y y L!PX(4G,14),YSL,bY(40,14),
5FP1(4 1^,14),F'2(4,A14),F"S 40P14),FP4(;+C,14),
hF'0 1(4-,i4),F 12(4 ,?4),r"t3(4J,14) FFM4(4Gr14)p
7Gr''1(11.:, 4Cf,6N2(14, 4 0), ?3(14.#40),GP4(14P4G),
8GPil(14,4U),G''12(14.94v) #^-,'3(14P4G).9G04(14.04G),
9FiX(4•-,14),F2Y(4^j,14)pr3x 4v,14),F4X(4C,14.),
XGiY(4-^j,1 =t),G2Y (4:),1 4 ),63Y(40,1 =t ),G4Y(4G,14 )




125H ECULER2L' BY 3. J. MCCA01N)









CALL 1'0UT SG4:';r F,0^'.T::T	 PL0T)-NSTEPS,NPlpMP1,PlINF)
CALL CDJKE^(`iPl, -P1,.XPPYP,X,Y,S,SP,YMH9,UELTAX,DELTAY,
1kSU,k,X.SI,6Y,YSL^^X,YSL3Y,JACO^Pi)
CALL I`:ITF^ ( 3E"STs `li4i^1'it, ^iNTi`1 , t(vRGY' , S,SP,YMAx , YPsNP1,MPI,MINF,
1 bra ?1 i't µ )
00 1C' J=1,+`IP1













SAVE,'-',( i, J ) =M,1NTv' ( I, J )






CALL	 DEFI:+ F 	 ,Et_,XPtYPvNPl,ilP1.p
1Y;^-AA; 74 4"M,rP1,hr2,Fr3tFP4j-Fi•1,FM2tFJ3,F-14,XSU8Y,YSUdY)
C:.LL	 DF: F I f , G(-)Do	 i;', "tr^,i:L,X P ,YP y 	Pi, - IPIt
1Y-SAX,G:+. ; f Ay GP1vGP2.*GP.s,*^,'4,Gl*•'i,Q;12,Gri3,G44,XSJ3X,YSU3X)
CALL	 C:?"PFP(X?,i,F1,h , Pi,FPIPFP Z,FP37FP4,1=M1,F'12,F`13,FM4,
ibtTAl;D?,P,-i,F1Y,F2X,r.^X,r4K,CELTAX)
CALL	 CDiPGP( YP0. 0 1,-API	 uf; 1t GP2,GP'3tG?4,G:I1tGAl2 ,GM3,G`14,
1i', ,TAUDP,Ptri p 31YtG2Y,u3YjvG4Y,CcLTAY)
Cu	 2v	 J=l,r.?l
DC^	 20	 I = 1,	 ,Pl
DELTA=DELTAT/J ;CCU:. (I, J )
DE^1ST(I,J	 (F1X(I,J)+G1Y(I,J) )
M	 NTt(I,J	 (F2	 I,J)+G2r'(I,J))






D1( It J) = S41 E.)( I,J)-.:TDELTA T ( F1X( I, J)+GlY(I,J) )
,".(ItJ)=SAVE'(I,J)-.;-DELTA*(FLX(I,J)+G2Y(I,J))
N;,( I,J) = 5AvE i ( ItJ)-.;ruELTA*(F3X (I)J )+G3Y(I, J) )
EE(I,J) = : AVE E(I, J 	 ELTA,^(F4X(I,J)+G-tY(IFJ))
25 CuNTINUE
CALL	 DEFIkF(DD,M;'tr+,,i,EEoXP,YPsr•P1,MP1,
1Y;lAXnGAM%'AtFP1tFP2	 FP.3,FP4	 F I;IvF • 2.9FM3,F i4yXSUdY,YSU3Y)
CALL	 0EFI^,GO^,",^I* :\,EctXP,YF,f•P1,	 P1,
1Y:^AX:► GAM ^A,G'1,GP2,GP3,GP4.9"1F1,G•12,Gi',3,G^I4,XSLP.x,YSU6X)
CALL	 CC.IPFP(XPPNPlt	 Pi p FFI,FP2,FP3 ► FP4tF,'ii1,FM2,FM3,Fill4,
1e,TAUJ a , 0 tf-+tFIXti-2X	 F3^pF4X.CLLTAA)






CELT4=DELT AT/ J o 	 I, J 1
DE(.ST(I•J)=.'E r•ST(I,J) — (1./3.)*C, ELTA*(F1X(ItJ)+G1Y(I,J) )
+MhNTr(I,J)	 NT,•(I,J)—(1.!3.)*CELTA*(F2X(ItJ)+G2Y(I,J))
NP', 14T
	 I 	 ) = -VANI TY. ( ItJ ) — ( 1. /3. )rf : ELTAr ( F:,ti(I,J)+G3Y(I,J) )
Er,R,;Y(I,J)=E'+ RGY( I,J)—(1./3.)*CELTA*(FG,X(I,J)+G4Y(I,J))
30 C0NT1NL1c
[1 0	 35	 J = 1t `1P1
DO	 35	 I=I,-iP1
268
( ELTk= ut LT AT/ ,► ACS .^; (I, J )
li	 J)=SA'/E	 JF.LTA (FIX(I-J)+CIf(I,J)1
vE t(I,J)-.S'rIJELTA*(F%X(I,J)+CP-Y(IPJ))
S'VEr(I,J)-.5 DELTA* F:X(I,J)+G3YlI,J))
EE(i,J) =:,AIE (1,J 	 LT44 t4X(I,J)+G4Y(I,J))
3	 CLj',TI',1-=
CALL rDErIt F(:):i,vl',>;	 E	 XP,YP,t•P1,''iP1
lY` At,-;: ' riA.9 F 1,F 2,Fr3 F P 4 FI' ll 1,F"2 Fh13oF14,XSUE'Y,YSUdY)
CALL ;:EFI;,v	 ,?'d,Yr,.'.PI,tiP1.1




1 ,Tal	 N,-+,F1f,9F2 pF3KpF4X,LEL TAX )
CALL	 'Ge( tPr•. ^I,'' r,i, G .-I 1,Gr2,iP3,;,P4,G11,G;12,G13.0 Gil 4,
1S,Ta	 ,P,H, r I p v2,v v3(,G4Y,:-ELTAY)
u^ y ^ I=1, i•P1
LiE;;,1'(1, J)= 	 ST( I,J) - 11./':.)rCELTA(F1Xl1^J)+G1YlI,J))
`IT	 I 	 )	 +T°( I,J)-(I./3.)*CELT,,*(F2Xkl,J)+T2Y(IoJ))












	 I 	 LTl+	 F2k(I#J1+G2Y(I#J? )
I,., ,( IsJ
	 I% V C.( :,J)-LkLTAmtF3X(!,J)+G3YtI,J))
EE I, i	 L VE=(IsJ)- UE LT:f F	 I,J)+G'?YtI,J))
45 C	 T I JE





CA LL C IPF'P(X a ,' P i." P1,F,'I,FP2,F P3,FP4,F1'l1)-FM2,F13,FP14,
16, TAL,t.o , P,rr,`1X,F2X.9FSX,F4X,L:F.LTAX)
CALL C= r i a vt'(YP, i,?1,`1P1,Gr1,GP2,GP3,GP4.,G'11,G`i2,G113PGM4,
13,T Ai. CPoP,!-,^lYpG2Y,#G3YvG4Y',CEL TAY )
DG, 5:: J=i,MP1
GU 50 I=1,I,PI
u E L T	 ELT,:T/ J+:CJt,a (I, J )
JE^,iST(I•J)=:_	 T(1,J)-(1./o.):^C:ELTA4(FlX(I,J)+GIY(IPJ))
^Te'(I,J)=°•iiT• (I,J)-(l./6.)*C ELTA*(FZX(I,J)+G2Y(I,J) )




50 C L '. T 1 .i E
Tl.l_==K*)c_LTAT
N=(K II I ;NPL:T) y N LuT-K
tSU p 
J^ ^^, J= 1,'"PI
^^ o^; I= 1s`r'1
T	 NT`i(1.J) r_+t	 Tu(1,J)#*?
^S D A 3(Tk.0	 GA,`!:1A-!.f' tOENST(19J) ENKGY(I,J)-.5 TER."i)))










UL 70' I= I,'01
CELTAO = a,S(;,:,.ST(I,Jf-34vE;u(1,J) )
0ELTdM = A°S
 ( "^NI`' ( I J)— S g 4E ( I,J) )
gELTA ! , =AcS (;,	 ,T'' ( I 	 E'+(I,J) )
UcLTA..=A;:,_,(t, -1*6f I,J)—^,;`'E	 I,J))
AL)EN:ST= DE NST+: --- L'rAo
+mot LT:,.,
A ' ; S L Y =tiC •K.G'Y+LFL TAE
1F(S PI3T.GE.:;ELrA )





	 N'TM.GE.^,cLT ;'1) GO TO 7k
St.M ,47 =DELTA',
I5.'1=IisI =J
72 IF(SN'M TM.GE--bELTN';) vJ TO 73
St,.1.11T^+=OELTdI
ISN=I
JS' q = j






A, i'1'IT';=AMi-INT 1 /kPTSz
AP.INT"'t AN,`ijNT•" /„PTS
At , 4PGY=AENRGY/,
 P T S
n, ITL(16,7=) <;,`.iUP
78 FO4`,AT(5H K _ ,1 ,3X,7H'JSUP = ,I5)
4RITE (1b,74) SCE EST, IS,),JSC,C11FNST
74 F0R"I,AT(1X,E1 .7,I.v1 :*E15.7)
wr1TE(Io,751) S".'„T,;,IS•I,JSMtAP',"!NT
75 1=i..R`'::T(1X,cI5.7, i5, 1Ssc1:.7)
nr.ITE(lc„7o) -? `'.T',1S,Nv J S N AP,YNTM
76 F 	 AT(IX,t1..7,I5s1:,E:15.7)
i.LITE(io,77) S 5 N	 Y,1	 ,JSE:,AEt,RGY
77 F--'; IAT(1Xt Eli .7,I:;, I5,E1D.7)
K  d I ^.O 10
.;ITE(I,") K
'nkITE (IJ 	 E; ST(I, J), l'IMNP-,(I,J)," `IFITN I,JIoENRGY(I,J),I=ioNP1).9
1J=1,`: ►'i)
IF(,m NE.G) G^' TG 90
CALL C;iE-,PTX( VAR )
mKITE(io,ti)
270
81 FURMAN 6H	 NL ET)
okITt(16sC2)







83 F0R'!	 T(7r;	 GUTLET)
d► 	 ITE(15 P E2)
	 (J,"G:15T('1PipJ).oVMNTf1(NP1,J)#NMNTM(NP1,J).0ENRGY(NP1,J
1 ) .9 M A C H ( : i P 1 .9 J ) p J = 1, elf PI
''or iTE ( 1 ,-),o4 )
84 FCa.IAT(11N	 UPP;.'P	 4 ALL )
n w ITt(It,62)
	 (Is:. E. , ST(1 p oP1),11m,NTM(I ► 1'•1P.1).9ki l ..NTil	 I, i1 P: ),ENkGY	 I,MP1
1), 14C-i(I,h'P1),1=1.0"P1)
ni•ITE(16.9
R5 FU	 "1 o.' Tl A.IH,
	 L I o 6	 HA LL )
r^ITctltrc2)
	 (I, u E' 4 LT(I,1),M''NTM(I,1),NM-1TMlI
	 1),ENRGY(I,1).0












I F E:	 3














S +,j3RCUTIINE I,:P U T (GA M k A ,OLLT4Ts(sPLE1TsNSTEPS,N O I,hiP1, MIN F)












11 F0R`'hT(1'y a7	 as10X,4Hr'It,Fs1GX.,6F-DELTATs1bXs3HINP1.912Xs3HMP1,
11C^Xs:-+^^PLC•Ts10X,Ch^+^TcNS)
r+aITC(lc+s12) v
	 1 F c-LT4T-pNP1,MP1;11PL0TsNSTEPS




r3.k T U P
END
Su3kUUTINE C2G^? L(NPl,rPlfXP,YPsY PY, S,SP, YI'iAX)
 DEL TAX,JELTAY,
1X; LJ6XfXSUVY,YSUdXiYEdU6YAJACGE i.)









btLTA X 2. Y X iax/(',P1-1)
GELT4Y = Y •'-'AX/ (riFl-1 )
DLJ 10 I=l,.ral
1G XP(I)= f iIi. +iI-1)^^'r.LTAX
UJ 2 4 J=1fi''P^
20 YP(J)=(J—t)*DELTAY
X C: Ak =i.
..T=3
xT(1)=a.







CALL EXPSPL(XT,Yff F FA,FPr>NT, , T y TA^DPT,PT,HTfALPHAT)
C,. 2 1, I= l,NNI
IF (r, P( I).GE.3.) XEVAL=(P(I)
IF(XP(I).Lio'.) XcVAL= — XP(1)
IF(Xr",VAL.LT.XT(1)) XEVAL=XT(1)
IF(XEVAL.GI.AT (i.T)) AEiAL=XT(i!T)
CALL EScv4L(XT,YT,'J,3T,TAULPT, PT) HT,XEVAL,X(I,1)PXSUBX(I,i)f
luv`1'7Y f ^t1;i".Y, ,L PRAT )
IFtX^(I1.LT.v.) x(ifl)= — x(I,l)





Xs ( 5 )=2-05:
As(6) =5.
xSt7)=xiAx
y 	 I) =G.
YSI2)










CALL . JCVAL( YS,YS,'iS,,5.i,TAUDPS,PS,HS,XEVAL,S(II,SP(I) ►
1GU'1, 4 Y DJ,"MY, 4LPHAS







41 FLi	 Tt iHIGE1•1ETr'Y)
^rITr(1^,42)
	 '




DU 5	 I=1 p 
X S J o (I,J)=}iUcr(I,1)
Y3UBX( i, J) = SP (: ) TfI.—Yr'	 /Yi'IAX)gXSJdX(I,J)
Y5J3Y (I, J) =1.—S (I) /Yr: X
J4CDIN I,J) = XSJcX(1,J
	 I,J)—XSUBY( Il i J)*YSUUX(IsJ)
5U C%'wT I;a,;E
IAkITE(16,51)
51 FL' RUT ( lire	 I	 J, 6X, SHXSUVX, 10X) 5F K^UdY, 1OX.# 5HYSUBX,IOX,
15hYSL';Y, 1GX, 5HJACFJbN )
';.klTE(1o,^2) ((I)J,XS'J3X(IAJ),XSLJBY(I,J),YSUBX(I,J),YSUBY(I,J-)p
1JACJ ^i. ( I ► i ), I = -,iv p l ), J=1,l1P1 )
52 FCR:',AT ( 1  , 2I 5, -'I-c15.7)
RETUR N
END
5u6;CUTI liE I :41TFL (DE NST, `'INTto .. IN r, N T.-l o  ENPGY, So SP, YMAX'YP,NPI MP1.0
Ir'i^)F,GA':'^A)
r r r CALCLLATt I' lTI4L FLC'.; FIELD
i EAL "I`rF,"rl`i TX(-iG,14),N;NTi+(40s1ft)



















r^MNTM(I,J)=(YP(J)/Y, A 0.4	 r^MNTM(I MPI +(i.—YPIJ)/Y^`1AX) Ni^iNTIM Iil)
30 CONTI1NUE
wKITE(16,31)
31 FGR, , AT(1QNIINITI4L FL:34 FIELD)
wR.ITE(16p32)
32 FOR ANIH ,12H	 I	 J	 ,7X 5HDEr+ST,1JX,-1) HMtl 'ITjl p10X,5H;AMNTill
110X, SHENWGY)
WPITE(1b,33) ((I,J,DE;SST(I, J), M,"SITl(I,J),F,MNTM(I,J),ENRGY(I,J),
1 I = 1, NP1 ), J=1, riPl )




1Yil AX, G A i11A-FF"1,FP2,FP3pFPy,Ft-1, F`12,F^;3,F114,XSU,3Y,YSUdY)
C *** GEFI',E FLUX VEC1L;? SPLiTT1`t 	 It, X—DIFECTI0N
%	 IN"' 4Jp 14 ) ^+;'. ( y C ) 3-t ), LA „ P1, LANP	 LtMP4,
ILAMMIyLA`i,•:3vLAnl';,K,tT,r^11,K2T
G1,`1EP.SI13N 1)0(40,14),cc(40,1ti),XP(4)),Yr(14),
1FP1(-,Q,14),F a 2( 4 v^1ti),FP3(40, 14),FN4('tC,14)p
2FM1(40,14),F12(4v,14)oPM3(40,14),',,4(4C,14),
3XSU3Y ( 40, 14 ), YSL,oY( 41,.#141
DO 1v0 J=1,MP1
DU 100 I=1.9 ,101
U=`I;1(ItJ)/OD(I,J)
V= NN I,J)/DD( I,J)
CSOD=ABS((EE(I,J) — .5 r ( IM, (I,J)r",M(I,J)+NN(I,J) *NN ( I, J))/D0(!,J))
1GAMI4T(GA; ,,;lA-1.)/DD(I J))
C=SJRT(CSCD)










LAMM4 =L A 1, !iy 1 — C 0 N S T 2
KIT= YS'.I:+ Y( I 	 )/KKT
K2T= — XS.-, 3Y ( I, J) /-(,KT
CGNST3=D0(I,J)/(2o*GA`t'IA)
m=(t3.—GA4,`iA)r(L4MP3+LAMP4lrCrC)/(2.r(GA`NA-1.))
FPl( I,J)=CGN ST3*(2.r( G4;tP!A—i.)*-LA!'1P1+LI.,MP3+LAM.P4)
274
FP2( I, J)- CCNST3:(2. 4 	A-1.)*L Al l, P1*U+L4t1-P3*
1(t.+C V K1T)+LA'P4 # (t: — C*'(LT) )
FP3(I,J)=C:-ST3*(2. (,..1r,a-1.)* LAMP I*V+LAMP3*
1( 4+C*K2T)+LA 1P4¢	 T) )
FP4(I,J) = CL'•STs ,•l(:^a^''ra - i9) ,v LAt N1*(U*U+V^V)+.54L Ali P3*
1((J+'#K1•T)$	 +(v+Cr{2T1**2)+.5*LA.1F4+((U—C-'KIT)**2
F=((3.—^:i•'"4)*(l V". +L4i1i'4)*L*C) /(L. (GA li',A-1.1)
F. 1 ( I ► J) = C 1 16 T	 2. * ( v •:;' i', A- 1. ) * L 41101+LAMM3+L AM'l4 1
F 2(I ► J1=CJ'.ST	 4h„'iA -1.)*LAi'V-11*U+LaM;13*
1(:,+.TK1T)+LA`',r.+(.. CL KIT) )
F03(I,J)=C_iiST3-(2.YtG:`tr'a-1.)1'LAM1,I*V+L0',h3*
1(v+Z,--'2 T 1+L4', •.4 ( V— L1:C2T))
Fr 4( 1,J ) = C	 iT3r' ( (.:-`' A — '.  )*L4i 1`4 1 t (U*U+V*V +.5*L 41,1.113*
1((U+^: 4 K1T) Y TC+(V+C*K2T1Y 2)+.:*LA;`;:14*(lU—C*K1T)**2
2+(V—c4^2Tiaa:)+6)
IF	 S(rP1lI,J)).LT.1._-.1V) FP1(I,J) =0.
I  S F Pe I,J1).LT.1.E-1•.' Fr4(1,J)=0.
1F(A•S(FP-(1,J)).LT.i.L—.,:>) FF3(I,J)=J.
IF(,, rtS(FP4(I,J)).LT.1.e•— iJ) FP4(I,J) =0.
1F(A S	 I,JD).LT.1	 Fi•.,(I,J)=0.
IFta?SIFr',L(I,J1).LT.i.c — tJ) Fh,i(I,J)=J.
i	 1,J)).LT.l._-10) FN3(I,J)=0.
1F(Ar.S(F`4(I,J)).LT.I.c-1v) F(14(I,J)=J.
10 0 Cu T I,N1iE
k.ETU;y
EivD
SL6PCUTIr,t D E F I N G ( J D .P "'. m,( „N,tEnXP,YP,P.al,`1P1,
1YMAX,GA1:1G j,GP1,CP2,GP?.,GP4,GH},hi•Ie_tGM31G114,XSUBX,YSUBX)
C	 #* DEFINE FLUX VECT•Jk SPLITTING IN Y—DIRECTION
r<EAL x"(4;,141, ,,t^^,i .4	 LA:;F1,LAi1P3,LAMP4,
1Lt.M'I,L:M.li3,LA''1'4.9 -KT,-,1T,rcLT
LiPlEc•SIDN CD(4;.' ,14),EE(4u,i4),xi'(4'J),YP(141,




3ASL'3X(40jo 14 ), YSL;X(4C,14)
DO 103 J=1PNP1
Dj 1C0 I=11`•'1
CSD:^=a.+S(tcEtI,J) — .;T(•1i •1tI,J)*r,r1(I,J )+hNtI,J)*^+h(1sJ))/DC(I,J))*
1GN	 G•;,'..A-1.) / Li) ( 1, J) )
CCt.ST1= — YSu3x t I,J )^u+X^IiEX(IsJ)*V
KKT=5J4T(YSi;3x(IsJ)**2+x_UPz( I,J)**2)






•LA'1P 4 =L 'A:l l




CON3T3=DGl I 	 )/ (2.*GArir1A)
lh=((3.—GQ1"A)#(L A(0P3;!,Ar';^4)4C*C)/(2.*(GAMMA-1.))
GPI i,i)=CV.:ST3+(2. T (vAM,"iA-1.) LAAP1+LA1P3+L4MP4)
GP2( -1s I) =C 3',3T3* ( 2. * (JA l i, •iA-1.) *L 0,P1VU+LA,ioP3#
1 (u+C , •-QT)+L4 ", 0 44 ( ,j— C4KiT) )
GP3l.1,I) = CLJ%ST3*(c. lu-4fl:,A-1	 LAIP14V+LAMP3^
1(V+C*K2T)+LA;iP4	 V—CTN2T3i
Gi4(J,I)=i.G'.ST.},v	 k7	 Vlt	 l*(u4•v+V4)+.54LA^P3*
1t (}J+C4. 4 1T) `T_'+(V+C	 2T)* 2)+ 5 LA,'P4 ;`  ('lu — L r KIT)	 2
2+(V—C*K2T)*42)+,,)
j	 ^_((3.—G4	 LK	 3+LI,• ,"4) v C ;F C	 G Al m A-1.))
G."' 1f J, I)=C3,.3T3 r;1:.T ( o4 "t,.a -1.) LA''.i1+LAil %i3+L•N t-1;14 )
G` 2(Js 11=%.,	 3T3Y12	 A-1.)' LAii?;1v-u+L4p.13
1(u+C	 1T)+Lt. 1	 )
Gt:3(J,I)=C^—;.,T34 2.*l 7A
	 A — I.LVI 1^V+L "„,3^
1('v +C-K2T)+L:,`,I	 (v—C--,{2T))
I	 Gm4(J,I)=Cup.ST;*(lG
	 ^-1.)*LAI'..14 J J+	 V)+.tiTLAM1A34
1((u+C4-KiT)`;.+(V+Cr<.2T	 2)+951^LA'11	 LJ—C tKIT)r.42
Ir'(ACS(GP1(J,1	 *LT.i._—I)) GP1(Js1)=0.
IF	 5	 P2(J,:)).LT.I._—Io	 vF2f.1sI) =U.
IF	 S(GN3(JsI)).LT.l.I-1	 P3(J,I)=v.
IF(>`S( ir '-(J,I)).LT.	 P41Js1)=G.f	 1r(44-S(31i(,1,I)).LT.1. — 10	 GI.1(JsI)=u.
If	 5 G" 2(Jf1))eLT.1.r — l.J) l:iC(i,1)=U.
Ir(^. S(GIJtJ,I))•LT•i•c — iG) Ci+3(J,I)=J.
f
	
	 1F(A.:.S(G:•i4(.1,I)).LT.1._—IJ) u1%4(Jsi) =J.
100 CENTINUc
RE TU q N
END
SL-6RO LIT INE C3.`irFP( XP,'i a 1,.1PIsFP1sFPciFP3,FP4.9F11;IsFM2j FM3sF1l4,
IBoTALJPsP,HsF1XsF2rsF3t,F4XsF.LLTAX)
$Y# Cu"PL,• TE tJ Et' ;,IvITIVE:> I.. X—)1-^E.CTILIN
DI M E;•SIJ'. XP(4C), (4v),Ta,J::'i'(4L)s;'(+l^),N(4G),
1Fr1( &tO s 14)sr=z:'2(4: s:4 )sFP3(4(,s14),F?4(4C,14)s
2F iii 1( L C,1 ► )srFIL(4%s14)sF_M3(4Us14),F'"4(4C,14)s




CALL EVALF (	 ,,PP 1 ( Is J ) s;vPl, Es Tt;L DP, P, rij ALPHA, FiXs DELI AXs IFLAGs J )
CALL SPLEXP(XP,t"1(IsJ).9F= PAsFP6y NP1, if, ,TAUDPs?s Hs ALPHA)
IFLAG=2
CALL EVALF ( X P s F,`il ( Is J),NP1sEsTAL,JP,PsHsALPHA,FIX.9DELTAX,IFLA'GsJ)
CALL SPLEXP(SP;► rP2(1sJ),FPAs	 ^iP1sE3sTAUDPsPsH,ALPHA)
IFLAGP=1
276
C.+LL EVALF(l pFP2(1,J),'.'P1, oa,Tt,U7N,P,H p ALPHA,F2X,uEL TAX ,IF LAG ,J)
C.LL SPL:XP(tN,r• , 2(1,J),rPA,F?L,I-P1, LI P TAJD^ vP,ri,ALPhA)
IrLAG =2
CALL E4ALF(X 3 , 9 : 2(1,J),t-,Pl,d,T4UDO,P,H.PALPHAPF2XobELTAX#lFLAboJ)
CALL S? LEAP(Xr>t••3(i,J),;'r10Frr,iNi'1,ts,IAWOP, ►',r•i,ALPH.A)
1FLAGal
CALL E ALr(APpFr?(1,J), ir1p6TAUJP,PtHp4LPHAtF3APDELTA;t, FLAG,J)
CALL S P LExr^( i. r,r`'3(t,j),FPAPFF'IiN?1•h,TAU0P,P,ri, ALPHA I
IFL Avz2
CALL EVA LF(A:',F;'_(1,J),?4?1,n,TtL:)P,P,H,ALPr1A,F3X,DrLTAX,iFLAG,J)
CALL SPL-aP(cP,f-r 4 (1,J),rt'A ► F Pc.,^,P1,iIAJOP,P,Ii, ALPHA )
I F L	 I
C;.LL Ev^'LF(X- 1 ,	 ,J), tj 1,:S,IhLbP,?,H,AL PHA sFwX,LELTAX,IFLAU,J)
CALL , :^LE	 x -^,F "4('1,J ► ,r'r•,FP1;, 01, 3,TAUDP,f',fi,ALPHA)
IFLAL=2
CALL tVALF( ?,F +11,J), ,P1	 ,TFL,UP,P,h,ALPHA,i-4x,DELTAx,IFLAG,J)
lun C.:'lT1',JE
► cETu-'^
SL3k, oTIP.E Cad , C, Y r ,	 i,.1P1,GH1,i7P29GP3 ► GP4rGil1,G M 2,GM3 G`f4,
19,T4L*DP,r'..-,alY,vaY,j r,j -rI,L CLTAY)
C	 ** Lj:4'LTF L;tKI/-Titi:S 1'+ Y — )I -:tCTI611
ic•^1-31f - YP(1	 4C),TAJDr'( ?L),P 'iCGl,t1(4l'i),
1GP1(14, 4 J), ;-?(,,,4v	 3(14,4G)j%;tJ4(14,-tCols
2 G il 1	 4,4^)rG•z2(14.4;.),i''3(14r4^,).9Gh4(1ti,4C,
3G1Y(4;;,14),G_Y1
	 ,1	 (4L, 14 ),GIY(tCs141
Du ICJ I=1,':?1
CALL S?L_?P(YPP, Pl(1,i), PA,GPr,^.I'l,a,T4U0P,P,H.,4LPHA1
I F L A =1
CALL EVALG(Y',%^Piti,I), i•tr'I,d,TAUDP.9PoH,ALPHA,GIY,OELTAY,iFLAG,I)
CALL S'LI: XP(Y'sG-'1(IsI),GPA,bPo,'-',P1,u,TAUDPoP,H p ALPHA )
1 F L:.G
CALL E'va	 "LG(YP,' l(J. p	 %1PI p d.,1N LID P,P,HpALPHAtG1Y,DEL TAY ,A FLAG) I)
CALL S'LEX?(YP2::?2(1,I1,GP4,GP c, vMPlsbjTAUL'P,P,H,ALPHA)
1FLA^ =I
CALL EV4Lt-(Y?,iP ( i,I),rIP1,f?,T» UDP,P,H,ALPHA,G2Y,uELTAY,IFLAG,I)
CALL S?LE)P(rr',	 1,I),GPAsi-PritsNPl,b,T ALT P,P,HyAL PHA )
I LAG=2
CALL E.• aLb(Y?,vi'?(1.1),`1rIsB.PTLUJP,?,H, ALP HAsG2Y,DELTAY,IFL AG* I)
CALL S'LEx'(Y?,u::3(1,1	 -,c,TAUOPPP.9r{,ALPHA)
iFL.:^=1
CALL EV40 	 P1,i:,TY.:L)P,P,H9ALPHA,G3Y,DELTAY,IFLAGoI)
CALL SPLFX.?(Y a ,^"3(1,I),UP A.r GFLsIP1,d,TAUDP,P;H, ALPHA )
IFLA,!=2
CALL EVALC(Y = ,L:• z(Isi),v.P1,:l,T4I,L-P,P, H, AL PHA,G3Y,DELTAY,IFLAG,I)
CALL SOLE^ 0 (fP,CP4(1,I),Gr'4,GFti, .PIP E,TA'JGP,P,ri, ALPHA I
1FLAG=1
CALL EVALG(YN•C,	 I I s 1 , r'1,!!,TAL>3P,P,H,aLPHA,GfY,DELTAY,IFLAG,I)











aQa -^zUTI P.t ?w DPYG(SP1,4R1,MIhFPGAM'i%.9DENSTPMMNTM,NMh|'PENRGY.,5P)
C * n * EwF3 ; CE BaU6)a » Y CGMLIriuK3
TEAL -I&R,MM.T'|4U,l,),QaSIP(AUP14)









RM j = E13 |<i,d!
U : ^'l® Tk|I,a)ZRh0
v=&SbTI(IPJ)Z^e-








Q	 /R	 =&RH3 (%<I -d)+.e¥(RIIF+R)
@R	 L*(l.-2}
DE:rSI(l,d):&MOP















	 E/C)©(o-1.)+<.5C SaO| n (pI&F-R)
;n]R;¥hj+|PIKF-P)/CS&D
















F UP P EK oALC
Czj 30 I=21.14
krlJ=C•E 1 ,3T( I, P11
Li s.4iN Ti (I,^o,L)/,-
C	 -)=ASS(GA^'Jagi
C=Sj T(CS4D)







?	 Te.( i,,:Ni )= -LP*lJP
NN;4TM(I,;.P1)=




Kr,j=uE ! ;ST(I,1 )
P=( G'. , i; 1-1.)Y(E:.'eGY(Ii1)—.5*(L*V+V*V)*FtiJI
CS D=A^j(Ct.(, ;;:, *P /PriC)
C=S;;T(CSOC)
ALPHt.=ATA'; (Sr l I) )
KhOP = R.HJ — iF HJ/C1*(—z,Ii;( ALPhA)*L. +COS( ALPHA) *V)
►;t:JP=y;HJ
UP=CGS( ALPH A ) * *22";L:+S i,i( ALPHA )*C6S (ALPHA )*V
V'F=S I t . (4LPHA)*CL (HLF:iA)*J+SII,(.4LPr,A)**2*V
PP=r —; ;HJ*C v (-3I1;(AL PHA )*U+C-6S(ALPHA	 V)
PN=P
DENS1 ( I, 1)=QLiJP
N:h4Ti" (I, 1)=K-(7r'*UP
1)=P-/ (CAP'`iA-1.)+ . 5	 LP*UP+VP*VPI*RHOP
C0	 +Uc











ExPSPL: .E. J. `"CCAi•TI^4	 10/60
PUNCTIO'l: CO'^STPoCTS THc INTERPGLATJKY cXPO "1ENTIAL SPLINE
TO % SET JF POINTS IN THE PLANE .iITH MONOTONICALLY






C *** FEFEP06" E: b. J. MCC AK TIN.9 NUMERICAL COMPUT4TIJN OF
C ** n EXi/Cht,*,TIAL	 SPLII,LSP	 COURANT	 MATHEMATICS
C	 *+* A`,U MIPUTiOG LAtsGkATOkY,	 JCTORER 1180
C	 ***
C	 *** U E S C f IPTIU)4 OF CALLlhG	 ARGUML(,TS:
C	 #** X ABSCISSAE
C **# F Qf-A.,ATE5
C	 *** FPA LEFT	 H,.,.,,;	 UEFIVATIVE	 ENt)	 C&,DITION
C	 *** FP3 PIGrlT	 HA'-J	 DERIVATIVE	 ENC	 CONDITION
C	 #*# lip = u^	 _j^GErAL	 PAIRS	 OF	 CATA
C = G IGHT	 HA ,U	 SIDE	 r', F	 SPL I,% L	 ELUAT IONS
C	 *#* TAUOP = SLLUT1CN	 OF	 z)PLIt•E	 EtjUATlYlS
C	 #*# P = EXr'G',EWNAL	 S?Ll:iE	 Te01SILN	 PARAMETERS
C	 *** H = LELT-
C	 *** ALPriA = SCALING	 PAkAMETEP
C	 ***
Su3zcJuTI " E EYPSPL(APFYFPAPFPr,r.P].,U,TALDP,P,H,ALPhA)
vl^Er,SI::': rt(I)^r(^),:.(..),T.+I;GF(t)^^(1)^rl(1)
DIMENSIJN	 ILIPL(1..)) 1LIMM100)PQ(100I U(10V
REAL L41i4h
C ***
























C *** DEFINE 31S
C **#
a(1)=(F(2)—Fll))/-1(1)—FP:,/SCALE
IF(_4.EU.I) G':: TG 11
00 10
10 t5(I)-(F(I+1)—F(1)) /H(1)— (F(I)—F(I-1))/F(I-1)
11 3(VPi)=FP"/SC aLz— (c(i^^i)—FIi:I)/ti(N)
C #*#
C #** GETE ► MI'.E aHI,If 1 W .TE' P 41LS SH;:ULL ^L hIT 4ITH
C	 LI'4L ac3 c'IT'-: Af•;	 ,IC,-i iNTtrbALS SHOULD BE
C	 =	 :EZ, OF tXPul'.EkIIAL SPII`E INTERVALS
C ***	 ILI4Ll1	 - LEI-T oot;;J E,)GP0V,T Or ITh SPLINE INIERVAL




14 Cu'. f i'4UE
u; 2^ I=IL,'^
TE"P=3(I);-t;(I+l)
IF(Tc 1P EC. 3.) G.. T2 2^
{ =,-, + 1
ILImL(K	 I
Vv 1L J= 1.0
TE',P= '(J 	 +1












30 C 1 T I Lag
C ^r*









IF(P:rI.GT.=T4) `0 TJ 39
C	 ** U )E Pi,4CrR SE" IES R;tPKE,E'.TATIGN
PI2HI%=PI2*til4ril
PI4-iI4= P1`r^I? *PI:-1I^
c (I) _ (1 . +C.:^r:;i T 3^-r I2F!12+Cu;^5T4* p I4HI4)*FIrCCINSTl
D:=(1.+C.^r^^TS T ^IL F^IZ+CJ,f^TE^•F14h I4)* rfI *CJPtiST2
DIAG(1	 IMl+)I
GU TL 4J












 l n •tie
C n , n 	 .	 ,




IF	 .E^,1}	 G:l	 IC	 4o
GC	 !	 I=2^w
























	 G]	 IG	 99













11,F(Te3@.GE.G.)	 GZ	 TC	 o 
C	 , n + =	 T	 LDP<G	 =T	 LEFT	 e=A)	 LhDPOINT
IF L:3=1
L%/a.4 k=	 x,I	 S (	 11L!),ul;G(lL)*AnS	 T4LJ]P(IL)))/ABSlTAUDP(IL+1))
' PTILEA=l.1a2«Tl[	 1L)>








1)	 Gu	 T1	 70
CD	 :F	 d=ILP11 Lal
1F(TaUDR(G|.aE.L.)	 G2	 T 	 o 







IF(T6;'P,GT.Qo ) GO T,:, b3
C **	 d*TAU^P<0 AT AN IhTcrtIDP POINT
IFLAG=1'
L i- y a,•. ^ = 41^^(1( A ^Sta(J)f,DIwG(J)*A3StTAJCP(J))1
	 ,
1/(2.{a''Axi(^,5(T; J^:i^(J-1)),r,^S(TAuOrrlJ+1))))
rTIL^:,=^ dA,+ 1(i'Tll.;:,^r(,1-1D )
P (J — i) = P ( J -1) +J,,c GAV (PT I LDA — P (J-1) )
r•TIL^-'•=1./^..=.TtL^' :r^^1(^Df
►'TIL.•A=A ;A^cl(PTiI^A, ►' (J I )
NlJ)=PtJf+'J^E^A^`tPTIliI"+—F'(J ) )
7C TE'r=T	 r (I ^)*; (I^)
1F(T r i	 .i:.^. ) G.. T^






•' (i.^'''1) =r (I ^';l D+;,^•'E^H+(PTILOa—P (IUrIl) f
80 CJ'4T INiE
C **
C	 CrECe F:I, r
_xr^A.EcUS I +i-LECTIU; POINTS
C






4LPH l.C = A'IAX1l J;' L, / SI^i;A, 1. )
ALPHA =ALPHA *;.LPHAC
DO 94 I=j,'j
ri(I) = rill) /ALrr1:: C 	,
GO TU 34
C *{*






	 `ti i1UE P








C	 ESEVAL: 4o J. MCC40T114 	 lu /b()
C **^
C ***
C *** FUNCTIJ'^: EVALUATES THE EXPOINEhTIAL SPLINE
C **
C	 DtSCPIPTION OF CALLI;,G AkGtrmEhTS:
C	 x	 a A3JCISS..E
C ***	 F	 = 0NU1,NATt )
C **	 N P 1
	
= NL'*:uEA J1	 ,J ? DtdED PA1 4 5 GF OATA
C	 d	 = P16H'	 ri^'^^) SIDE C+ SPLINE E(:.,,ATIOt,,S
C	 TAJ;. P	 = S1,LUT 1	 + OF )PL 1 1 t. E,',,JATiJ iS
C #**	 ►'	 = EXPO' Ei.N AL :,PLI,.E TE-1.)1-LN PAAA;-ItTERS
C ***	 H	 = DELTA x
C	 **	 X3: h	 = AmSCIS^A 61. EVALuAI'IJP4
C	 TAL,14R =	 ( c J 	 EVAL11ATI,!;y
C	 T41.,s:.P	 i':l. "I I E	 r LV4L!HI IL1^4
C	 ALPHF	 SC LINr, aAr,A-1ETLV
C **
Su3^uuTI ^c ESE^AL(x.o Fp'4P1,^,TALI:P)r', lip XaAK,TAUs3ARpTAUGPoTAui3PP,TIP
lP ,-ILPyAI

















C	 DETEKMINE I'+TEP4 L
C ***
DO 10 J= I , N
I=J
IFW.',.Z.LT.X(J+1)1 GC Hl 11
10 C1;NT 1NUE
C ***
C	 DETEr'1I`.E TY 3 _ GF FIT
C *s,^
11 TEMP=^(IDrS(T+1)
IF(TL %:P.INL.O.) G"_ TG Z 
C




















PHI=P( Il *r( )
IF(Pl► iI.GT.E1
L-', c r:nct% St:-'
P12H:2mP:r-l-r





7,3-112 . 1 . / ( -+t 1 1 q ,1 t i. as )
T E ? ,1=1.+Co ,3T3';r 1. -1 +C.,-VST4,;P I4ri14
TE D '2 = :,'3'1+ST1rNI2-' +:F+I2+^JP•ST7 K PI;^*PI?hi2
Tt? 1^=(	 5 T i 	 •i1a+;,. ? +;,Ta=PI,=)*p12
TA'J:.)14=(f (I)'VAI+F(I+1	 ST1*H(I)*
11A1TT4,:1F( i)*(Tt^r'1+Tt=,r'c;^12+Tr^^t^*X14)+
2/' 7 T: u=' (I+1) T (T:: •. ,:.+T	 2*X<<+TEkrl3')X241 )
T	 +11-F1:))/r+(i)-C^,ST1*HtI)'
ilTa.s4Pf I+1)r(T:r''i+,.*TEr''ii Y x22 + ^. *Tt^c113*x24)-
2TAJ) a lI) T IT	 1+3.*T,,;12 212+5	 TER-134A14))
TA :o• =5C LE*T4 1.,-. P	 L P H 4
TAJ ^r ?= ( SC - L: /+: L	 tr2 C14ST1 H( I 	 T;,UOP ( I1*X1*(b.*TERM2+2J.*TER
1;;: TX1
	
T, jJ-)	 +	 z,'( x.41 - 1•,2, 20.*TEtM3 A22) )
T:. PP-=—t3C:.L=	 L : 1) 41,3*^,:j':S11FH( 1) 0 (6.*TAiJJPII	 T  R M2+
11D.*TE S 1L Xi?)+:.. T TAUJP(I+1	 TEkO12+10	 TEkM3*x(22)I
G ,5 Ti^ 3J
US, E rYPE?E L I C F _I';CTI3',5
JE , 4-jm = +'I%*SI	 I)*Hf:))
TAU-AAK.=(TAI,i;?(I)73Iiirtall)*,K1)+TAUOP(I+1)*SINH(P(I)*X2))/uENpP1
1+((r(i)-T4B•.io(I)/PI2)*X1+tF(I+1)-TaILP(I+1)/PI2)*X2)/H(I)
T AU:iY=(TALJP(I +1) TC3Sd P(I)*),2)-7A 0PlI)*CCSH(P(Il*X11)*P( I)/GENOM
1+(F(1+1)-r(I)+(T	 ^"(I)-T"LGP(I+1)I/i'I!)/HfI)
TALl3P=SCALc*TAL'3 	 LP- iA
7AU3PP=tSC	 P(I Il4L 0 -1N) T ,2/6 LN-3N*(TaL0P(I+l)*SINH(PtI)*X21+TAUDP
TSPP - IS:ALE^P(i	 LPri	 3/ LC- E`+I;M 	TAUCP(I+1)$C3SH(P(I)*X2)
1-TAJL , P ( I )rtCD3-•l-'t 1 ) T xl l )
cu'iTIN^J:
ti E T 'u h
E1%,D
SL,BQ-uTI'^E E•44LF(X,F,'•?1, 31 TALL P,P,H,ALPHA,FP,DELTA,IFLAGPL)
tlllc^SI 1, ; x(i)rr=11),.•(I),TAilji?t(I);P(I),H(1),FP(4Jo14)
C3+,ST1, LNSTc-,t.u,JST3,UNST4,CO,VST5,CINST6, CONS T7,CONSTB,CON
I S T 4
C t T T








C *** DtTE % t',I,4E INTEOVAL
C ***
I=K
IF (I.GE.^.F1/2 1 I= I-1
IF(I.EO.:-,Pl) I=',
!	 C ***
C 1;	 =3tTEtell';E TYPE CF FII
C ***
11 TC'1P=3t 1)'^3f I+1 )
IF(TE-1-"'	 ic.v.) Gam: T:: 2-1
C	 FIT .IT-t LI . ,:Am FU'.CTi ).',
TAJnP=(F(1+_)—r(1))/(H(I) IA' LPHA)
TA'Jdr=SC:,LF.^TALtP
E	 GL Tu ^J
C **# F IT •,I T-1 t x,) )',c.'.T I AL 3PLI;ik
20 l=SCALtr(A(1+l)— A" N")/ALPr;N
X2=SC 4LE ^ t ^c;.^ — x (I) 1 /A^rr!q
j	 F^i2 =^(1)^P(I)
PIHI = P(I) ;-H( I )
IF(PIr,I.GT.rTA)	 TL 27
I	 C #Y* U.)E Pu„E- SE-; I:'^ K:.'rr;,c +TATIC(,




X14= x 12; X 12
X24=x22"YeP
C.'v3HI2=1./(r4(I)TH(I)}
E	 Tc^.^1=1.+C ^ST?rr':^'^;:^+CJvSTL*FI4 HI4




T:, u -)P= ( F ( I+1) — F (I)) /,h( i) — Ct^i,ST1TH(i )
1(T4.I CP( I+lD*(T:b.''1+3.*TE^12);;c22+5.^`TERN34X24)—
2T t J:ir(;) r lTt: ^1+^.rTE^ i2*X12+:.*Tr^,h3rkl4))
TAL1 3 P= 3i,ALCE* r V.1 -r /ALPHA
GJ Tu 3:J
C *** uSE rYtl Etc 1JLIC. F	 CT13.S





IF(IFLAG.E '.?) FP (K)L)=FP(K,L)+TAUbP
C	 G  TC" 100
31 1F(.^.E).1 . JK 	 E::.NP1 ) GU TO 1t,0












DtTE- Mll +r TY K E OF FIT
IF(TE v P•.`,c.u. ) G; Tj 120
FIT ,ITH LI'. -A , ; U.• CTlj,i
TPA,, J%P-( F ( i+l ) – F ( : ) ) / (*tl 1 )rALrHt. )
TAU3PP=0.
GO' TC, 130




IFr(PIHI.^,T.ETA) k.;0 T- 125
J	 p	 E	 SE'If:; r	 c)_t;TATIL'
P 2ri12=PII1,r IrI
PI4,-114=PI%:!I?YPIcFi12




,.::-:)H12=i • / (h( 11 T t1 ( 1 ) 1
TEa •11=1	 ST:+rrIZ^I2+CO;•JST4 PI4H14
Ttk;i2=C J:,^ T1 . P12	 1ttA^+C,^`•^)T 741PI2YP12H12
TES !3=("G,-ST3xC,; .;r,I L.,N3T9'=PI2)*P'17
TAJrP=(F(1+1) – F(1))	 (1) –CONS T1*H 1)'^
1(T '^.iIP( I+1)^r ( TL S' , 1 +3.ri Er'iL*k22+5. u TERt'3*X24)-
2T aJ,P( I ) y l TE<. •11+3. x T	 X I L +	 *TEkM3 X14) )
T U3P = 3C L = 4'T	 LrH:,
TAJ3PP=fS^,HLE	 ',::rCONST1rH(I)*(TtJDP(I)*X1*(6.*TE.RiM2+2U.*TER
II:: q-X12)-- T 	 D	 I+i)Yr.t l6.*TEa.f12+20.*TEP113+X22))
G  TO 133
C *,r.* USE HYPE?COLIC Fi.,rCTI-J,,AS
12: tic +v.' =P-Z•=S1`,H( r( I )'tr( I ) )
TAU P (T4Ll:)P(1+1)TCOSm(P(I)TX2)–TAUJP(I)*C.U'SH(P(I)*X1))*P(I)/DENOM
1+( ;: ( I+1)–r ( 1)+(T:+'' .)P( 1) – I AvDP( 1-r1l)/PI%)/H( I)
TAJ3:P=t StAL :-: 	I 
	 LPrlA *fc /bEND;1*(TAI,JPtI+1)*5INH(P(ID*X2)+TAUDP
1(I)"t S1; 1N (r(I) T X1) )
13 ,0, CuNTI'.U=
ErS = ^,tLT^^OELT^r-.__ (T^JuPP)
IF(cF:i.^T..^) BPS=.^







DET=P,`'I ivC I`, TEf4:AL
i=K-1
DET^", ,"INE TYPE LlF FIT
TL"', " = i( 1 )*3 ( 1 +1)
1: ( i^ P.>.E.O. ) GL TO 2^,0
287
C *** FIT rIT`i LINE Ax FU;aCTIJ(4
TAUoP=(F(I+1)—F(l))/ (.1(I)#ALPHA)
TA'f^P-S;;ALE*T A l  t
TAU8PP=0.
Gu T4.^ 230
C **	 FIT KITH EAPLr + E#,TIAL S PLlNL




IF(PI ' , I.GT.ET :) GO TU 225







TLRMI = 1.<L2N3T3*P i2H1?+CJ'lST4*PI 4tH I4
TER ,''i2 = C3'i^ T1rPl2 — L',3NIZ+CDtss T7x-PI2*PIZh12
TER.'13=(CU',,ST-)4l::` BrtI2+C ., 6T9*Pli )*ul?
T•Ui^=fF(l+il—F(I))/ri(i)—C^.ST1^^H(I)T
1(TAIJi;P( I+1)*( (Er..'1+3. I EKrsc*etc+S. T TEKh3*X24)-
2TAUOrtI)TITES'h1+3. y Tr.,'12 T ^(12+5.*TkK`13*X14) )
T A U-iP = SCALE*T AutF /6,LPHA
TAUidP= (SCALC/4LPH^. )r, = %rCOiJSTi*h(I )T (T4 JDP ( I) *X 1T(6.*TERM"2+2U.*TER
1;'^3*Xl2)—TAJ—>',( 	 i'2+20. *TER i'131^x22))
GO TC 236
C #",* USE HYPERcOL1C F:^'tiCTIa^S
225 utNJ.' =a I2*SI' + i(^lI ) T ; (I))
TAU3P=tTai;JP(1+1)rC"i,ri(i'(I)Ya,2)—T:+u^P(I)*CuSH(P(I)*X1))#P(I)/DENGM
1+(F(I+1)— F( I)+(T+at!;:t- (1) — TAI,Lr(I+;))/PIS)/H(I)
TAU3F=SCALETTAL•;r/4LPHa









Su3ROUTI'4E EJALG(Xsr y , y P1,d y TALC: F P,H•ALPHAyFPPDELTA,IFLAGsL)
o1MEr,SIaN X( i )•F(1)j,-	 ).tTAUDP(I pP(1),H(1),FP(4{?o14)









GJ luo C =1^tWi
XBA=:zA(K)
C ***









C	 *$ FIT WITH LI'<
TAU3r=(.F(i+l
T.4J^F=SC-.LE*-'
G 	 TCD 30
C **$ FIT ,ITH cxP'
20 Xi =SC14L E* (X (
Pit = F(I) V P( I
rIHI=a(1)-^:,(
IF(P1yi.GT.c








Tc^^11=1 .+i^^.:iT3*P I2;-kIZ+CL:+^T4^r I4HI4
TERAZ=C.J;4ST1^ ?It—J':r'.^^I?+CJt+ST7T(^I2*i^l2D+I2
TcK`13=(C':;:ST_ ^L`,3t-?%+,;;'i;.^T9^^P12)*PI2
TAUBr' _ (r (I+Z) —F (1)) /H (i)—'^1::^,5 T1*H (I )'^
1(TAU:.P(i+il*(T,_;.;, 1 + 3.rTtR`12 M X,22+S.TTt• RM3•+= X241-





25	 E`4lj:o 	12 T S1	 I)Tr.( i) )





IF(IFLAG.EQ * ?) FP(LsK)= F?(L,K)+TAUuP
C	 G'ol TC• i o i
31 IF(r(.cIZ),I.J?.K.L	 Pi) GO 70 100
X3A:=X(K)+.5*JtLTA
C T$






C *** GLT&MINE TYP E GF FIT
C ***
111 TEMP=n(I)*6(I+1)
IF(TEMP,Nt:,G. )• G3 T r 120





C #** FIT -ITS SAP30 rTIAL S?LI.'IE




IF(PIFiI.GT.ETA) GO Ti; X25




x22 =X 2 *X2
X14=02102
X24=X227X22
GN3^iI2=1./ tn(I )*r^ (I) )
TERM1=1.+,CWST 3*Pi2nI2+CjNtT4*PI4HI4




2T4UJF(I)*(TEI "1+3.^ Tck. 2IX12+5.#TEk,`13*X14) )
TAU3r=SCALE*TAL,&P/ALt ri.;
TAU3FP= (SCALE /ALPoA)**2*CuNST1*h(I ) 4 (TAUDP (I)*X1* (b. *TtRM2+20.*TER
lM3*X12) — TAI DP(1+1)*X44(6.*TEPN2+2U.*TERM3*X22) )
GO TO 130


















C	 DET&MINE TYPE OF FIT
c. ***
211 TE`1P=3(I)*3(I+1)
IF(TE^^P*`.E.J. ) GO TO 220






C *** FIT +-ITH EXP;',t t •TIAL SPLI',E
220 X1=SCALE*(X (I+.) °,^t iA a.) / ALt'hr~
x2=SC :Li= T lxor = -X(I) )/ALPHA
PI2=P(i)*P(I)
PIrII= r( I) T H( 1>
ir(rI-'I.GT-ETA) G IJ TG 225










TER; •t3=(C.r•ST	 riI2+; 	 T9-^PI2)4P12
T-UoP =(r (1+1)-F(1))/h(I	 I)*
1(T4UGP(1+ 1)=( Tt	 'i+3.Y1E^•..^2 T Xt^+S.T(cRh3*X24)-
2TAJJP(I)*(TES: I+ 3 	 I27x12+ .*TErA3*X14))
TA,ujP S 	 E *Tal:ir /.Lr riA
TAu3PP (SCAL /ALP~A)^T2*C,3iST14N(I)7 (TAUDP(I)*X1.*( E.*TERMf-+20.*TER
1t'3 x12) — T:,vUP(I+1	 2	 T 	 2+20.*TEPM3#x22)1
GJ Tai 23-3
C *** u S E i-YP	 L i C F	 CTIJ rJ 	{
225 JEV.i'' = PIZ 4 Si. 	 I1*i--(i) ) i
TA',13P=(TaL i' 	 'A )-T"'!.:,JP(I)'C(,Sri(P(I)*X1)1*P(I)/DErDIM
1+(F( i+ 1)-F(I)+(1jLUwP(1)-TAU1P(1+1))/rI2)/H(1)
TAU3P :-, 5CALE Y T4L., rF t.LPHA
T;:,:'3PP	 SC ^•L_4r (t) /AL"rHa	 k	 T.Ai,D?( I + I	 SINH(i'	 X2)+TAUDP	 i
1(I)T^lv^-!lr(I) T K1))	 ,
230 C",vTI%UE
Er'S=DELTa Y i3 ELT^*At: (TNU3PP)
IF(EPS.GT..5) EPS = .5	 E




SU5^OuTI:%E SALExP(h+t, rPA,f- PEIsr,P1,o,TALJPsPsHyALPHA)
J!`^i=:^SIJ'. ;<(? 1,r(4),L(i),T^l.^^P11),t'(i),;i(1)
D1"1E.iSI:)+ E( 1.} v),DI:.,G(10v),ILI"L(1vJ),ILINLl(100),0(100),U(100
Cu' 1u` CJ,\STI,C:;t,:^T2,CJvSTs,CL^t,.ST4,ClU,vST5,C014ST6,CJNST7,CC,,iSTd,CON
1 S T 9
KEAL LAV3AR
C ***



























C	 Y DtFI6E 61S
C ###
E(1)=.(F(2)—F(l))/ri(l)— FPA /5C'+LF
1r (N.c:^. i ) Gi TC 11
1G dlI)=(F(I+1)— r (1))/ri(I)—(F(I)—r(I—i))/h(I- 1)
yy
11 El;dr'1)=FPr:/SC ALE — (F(!.P1)—F(t^))/H(fq)
##r
C ## DETEkMINE „RICH It;TE ; ALS SHCULC LIE FIT ATH
C # $ LINE SEG;aENT5 AND ;,HICH 1`dTE F V A L S SHCiULD BE
C T FIT AITH EXPJNENTIAL SPLINES
C # #	 K	 = N;ir'•^ER 6F EXPC".ENTIAL SPLINE INTERVALS
C	 ILI"IL(i) = LEFT !-!iirJ E,\DPCINT OF Ifh- SPLINE INTERVAL





3G	 I = I L t N
TEMP=3(I)T5(i+1)





IF(Tc"P * NE.0.) GO TO 15
ILI kl b( ro =J
viJ TO 2-3
























PUN =-	 SE ; I 	 S	 =_Pr= y : t^
P12r1I2 = Pi2"-11 9 1-
PI4A1	 P!1 I i I2 g PI	 I2.
_ ( I ) =(1.+CL'•.: T3n•
	 I2r^I	 + C C
JI-(1.+C ill STi
	 FI;?Hi2+C3^IS
01A";( I)=; 1 :11+	 1
GG	 TC	 40










C	 ALTER SPLI-'4E EQUATICI.S
C *#
IF (... E











DO. 4 y K =2, ".P1
p  («-1)*Q( Kr, -1)+D1 AG ( r,K )
49 ;,(K'()=(v(t\K	 E(K{—?)*U(KK-1))/PK
TA,JDP CNP1 ) =U N P I )
Du 51 L =1, `







C *** PLOT EXPGt,E ►dTIAL SPLI'4E
C **s
54 CONTINUE
Ir(K.t *O) G3 TL 3UGG
IF(IC3U;4T.Gc.ITiMA,%) 60 TO 3OCC
C ***






TE",P =TAJvP (.L )Tc (IL )
IF(TL^P.Gt.u.) CL TO 64
C *** d* T,.L-uP<J AT L:F f 	 Eo)HlO ,T
1FLQG=1
LA^'dA%=A^',X1(A.+5(:(IL)),uI,,G(IL)*Au3 TA:1DF(IL)))/AaS(TAuuP(IL+111
PT IL r^i =1./SG'-'T( Lr.r i4 At, * 1( IL) 1
PTILCA=AYAX1(PT1LCA,P(IL))
P ( IL ) = P ( IL)+3AEb:,* ( P1 :L)M — P (I L) )
64 ILPI=IL+1
IUM1=IU-1
IFiIL ^1.L'f.ILR1) G•J TJ 7C.
DU b" J = I L P 1 1L,.1
IF(TrUD'P(J). a=., . ) G:. TO 6'b
C *** TAU)P = v





66 TE`1P=TAUu P (J) Oat J )
IF( T Ei',P.GT.G	 Tr, 68
C *** a*TALDP < i; AT are 1.NTE iJK PCJIt•.T
IFlAG=1
LAMBAK=A"lA I At 	 uiAG(J 1,'itFAUCP J)I)
1/(2.*AlA,^I AC'5 TA j r) FtJ-1)),A ;(TAU-1P(J+1)l))
PTIL DA=1./SQRT(L:."''>4;TN:J-1))
PT1LD'A=A-MAAl(?T1L";A	 (J-1))
P(J-1)=P(,i-1)+	 --:G PfILIA	 (J-1))
PTILDA=1./S :. T( L:.	 F ^-{( J) )
►'TILL	 4")'-X1(PTIL.)A,P(J))
P(J)=P(J)+6!i_%GA	 PTIL:J ► —P(.1))
b6 C%.* +T INUE
	
70 TE'•:? = TAt:DP (?	 IU)
IF(TE •1 P.GE.0	 G:. T.; dJ
C *** B*TALDP<O AT RIG-lT t-iA,4.J tr+DPCIlST
IFLAG=1
	
x1(	 IL1  ) ),CIaG( IL.)*AL,S(TbUDP( Iii))) /AdS(TAUDP( IUMI) )
PTILJA= i. /SWZT(LA"n^.h T -iIIU'^1) )
PTILC,A=a^^^.k1(PTILJ=.,P(IUr^l) )
PtiJ • 1)=F(Iu'-t1)+CI'EGA *( PTILC;A — P W"Ii))
80 CONTINUE
C ***
C *** CmECr, F3R EXTRANEDUI S I'4FLECTIUN PJI?dTS
C T T T
IF(IFLAG.t^,.u) GU T6 3000
294
C *** SCALt ABSCISSAE





Gu y 4 I=1,.'s
GZj TG 34
C#
C	 t.0 E XT ;(ANEDUS IPA
C
Cam*








This report was prepared as an account of
Government sponsored work. Neither the
United States, nor the Department, nor any
person acting on behalf of the Department:
A. Makes any warranty or representation,
expressed or implied, with respect to the
accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of
the information contained in this report,
or that the use of any information,
apparatus, method, or process disclosed
in this report may not infringe privately
owned rights; or
B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to
the use of, or for damages resulting from
the use of any information, apparatus
method, or process disclosed in this
report.
As used in the above, "person acting on behalf
of the Department" includes any employee or
contractor of the Department, or employee of
such contractor, to the extent that such
employee or contractor of the Department, or
employee of such contractor prepares, dissemi-
nates, or provides access to, any information
pursuant to his employment or contract with the
Department, or his employment with such
contractor.
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